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The present study was designed to evaluate the ameliorating effect of methanolic extract of Morus alba L. 
leaves on nephrotoxicity induced by intramuscular injection of gentamicin in order to give an 
experimental evidence for its established use. The experiment was involved the extraction of Morus alba 
leaves by using 70% methanol solvent. The yielding percentage of methanolic extract of Morus alba L. 
leaves was (27%). To study the ameliorating effect of leaves methanolic extract of Morus alba on 
nephrotoxicity induced by gentamicin, (75) Swiss albino male rats were used weighing (200-230)gm. 
which were divided randomly into five equal groups, 15 rats in each group as follows: G1 (control) which 
was received distilled water orally daily for 5 and 10 days. G2: received gentamicin sulphate (5mg/kg) 
intramuscularly once daily for 5 and 10 days. G3: received co-administration of gentamicin (5mg/kg) 
intramuscularly + 200 mg/kg of leaves methanolic extract orally daily for 5 and 10 days. G4: received co-
administration of gentamicin (5mg/kg) intramuscularly + 400 mg/kg of methanolic leaves extract orally 
daily for 5 and 10 days respectively, while the G5: received gentamicin + Vitamin C 200mg/kg orally. All 
the treatments were given in amounts levels of (0.1/100gm) B.W. Five rats from each group were left 10 
days more without any additional treatments as recovery period. Animals of each group were sacrificed 
at the end of 5, 10 and 20 days and bloods were collected and sera were separated for biochemical and 
antioxidant analysis. The results showed significant increase at (P<0.05) in serum levels of creatinine, 
BUN, uric acid ,MDA oxidative enzyme and significant decrease at (P<0.05) in the serum levels of GSH 
antioxidant enzyme in the group (G2) in the periods of treatment 5,10 and 20 days recovery, while there 
were significant decrease at (P<0.05) in serum levels of creatinine, BUN, uric acid, MDA and increase in 
GSH antioxidant enzyme in the groups G3,G4 and G5 which return to normal levels. These findings 
revealed that the co-administration of gentanicin + methanolic extract of Morus alba leaves has been 
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exhibited more activity as antioxidant in treating of nephrotoxicity induced by gentamicin and indicate 
that the methanolic leaves extract of Morus alba displays a good therapy against nephrotoxicity and 
nephrotoxicant agents. 
 
Keywords: Morus alba, Extract, Nephrotoxicity, Rats 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Gentamicin is an aminoglycoside antibiotic that is widely used for treating infections of gram negative bacteria 
(Bentley et al. 2010). The specificity of gentamicin renal toxicity is related to its accumulation in the renal proximal 
tubules and in lysosomes (Nagai and Takano, 2004) which lead to direct tubular necrosis and loss of tubular brush 
border integrity (Pedraza-Chaverri et al., 2003). The mechanism of gentamicin-induced nephrotoxicity is not 
completely known. Balakumar et al, (2010) reported that gentamicin induced nephrotoxicity by inhibiting protein 
synthesis in renal proximal tubular cells resulting in acute tubular necrosis followed by acute renal failure. Moreover 
gentamicin has been shown to increase the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) like superoxide anion (O2-), 
hydroxyl radicals (OH) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as well as reactive nitrogen species (RNS) in the renal cortex 
that lead to renal structural and functional deterioration (Wang et al., 2006, Martinez- Salgado et al., 2007 and 
Balakumar et al., 2008). Morus alba Linn (mulberry) is an nontoxic natural therapeutic agent which belongs to 
Moraceae family is an example that contains more than 150 species and Morus alba L. (white mulberry ) is the most 
important among them(Srivastava et al., 2006 and Zafar et al., 2013). Because of its highly therapeutic effects and low 
toxicity Morus alba has been widely used as anti-inflammatory (Chen et al., 2013), neuroprotective, skin tonic, strong 
antioxidant, antihyperglycemic, antibacterial, antihypertensive and antihyperlipidemic effects (Nomura et al., 1980, 
Chu et al., 2006, Butt et al., 2008 and Sun et al., 2011), diuretic astringent and antioxidant (Yang et al., 2010 and 
Kobayashi et al., 2010). In recent years numerous data indicate that phytochemicals rich-mulberry extract related 
exhibit wide range of protective and therapeutics role in pathogenesis of brain disease due to the presence of 
phenolic compounds such as Alzheimer’s disease (Song et al., 2014, Qiao et al., 2015 and El-Sayyad, 2015), parkinson 
diseases (Kim et al.,2010, Khan et al., 2013 and Strathearn et al., 2014), neuroprotective activity (Weber et al., 2012, 
Wang et al., 2014 and Seo et al., 2015) and depression (Lee et al., 2013). Morus alba is rich in polyphenolic compounds 
especially the flavonoids and among the flavonoids quercetin 3-(6-malonylglucoside) which is the most significant 
for antioxidant potential of mulberry plant (Butt et al., 2008). The leaves of mulberry contains higher amount of 
quercetin which is responsible for reduction of oxidation process in vivo and in vitro (Iqbal et al., 2012). More 
previously studies used the toxic dose of gentamicin to induce nephrotoxicity and there were few studies that used 
the clinical dose of gentamicin so we have interest to study the the ameliorating of Morus alba methanolic leaves 
extract against nephrotoxicity induced by using the clinical dose of gentamicin in rats. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS           
 

Animals 
 
This study was performed under the guidelines supervision of Ethical Committee for lab. Animals work in the 
College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Baghdad. Seventy five male Wister albino rats about five months of age 
and with body weight ranged 200-230gm.were used to perform the experiment of the present study.   Rats were 
housed in plastic cages 20×50 ×75 cm dimensions, placed in a special housing room belongs to the Department of 
Physiology ,Biochemistry and Pharmacology / College of Veterinary Medicine /University of Baghdad for two weeks 
for acclimatization. Standard rodent diet (Commercial feed pellets) and tap water were freely available. Housing 
condition were maintained at 20-25 oC in air-conditioned room, while the light/ dark cycle was 12/12. 
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Plant Material 
 
Freshly leaves of Morus alba L. collected from local trees of Salah-AL-Din in Tuz city, Iraq during September and 
October 2017. The leaves were cleaned from soils and dust, which washed with tap water and dried about (1-7) days 
in room temperature at shade .The dried leaves were pounded to a fine powder by an electrical grinder and kept in 
glass container .The plant classification was done in the Ministry of Agriculture/ State Board for Seeds Testing and 
Certification S.B.S.T.C in Abu-Graib /Baghdad at certificate No. 3585 in 13 / 09 /2018. 
 
Extraction of Morus alba L. Leaves 
 
The powder of Morus alba L. leaves was extracted with methanol 70% . 100 gram of the leaves powder was placed in 1 
liter flask with 1000 ml of 70% methanol, with stirring by using magnetic stirrer hot plate for 8 hrs. The extraction 
temperature was 35-40C°, then the mixture was filtered via sterilized gauze to acquire free of rough particulars and 
then filtered by Whatmann filter paperd. The filtered solution evaporated at 45C° in incubator for 3 days. The dried 
final extract was kept frozen at –20 C° until use (Anwar et al., 2015). 
 
Preparation of Morus alba Leaves Extract Concentrations 
 
Stock solution was prepared by mixing (5000mg) from dried extract with distilled water and completed the volume 
to (10ml) to get a concentration of (500mg/ml). Then the concentration of (200mg/ml) was prepared by mixing (1ml) 
from stock solution and completing to (2.5ml) of distilled water and each rat was given a dose volume of (0.1ml/100g) 
B.W.  (Dkhil et al., 2015). 
 
Preparation of Gentamicin Solution 
 
Gentamicin Sulphate injection (80mg/2ml) ampoule was used. The solution was prepared by taking 1ml (40mg) of 
gentamicin sulphate from the ampoule and completing to (8ml) of normal saline  to get a concentration of (5mg/ml) 
and it was given to rats intramuscularly at a dose of 5mg/kg B.W. (Zahid et al., 2013). 
 
Preparation of Vitamin C Solution 
 
Vitamin C (500mg) tablet was used. The solution was prepared by dissolving tablet (500mg) in (2.5ml) of distilled 
water to get a concentration of (200mg/ml), which was given to rats at a dose of 200mg/kg orally (Yousef et al., 2012). 
 
Experimental Design 
 
The experiment was designed to evaluate the ameliorating effect of methanolic extract Morus alba leaves on 
nephrotoxicity induced by gentamicin. Total of (75) male rats were divided randomly into five groups, (15) rats in 
each group. Treatments began with schedules as follows:  
Group 1 (Control): was received distilled water (0.1ml/100gm) orally daily for periods of (5) and (10) days.  
Group 2: was received gentamicin sulphate (5mg/kg) intramuscularly daily for (5) and (10) days. 
Group 3: was received co-administration of gentamicin sulphate (5mg/kg) intramuscularly + (200mg/kg) of 
methanolic extract of Morus alba leaves orally daily for (5) and (10) days. 
Group 4: was received co-administration of gentamicin sulphate (5mg/kg) intramuscularly + (400mg/kg) of 
methanolic extract of Morus alba leaves orally daily for (5) and (10) days. 
Group 5: was received co-administration of gentamicin sulphate (5mg/kg) intramuscularly + (200mg/kg) of standard 
naturally antioxidant vitamin C orally daily for (5) and (10) days. 
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Five rats from each group were left for 10 days periods without any additional treatment as a recovery period. All the 
treatments were given at adose volume of (0.1ml/100)gm.B.W. 
 
Parameters Studied 
 
After the end of 5, 10 days and 10 days of recovery period of treatments of each group, the blood samples were 
collected. Blood was obtained via the heart puncture from each rat using syringes. Blood were kept in gel tubes and 
serum was isolated after centrifugation at a speed of 3000 revolution/minute (rpm) for (15) minutes, and then serum 
samples were stored in freezer at (-20C0) until analysis for:  
 
I.Biochemical tests 
 
- Serum BUN levels 
- Serum creatinine levels 
- Serum uric acid levels 

 
II.Parameter related to oxidant-antioxidant status 
 
- Serum reduced glutathione concentration (GSH) levels. 
- Serum Malondialdehyde (MDA) levels. 

 
Statistical Analysis  
 
Data are presented as mean ± S.E. which were analyzed by using completely randomized design in factorial 
experimental (One-way) ANOVA SPSS package(2008).A probability of (P <0.05) was considered as significant 
differences (Steel and Torrie,1980). 
 

RESULTS 
 
The Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Extract on Serum Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN) mg/dl.          
 
The concentration of serum blood urea nitrogen (BUN) mg/dl in different groups are illustrated in table (3.1) which 
reveal significant (P<0.05) increase in serum urea nitrogen levels in group (G2) in periods of 5, 10 days and 10 days 
recovery periods as compared to control group (G1) and there were significant (P<0.05) decrease in the levels of 
serum BUN in the groups (G3,G4 and G5) as compared to gentamicin(G2) group.  
 
The Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Extract on Serum Creatinine Levels (mg/dl)  

 
The values represented in table (3.2) reveal significant (P<0.05) increase in serum creatinine levels (mg/dl) in the rats 
those received gentamicin at the periods 5, 10 days and 10 days recovery periods as compared to the normal values 
of (G1) group. From the other hand there were significant (P<0.05) decrease in serum creatinine levels of groups (G3, 
G4 and G5) as compared to gentamicin group (G2). 
 
The Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Extract on Serum Uric Acid Levels 
(mg/dl). 

 
The concentrations of serum uric acid (mg/dl) in different groups are represented in table (3.3). There were significant 
(P<0.05) increase in the levels of uric acid in the serum of rats that treated with gentamicin (G2) group in the periods 
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5, 10 days and 10 days recovery periods as compared to control group (G1). On the other hand there were significant 
(P<0.05)  decrease in the levels of serum uric acid in the groups (G3, G4 and G5) in treated periods and recovery as 
compared to gentamicin group (G2). 
 
The Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Extract on Serum Reduced Glutathione 
(GSH) Levels (µmol/L). 

 
Table (3.4) shows the levels of serum reduced glutathione (GSH) of all groups. The results show there were 
significant (P<0.05) decrease in GSH levels in serum of rats group (G2) as compared to (G1) control group, while 
there were significant (P<0.05) increase in GSH levels in (G3, G4 and G5) groups in comparison with (G2) group that 
treated with gentamicin. 
 
The Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Leaves Extract on Serum 
Malondialdehyde (MDA) Levels (µmol/L). 
 
Concerning the levels of serum (MDA), there were significant (P<0.05) increase levels of these values in the (G2) 
group in the periods of 5, 10 days and recovery periods as compared to (G1) group that received distilled water and 
there were significant (P<0.05) decrease in the values of (MDA) in serum rats of (G3, G4 and G5) groups as compared 
to (G2) group. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Extract on Serum Levels of BUN, Uric Acid and 
Creatinine. 
 
The results of the present study corroborated the findings of previous investigations in which nephrotoxicant effects 
of gentamicin were observed. The study showed an increase in serum levels of blood urea nitrogen (BUN), uric acid 
and creatinine in gentamicin treated group (G2), while rats of (G3,G4 and G5) treated groups showed significant 
decrease of serum blood urea nitrogen, uric acid and creatinine levels which return to the normal levels. Our findings 
are in agreement with previous studies that found gentamicin caused marked renal dysfunction by significant 
increase in serum BUN, uric acid and creatinine levels (Cronin and Thompson, 1991 and Silan et al., 2007). The 
marked increase of these values indicates to the reduction in glomerular filtration rate as well as impairment of renal 
blood flow. In addition uric acid is the primary catabolic product of protein and non-protein nitrogen, kidney 
excretes uric acid primarly by tubular excretion and uric acid increases in massive tissue destruction and renal 
disease (Sonnenwirth and Jarret, 1980). Gentamicin induced increase the levels of serum BUN, uric acid and 
creatinine as a result of membrane lipid peroxidation due to stimulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as 
H2O2 and O2 which potentially induce the contraction of mesangial cells which lead to change in filtration surface 
area and ultrafiltration coefficient that causes retardation in glomerular filtration rate (Derakhshanfar et al., 2007). 
These values will be decreased in serum and began to return to normal control (G1) after the co- administration of 
Morus alba methanolic leaves extract with gentamicin and vitamin C with gentamicin groups (G3, G4 and G5) by the 
fact that the methanolic leaves extract has the potent antioxidant activity which increase proportionally with the 
increase of polyphenolic contents and a highly positive relationship between total phenols and antioxidant activity 
which appear to be in many plant species (Oktay et al., 2003 and Khan et al., 2013). The same studies reported that 
methanolic extract of Morus alba had the free radical scavenging activity by proton-donating ability of the extract 
which could serve as free radical inhibitors and inhibit lipid peroxidation (Khan et al., 2013). Nephrotoxicity induced 
by gentamicin is a complex phenomenon which characterized by an increase in serum BUN, uric acid and creatinine 
levels and severe proximal renal tubular necrosis that followed by renal failure (Al-Majed et al., 2002). The reduction 
in glomerular filtration rate which is indicated by the increase in serum creatinine levels would be accompanied by 
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an increase in BUN levels when a marked renal parenchymal injury occurs (Erdem et al., 2000). Our findings also are 
in agreement with recent studies (Lakshmi and Sudhakar, 2010; Pitchai et al., 2017 and Vagh et al., 2017) which 
showed that higher values of plasma uric acid were found in rats on day (7) of treatment with gentamicin which 
associated with renal dysfunction and severe proximal renal tubular necrosis followed by renal failure. In the present 
study the elevation in serum values of BUN, uric acid and creatinine in rats treated with gentamicin were brought to 
normal levels in the rats treated with Morus alba leaves extracts and vitamin C by reducing the effects of gentamicin 
induced nephrotoxicity may be due to potent antioxidant effects and diuretic property of this plant and that are in 
agreement with (El-Ghiaty et al., 2014 and Reddy et al., 2016). The mechanism behind elevation serum urea and 
creatinine might be that gentamicin increases the entry of Ca+2 in the mesengeal cells leading to reduced glomerular 
filtration rate (Stojiljkovic et al., 2008). The increase in BUN levels in gentamicin treated group is might due to high 
level of ROS that might be alter the protein synthesis and catabolism (Ishaq et al., 2015). The co-administration of 
plant extract along with gentamicin in our study reduced the levels of raised serum BUN and creatinine suggesting 
that the contents of Morus alba leaves extract protected the integrity of kidney tissue. 
 
Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Extract on Serum Reduced Glutathione 
(GSH) and Malondialdehyde (MDA) µmol/L in Rats. 
 
It has been demonstrated that gentamicin generates reactive oxygen species (ROS) that mediate biomolecules 
oxidation in the kidney (Walker et al., 1999). In the present study Morus alba leaves extract improves the serum levels 
of glutathione (GSH), the antioxidant defense against gentamicin induced oxidative damage and this may be due to 
free radical scavenging property of the extract as well as direct antioxidant activity (Schmid et al., 2008). Our findings 
are in agreement with (Alqasoumi, 2013) which reported that plant extract attenuated the harmful effects of 
gentamicin both by inhibiting free radical formation or by restorations of antioxidant systems due to presence of 
flavonoids and tannins that possess potent antioxidant and free radical scavenging properties. The antioxidant 
activity increased with increasing polyphenols content and there are highly relationship between total polyphenols 
and antioxidant activity in many plant species (Oktay et al., 2003) which play free radical neutralization and lipid 
peroxidation inhibition. Also increased levels of antioxidant enzyme (GSH) in our study are in agreement with 
previous studies (El-Beshbishy et al., 2006 and Sadighara et al., 2013) which demonstrated that Morus alba 70% 
methanolic leaves extract could be a natural antioxidant sources and powerful antioxidant properties, while (Dkhil et 
al., 2015) reported that Morus alba methanolic extract which administered to mice induce a highly reduction in serum 
levels of malondialdehyde (MDA) and highly elevation in glutathione levels (GSH). The presence of flavonoids and 
phenols in Morus alba leaves could be responsible for hydroxyl radical (OH) scavenging activity thus it is quite clear 
that changes observed in GSH could be attributed to the enhancement in antioxidant status in serum of rats 
(Madhumitha and Indhuleka, 2012). The decrease in the serum levels of GSH in (G2) group may be due to its 
increased utilization for scavenging gentamicin or oxygen derived radicals and administration of Morus alba leaves 
extract restored the GSH levels to the normal values which indicated the antioxidant effects of the plant extract (Ishaq 
et al., 2015). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
From the data of our study, we could conclud that renal damage due to gentamicin is associated with oxidative stress 
and the primary site of damage was renal proximal convoluted tubules. The curative effects of Morus alba leaves 
extract on gentamicin - induced nephrotoxicity by normalization the serum concentration of BUN, creatinine and uric 
acids.  The curative effects of Morus alba leaves extract against gentamicin - induced nephrotoxicity possibly by 
attenuating the oxidative stress induced by administration of gentamicin, by inhibiting lipid peroxidation and 
enhancing serum glutathione antioxidant enzyme activity. 
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Recommendations 
 
From our data we can recommended that the serum BUN, creatinine and uric acid levels should be monitored during 
the course of treatment with gentamicin and if found unusual should be corrected accordingly. Morus alba leaves 
extract could lead to discover a novel pharmaceutical formulation which will be useful for treatment of drug - 
induced nephrotoxicity or use as a health - care food supplement. Additional studies are necessary to explore other 
possible mechanisms of Morus alba leaves extract by using other extract solvents and in other species of animals. 
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Table 1. The Effect Of Gentamicin And Morus Alba Leaves Methanolic Extract On Serum Blood Urea Nitrogen 
(BUN) mg/dl In Rats 
 

Group 
Mean ± SE 

5 Day 10 Day Recovery periods 

G1 : Control  D.W orally 46.00 ± 1.58 
A    a 

45.40 ± 2.08 
A   a 

45.40 ± 2.23 
A   a 

G2 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M 70.80 ± 0.86 
B    a 

96.00 ± 2.00 
B    b 

81.00 ± 0.63 
B   c 

G3 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (200mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

66.00 ± 0.71 
C    a 

60.00 ± 1.14 
C     b 

55.00 ± 0.70 
C    c 

G4 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (400mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

55.00 ± 0.71 
D    a 

50.00 ± 0.70 
D    b 

48.00 ± 0.71 
AD    b 

G5: Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Vit C (200mg/kg) B.W. orally 

50.00 ± 0.83 
D    a 

44.40 ± 0.81 
A   b 

45.40 ± 1.93 
AD    b 

 
♦ Values are presented as mean ± SE  
♦ Small different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant  differences within groups. 
♦ Capital different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant  differences between groups. 
 
 
Table 2. The Effect Of Gentamicin And Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Extract on Serum Creatinine Levels (mg/dl) 
 

Group  Mean ± SE 
5 Day 10 Day Recovery periods 

G1 : Control  D.W orally 0.30 ± 0.04 
A   a 

0.34± 0.04 
A   a 

0.36± 0.05 
A   a 

G2 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M 2.00 ± 0.15 
B   a 

4.50 ± 0.17 
B   b 

4.30 ± 0.07 
B   b 

G3 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (200mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

1.50 ± 0.03 
C   a 

1.30 ± 0.07 
C   a 

0.94 ± 0.06 
C   b 

G4 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (400mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

0.50 ± 0.07 
AD   a 

0.56± 0.04 
AD   a 

0.40 ± 0.03 
AD   b 

G5: Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Vit C (200mg/kg) B.W. orally 

0.40± 0.03 
AD   a 

0.30 ± 0.01 
AD   b 

0.30 ± 0.04 
AD   b 

 
♦ Values are presented as mean ± SE  
♦ Small different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant  differences within groups. 
♦ Capital different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant  differences between groups. 
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Table 3. The Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Extract on Serum Uric Acid Levels (mg/dl)  
 

Group 
Mean ± SE 

5 Day 10 Day Recovery periods 

G1 : Control  D.W orally 0.20 ± 0.03 
A   a 

0.22± 0.02 
A    a 

0.21 ± 0.01 
A  a 

G2 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M 1.26 ± 0.06 
B    a 

3.00 ± 0.10 
B   b 

2.90 ± 0.07 
B    b 

G3 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (200mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

1.00 ± 0.03 
B     a 

0.80 ± 0.03 
C    ab 

0.60± 0.04 
C    b 

G4 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (400mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

0.40 ± 0.07 
A   a 

0.40 ± 0.03 
A   a 

0.44± 0.04 
AC    a 

G5: Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Vit C (200mg/kg) B.W. orally 

0.42 ± 0.03 
A   a 

0.23 ± 0.02 
A    a 

0.25 ± 0.02 
AC    a 

 
♦ Values are presented as mean ± SE  
♦ Small different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant  differences within groups. 
♦ Capital different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant  differences between groups. 
 
Table 4. The Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic  Extract on Serum Reduced Glutathione 
(GSH) Levels (µmol/L).   
 

Group 
Mean ± SE 

5 Day 10 Day Recovery periods 

G1 : Control  D.W orally 4.64 ± 0.14 
A    a 

4.61 ± 0.29 
A    a 

4.62 ± 0.33 
A    a 

G2 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M 3.00 ± 0.22 
B    a 

2.52 ± 0.44 
B    b 

3.12 ± 0.41 
B    b 

G3 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (200mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

3.20 ± 0.24 
B     a 

3.40 ± 0.52 
C    a 

4.01 ±0.59 
C    b 

G4 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (400mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

3.63 ± 0.25 
C    a 

4.04 ± 0.30 
D    b 

4.36 ± 0.63 
AC    b 

 
G5: Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 

Vit C (200mg/kg) B.W. orally 
4.42 ± 0.84 

A    a 
5.18 ± 0.95 

E     b 
4.84 ± 0.44 
ACD    b 

 
♦ Values are presented as mean ± SE  
♦ Small different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant  differences within groups. 
♦ Capital different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant  differences between groups. 
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Table 5. The Effect of Gentamicin and Morus alba Leaves Methanolic Leaves Extract on Serum Malondialdehyde 
(MDA) Levels  (µmol/L) 
 

Group 
Mean ± SE 

5 Day 10 Day Recovery 
periods 

G1 : Control  D.W orally 4.44 ± 0.14 
A    a 

4.40 ± 0.19 
A    a 

4.36 ± 0.16 
A    a 

G2 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M 
6.61 ± 0.13 

B    a 
7.82 ± 0.16 

B    b 
6.20 ± 0.21 

B    c 
G3 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (200mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

5.30 ± 0.26 
C    a 

4.62 ± 0.12 
A    b 

4.60 ± 0.14 
C    b 

G4 : Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Morus alba leaves extract (400mg/kg) 

B.W. orally 

4.52 ± 0.10 
A    a 

4.46 ± 0.12 
A    a 

4.22 ± 0.06 
A    a 

G5: Gentamicin (5mg/kg) B.W. I/M + 
Vit C (200mg/kg) B.W. orally 

3.90 ± 0.10 
D      a 

3.82 ± 0.04 
C    a 

4.02 ± 0.11 
AD    a 

 
♦ Values are presented as mean ± SE  
♦ Small different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant differences within groups. 
♦ Capital different letters denoted to (P<0.05) significant differences between groups. 
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The study ‘Developing materials and activities for an ESP Physical Therapy Course’ brings to light the 
need of developing material and activities for an ESP physical therapy course for the ESL learners. The 
materials and activities for teaching ESP Physical Therapy course proved very useful in improving the 
proficiency of English language of the ESL learners at the College of Physical Therapy of Government 
College University Faisalabad as they helped the ESL learners in fulfilling the deficiencies of 
communication skills in physical therapy. The materials and activities for teaching ESP Physical therapy 
course were designed in close coordination with the management, faculty and the ESL learners. Testing 
techniques (pre-test and post-test) were used for data collection. The material and activities were taught 
to the ESL learners who were later evaluated with post-test for the effectiveness of materials and activities 
of ESP physical therapy course. The results of pre-test and post-test were compared and it was found that 
these materials and activities were more useful and helpful in enhancing the proficiency of English 
language than the general English currently taught. The research was quantitative in nature. Data was 
analysed with SPSS 20.0 and presented in tabular and graphical form. 
 
Keywords: English for Specific Purpose, Course Designing, Materials Development, Physical Therapy. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
English as an International Language 
 
Anderson quotes Ethnologue (published by SIL International) to describe the number of languages spoken in the 
world in the following words “there are 6909 distinct languages spoken in the world today” (2012:1). A very few of 
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them are international languages while most of them national or local languages. English is one of the most 
frequently used international languages and its significance is rapidly increasing in daily life. According to Talbot 
“English is a major language of commercial communication generally. It is also the world’s language of the internet 
and global access to knowledge” (2009:4). The concept of English as a foreign language is dwindling now rather it has 
become the language of the whole world. In Pakistan, English is the second most important language. It is used as an 
official language and is used vastly in different areas from education to business and from administration to 
international trade. English is the dire need of the time. In education sector, English is a compulsory subject from 
class one to graduation level. Similarly, the medium of instruction of all technical and scientific subjects is English 
from secondary to higher education level. It is almost impossible to make any progress in the world without English 
in 21st century. English is a global language, and without it, it is even difficult to survive in a global world. It is 
essential for us to give due worth to English language to compete in the ever growing market of international trade. 
Specific courses are designed and developed to improve the ability of communication of learners to meet the 
particular needs of the time.  

 
English for Specific Purpose (ESP) 
 

English for specific purpose (ESP) courses are concerned with the specialized English language teaching to the ESL/ 
EFL students according to their specific academic and professional needs. Human knowledge has expanded 
significantly over the past few centuries which gave birth to the specialized activities of human life. These specific 
activities demand specific language needs. Villata describes ESP in the following words: “ESP is taught as part of 
academic curriculum in educational institutions. On the other hand, ESP is also needed among experienced 
professionals to improve their communication” (2003:30).  

 
Physical Therapy 
 

Physical Therapy is a branch of medical and rehabilitation sciences which has its language structure based on 
particular lexicon and terminologies. Physical Therapy is based on clinical examination, diagnosis and treatment of 
cardiovascular, neurological, musculoskeletal, physiological and psychosomatic diseases. Physical therapists serve 
the community by putting theory of human health into practice. They also take part in research based activities to 
solve the problems of physical disorder. Physical therapist has to conduct a range of activities like measuring the 
strength of muscle and joint, testing the sensation loss, analyzing movement and posture, evaluating the disorder in 
circulatory and respiratory system, performing electrical tests on muscles and nerves and educate the 
community/communities with healthy life style. The language used in the field of physical therapy is a specific 
language different from general English therefore the students of physical therapy need to learn English used in their 
own field to improve their academic and professional capabilities.           

 
Statement of the Problem  
 

The undergraduates of physical therapy are not proficient enough in English language to deal with the technical 
language used in the field of physical therapy and hence there is a need of designing materials and activities of ESP 
Physical therapy.  
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Objective of Study 
 
The objective of the present research is to design materials and activities of ESP physical therapy course.  

 
Hypothesis  
 
ESP physical therapy based materials and activities result in better proficiency of English than general English course 
which is currently taught to undergraduates of physical therapy. H0 : Average marks of ESP PT course > Average 
marks of General English course 

 
Significance of Study  
The current research endeavors to help the students execute their communicative needs in academic and professional 
fields but it will also help the other universities to follow the guidelines and suggestions for designing ESP courses in 
their respective fields. 
 
Delimitations of Study 
 
As the main purpose of the present study is to develop materials and activities for an ESP Physical Therapy course at 
the College of Physical Therapy at Government College University Faisalabad, Pakistan there are delimitations in the 
study because all the undergraduates across different universities of Pakistan where Physical therapy is being taught 
are not part of the research.  
 
Literature Review 
 
Emergence of ESP 
 
ESP emerged as one of the most prominent areas of TEFL in the early 1960s. The universities and colleges in UK and 
other parts of the world started offering ESP diplomas and degrees in the late 1970s and onward. Some instructors 
see ESP as a way of developing English for a particular field of knowledge while many others see it as teaching 
English to fulfill the needs of professionals. Notably, ESP emerged due to three different reasons as pointed out by 
Hutchinson and Waters “there are three reasons common to the emergence of all ESP: the demands of a Brave New 
World, a revolution in linguistics, and focus on the learner” (1987:6). According to them there are two most 
significant periods in the history which paved the way for emergence of ESP. First, the end of the Second World War 
brought with it “an age of enormous and unprecedented expansion in scientific, technical and economic activity. For 
various reasons, most notably the economic power of the USA in the post war-world, the role (of international 
language) fell to English. Second, the oil crisis of the early 1970s resulted in Western money and knowledge flowing 
into the oil-rich countries. The language of this knowledge became English.” (1987:ibid). Hutchinson and Waters 
identify Ewer et. al as a few of the prominent descriptive EST pioneers. Similarly, another reason was seen very 
significant for the emergence of ESP by Hutchinson and Waters. This last reason was more concerned with 
psychology instead of language teaching. According to them there are specific set of skills an individual has to cope 
with and psychologically, a learner is more fascinated by the fulfillment of particular needs he has in his profession 
and academics, it was for this reason that ESP got fame amongst the learners and instructors that it met the 
professional and academic needs of them. According to Howatt as quoted in Kim “the expedited expansion of 
international business led to a huge growth in English for business purposes (EBP) all over the world, from the 
United Kingdom, North America, Oceania to Middle East and Asia. ESP became a vital and innovative field in the 
TESOL movement by the 1980s” (2008:5).  
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Branches of ESP 
 
Basturkmen (2010) presents three branches of ESP i.e. English for Academic Purpose (EAP), English for professional 
purpose and English for occupational purpose. EAP is subdivided into English for general academic purpose and 
English for specific academic purpose. Second branch of ESP (English for professional purpose) is also divided into 
two types i.e. English for general professional purpose and English for specific professional purpose. Likewise, third 
branch of ESP (English for occupational purpose) is also divided into two types i.e. English for general occupational 
purpose and English for specific occupational purpose. According to Hutchinson and Waters (1987) ESP is divided 
into two branches; EAP involves training students to use language appropriately at a higher level. It is based on the 
training of use of language in the core areas and teaching four skills of English language with a focus on grammar 
and vocabulary while EOP means English for Occupational Purposes. It prepares the English language learners to 
work in the vocational or occupational fields like English for science and technology, English for hotel management, 
English for medical sciences, English for aeronautical engineering etc. Kim asserts that “EOP particularly concerns 
with adult language acquisition as well as with aspects of general training for adult learners; the purpose of EOP 
training is to enhance workplace performance, with special attention to how adults learn a language to communicate 
better in job-related contexts” (2008:2). Hutchinson and Waters (1987) illustrate two types of ESP i.e. EAP and EOP in 
a tree diagram of ELT which is presented in the following:  
 
Carter has a different view about the types of ESP. According to him following are the three types of ESP: “i) English 
as a restricted language, ii) English for Academic and Occupational Purposes iii) English with specific topics” 
(1983:23).The language used by air traffic controllers or by waiters are examples of English as a restricted language. 
Mackay and Mountford describe the difference between a language and restricted language in the following words: 
“the language of international air-traffic control could be regarded as ‘special’, in the sense that the repertoire 
required by the controller is strictly limited and can be accurately determined situationally, as might be the linguistic 
needs of dining-room waiter or air-hostess. However, such restricted repertoires are not languages, just as a tourist 
phrase book is not grammar. Knowing a restricted ‘language’ would not allow the speakers to communicate 
effectively in novel situations, or in contexts outside the vocational environment” (1978:4). 
 
Characteristics of ESP Courses  
 

Carter identifies three common features to ESP courses which are as follow: “a) authentic material, b) purpose-related 
orientation and c) self-direction” (1983:134). Dudely-Evans (1997) also assert the same that using authentic learning 
material to teach ESP is entirely feasible. By authentic materials we mean that the ESP practitioners conduct needs 
analysis and then according to the needs courses including text of particular field of learners should be designed and 
taught to the English language learners. Purpose-related orientation refers to the simulation of communicative tasks 
required of the target setting. Self-direction is another of characteristics of ESP courses as defined by Carter “point of 
including self-direction…is that ESP is concerned with turning learners into users” (1983:134). For the self-direction 
to take place the ESP learners should have a certain liberty to decide about their learning in that they should decide 
themselves what, how, and when they will study.   

 

Difference between ESP (English for Specific Purpose) and ESL (English as a Second Language/ 
General English) 
 
There are several differences between ESP and ESL as students of English for specific purpose are adults with some 
familiarity of English and learn English language and use it to perform particular job-related task while ESL is based 
on teaching of basics of English language to the learners of any age group. The focus of ESP is teaching language in 
context i.e. it copes with the topics from different fields of knowledge as tourism, business and administration, 
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journalism, engineering and medical sciences. On the other hand, ESL courses present the students topics of general 
nature. The lexicon and grammar are taken from day to day life instead of particular fields. Holme describes the 
difference between ESP and General English in the following: “The General English syllabus is based on a conception 
of the kind of reality that the student has to deal with in English. ESP is simply a narrowing of the needs spectrum. 
The ESP process of specialization should not result in the complete separation of one part of the language from 
another” (1996:3). 
 
Syllabus 
 

Oxford dictionary defines syllabus in the following words “The subjects in a course of study or teaching.” According 
to Julia Cresswell “An early syllabus was ‘a concise table of headings of a text’ It was derived from modern Latin it 
was originally a misreading of Latin Sittybas from Greek Sittuba meaning ‘title slip, label’. The use of the word in 
educational context for a program of study is recorded from the late 19th century” (2009:432). According to Yalden 
syllabus is a “summary of the content to which learners will be exposed” (1987: 87). Naeem describes the difference 
between a course and a syllabus in the following words: “syllabus can be taken to be something rather than more 
abstract, with fewer details of the blow by blow conduct of the individual lessons. Thus you and I might quite 
properly write rather different courses, with different materials but based on the same syllabus” (2009:468). A skill-
based syllabus is the one that focuses on the language skill(s) necessary to perform a task in academic or professional 
setting. The language skills are four in number i.e. listening, speaking, reading and writing. Listening and reading are 
considered receptive skills while speaking and writing are considered as productive skills of language. A syllabus 
which makes analysis of the skill(s) to be used by the language learners, designing and teaching a course accordingly 
is called skill-based syllabus. The focus of Skill-based syllabus can be any or all of the four skills of language. 
 
Designing an ESP Course 
 

According to Basturkmen“ESP courses are narrower in focus than ELT courses-----ESP views learners in terms of 
their work or study roles and that ESP courses focus on work or study-related needs, not personal needs or general 
interests” (2010:3). Yalden (1987) provides the following model outlining the basic steps necessary for designing an 
English for Specific Purpose course:      

 
Physical Therapy 
 
According to Cambridge Dictionary physical therapy is “the treatment of muscle stiffness, pain, and injury, 
especially by rubbing and moving the sore parts” (2009:213). According to American Physical Therapy Association 
“Physical therapists (PTs) are highly-educated, licensed health care professionals who can help patients reduce pain 
and improve or restore mobility - in many cases without expensive surgery and often reducing the need for long-
term use of prescription medications and their side effects”(2005:80). As a profession, Physical Therapy emerged in 
the 20th century. The basic reasons which prompted the need of Physical therapy as a profession was the innovations 
in science and technology in medical sciences as well as the World War I and World War II. It was very late in the 
twentieth century that physical therapy was acknowledged as a profession in Pakistan that meant patient health care 
needs were not met. Even today, there is a scope for a physical therapist in Pakistan due to the shortage of graduates 
in the field. Realization of this fact has attracted many students towards the field of Physical therapy which can be 
vividly seen by the number of entrants to the academic degree ‘DPT (Doctor of Physical Therapy)’ over the last few 
years in Pakistan. 
 
On the reasons of academic failure of nursing students Bosher and Smalkoski (2002) conducted a needs analysis. The 
findings of the study included that communicating with the patients in English was the biggest difficulty for the 
professionals of medical sciences. Rattanapinyowong et al. (1988) conducted needs analysis of an ESP course for the 
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learners of health care at Mahidol University, Bangkok. From the collected data it was clear that health care 
professionals were in need of an ESP health care course. Lockwood (2012) highlighted the needs for an ESP Course 
for the employees of call centers in India and Philippines. Alfehaid (2011) in his doctoral thesis titled ‘Developing an 
ESP Curriculum for Students of Health Sciences through Needs Analysis and Course Evaluation in Saudi Arabia’ 
presented course evaluation and needs analysis. He elicited the data through questionnaires and interviews for 
health professionals and learners. The data shows that the four skills were very important for the learners and 
professional of health sciences. Kandil (2008) conducted needs analysis of Arab learners of high school level. The 
research revolves around Teaching English for No Obvious Reason which is faced by most of the Arab educational 
organizations. Elkilic (1994) also conducted Needs Analysis research which was aimed at identifying the needs of 
ESP course for the learners of medical students of Selcuk University, Turkey. Reading was rated as the important 
language skill for reading scholarly journals, magazines and reports. Chan (2009) presented the difference between 
the theories and their implication in teaching business English. He developed two types of check-lists to for the 
enhancement of use of ESP materials with evaluation. Lepetit and Cichocki (2002) investigated a needs analysis on 
165 subjects (healthcare professionals) at the College of Health, Education and Human Development USA. According 
to the findings of the study, students thought that oral communicative skill was more important than writing and 
reading literature. Kassim and Ali (2010) studied the needs of an ESP course for the graduates of Engineering of 
different universities of Malaysia. The study found out that though the graduates around the country were unable to 
find jobs due to their poor communication skills.  
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Procedures of Study  
 

Tests (Pre-test and post-test) have been conducted for data elicitation. Percentage method has been used and the data 
has been presented in tabular as well graphical form.  

 

Population of Study  
 
Population of study was 500 undergraduates of physical therapy of the College of Physical Therapy at Government 
College University Faisalabad, Pakistan.  

 
Sample of Study  
 
As per the rules of statistics minimum 10% sample of the total population must be selected that is why 67 
undergraduates of Physical Therapy were randomly selected from 500 undergraduates for pedagogy and evaluation 
of ESP Physical Therapy based materials and activities.  

 

Tools of Data Elicitation 
 
Quantitative techniques have been used in the analysis and interpretation of data. Pre-test and post-test were 
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the materials and activities of ESP Physical Therapy course.  
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Tools of Data Analysis   
 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 20.0 has been used for data analysis. As per the characteristics of paired 
sample T-Test, sample remains the same while data is collected two times in the form of pre-collected data and post-
collected data. Paired Sample T-Test is the most appropriate test for data analysis in the situation of the current 
research because the current research demands pre-test and post-test to be conducted to verify the results of 
pedagogy of materials and activities of ESP PT and the general English course.  
 

Data and Interpretation of Data 
 
Data of Pre-Test and Post-Test 
 

Figure 3 sums up the improvement of scores from pre-test to post-test of the undergraduates of physical therapy. It 
also presents a comparison of pre-test and post-test scores of the undergraduates of physical therapy. It can be seen 
that 1.49% of the undergraduates of physical therapy improved 2% scores from pre-test to post while 4.47% showed 
an improvement of 4% marks from pre-test to post-test scores whereas 23.88%  undergraduates who were pre-tested 
and after pedagogy of ESP Physical Therapy Course showed an improvement of 6% marks in their post-test whereas 
23.88% undergraduates showed a betterment of 8% marks from their pre-test to post-test scores. 13.43% of the 
undergraduates of physical therapy showed an improvement of 10% marks from their pre-test to post-test scores of 
English similarly 11.94% of the undergraduates showed an improvement of 12% marks from their marks of pre-test 
to those of post-test. 8.95% of the undergraduates jumped to 14% marks from their pre-test to post-test. 1.49% of the 
undergraduates showed a massive improvement of 20% in their scores from pre-test to post-test while the same trend 
of massive improvement of 22% was also observed in the marks of 1.49% undergraduates of physical therapy. 5.97% 
of the undergraduates were consistent with their scores and did not show any improvement of scores from their pre-
test to pos-test. While 1.49% undergraduates  showed a decline of -2 marks% from their pre-test to post-test scores 
similarly 1.49% also showed a decline of  -6%  scores from pre-test to post-test.  
 
It is evident from the statistical comparison of pre-test and post-test scores of ESP Physical therapy Course that the 
materials and activities of ESP physical therapy have brought a marked proficiency of English language of the 
undergraduates of physical therapy as the mean of scores of pre-test has risen drastically from 58% to 67%in the post-
test after pedagogy of ESP Physical Therapy Course. It is expected that ESP Physical Therapy Course would bring 
better results once it is implemented and a continuity of its pedagogy will open new horizons of improvement in this 
course.General Statistics was applied to 67 undergraduates of physical therapy whose data was collected in the form 
of pre-collected data and post-collected data. The pre-test average marks of the undergraduates of physical therapy 
are 58.84 and post data average marks of the undergraduates of physical therapy are 67.04. It shows that the 
undergraduates after learning ESP Physical Therapy course showed improved proficiency of English language as 
compared to the general English course. Standard deviation/variation of pre-test of the undergraduates of physical 
therapy was 6.850 while it was 6.124 in post-test which shows that post-test variation is lesser than pre-test. Standard 
Error mean of pre-test was .837 in pre-test while it was .748 in post-test which means that ESP Physical therapy 
Course has less standard error than general English Course. 
 
Relationship between sample of pre-test and post-test is .739 which means samples have better relationship. 0.000 
Significance of pre-test and post-test shows that samples have a good relationship. Mean value of paired sample T-
Test is -8.209. Standard deviation/variation of pre-test and post-test of the undergraduates of physical therapy is 
4.737. Standard Error mean of pre-test and post-test is .579. Confidence interval of upper value is -7.053 and lower 
value is -9.364 and this interval is calculated 95% confidence interval. Significance level of pre-test and post-test is 0 
that shows ESP Physical Therapy Course has helped the undergraduates of physical therapy achieve better 
proficiency in English than general English course.   
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Findings from Comparative Analysis of Pre-Test and Post- Test  
 
A comparative analysis of pre-test and post-test shows a marked improvement of proficiency in English of the 
undergraduates of physical therapy. It is clear that apart from the 2.98% undergraduates who showed a decline of 
scores from pre-test to post-test all undergraduates of physical therapy showed a prominent improvement in 
proficiency of English language because the overall mean of scores of pre-test has risen drastically from 58% to 67% 
in the post-test after pedagogy of ESP Physical Therapy Course. Amongst the undergraduates who showed a 
noticeable difference in their pre-test to post-test scores are 23.88%  undergraduates who showed an improvement of 
6% marks in their post-test and also those 23.88% undergraduates who showed a betterment of 8% marks from their 
pre-test to post-test scores. Similarly 13.43% of the undergraduates of physical therapy showed an improvement of 
10% marks from their pre-test to post-test scores of English similarly 11.94% of the undergraduates showed an 
improvement of 12% marks from their marks of pre-test to those of post-test. Moreover, 8.95% of the undergraduates 
jumped to 14% marks from their pre-test to post-test. 1.49% of the undergraduates showed a massive improvement 
of 20% in their scores from pre-test to post-test while the same trend of massive improvement of 22% was also 
observed in the marks of 1.49% undergraduates of physical therapy. It is evident from the above statistical 
comparison of pre-test and pre-test scores that ESP Physical therapy Course has brought a  
 

Findings from the Analysis of Currently Taught English Course  
 
‘Functional English (ENG-321)’ is taught to the undergraduates of 1st semester. This course has the contents based on 
English grammar e.g. parts of speech and use of articles, sentence structure, active and passive voice, practice in 
unified sentence (synthesis), analysis of phrase, clause and sentence structure, transformation, inversion of sentences, 
analysis of complex sentences, subject, predicate, complements, direct & indirect objects, direct and indirect speech. 
This course also consists of functions of English language like making introductions, expressing requests and 
enquiries, greetings, gratitude, invitations, regrets, following and giving directions, sharing narratives and sharing 
unique experiences etc. The Second course of English is ‘English Comprehension and Composition (ENG-322)’is 
taught to the undergraduates of Physical therapy in 2nd Semester. The contents of this course are relevant to reading 
comprehension skills, Reading techniques, vocabulary building skills, pre-writing techniques, writing techniques, 
paragraph writing, types of Writing, essay writing techniques, paraphrasing, précis writing and expansion of a 
sentence into paragraph etc. Currently taught courses of English at the College of Physical Therapy are i.e. Functional 
English (ENG-321) and English Comprehension and Composition (ENG-322) are aptly written and implemented but 
the fact of matter is that the undergraduates of physical therapy are not proficient enough in English to cope with the 
academic and professional communicative needs in English in their field of study. The results of pre-test testify that 
the undergraduates of physical therapy were unable to understanding the particular jargon and register of physical 
therapy and therefore were unable to show better scores in pre-test. Both of the currently taught English courses are 
comprehensive in covering the basic knowledge and skill of English language. They can be fruitful to any student of 
any field of knowledge but ESP Physical Therapy Course has been designed for the undergraduates to enhance the 
field knowledge of Physical Therapy as well to improve proficiency of language skills, the post-test scores of the 
undergraduates of physical therapy strengthen this claim. ESP Physical Therapy Course covers the four skills of 
English language while general English courses taught currently deal only with reading and writing skills. The 
contents, materials and activities of ESP Physical Therapy are better than general English courses because they are 
more relevant to English used in the field of Physical Therapy. ESP Physical therapy Course has been designed to 
improve the four skills of English language instead of just reading and writing skills. 
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Acceptance of Hypothesis 
 

It was hypothesized that the proficiency of the undergraduates of physical therapy who were taught ESP Physical 
Therapy Course will be better than those who are taught general English Course. The hypothesis was :H0 : Average 
marks of ESP PT course > Average marks of General English course Paired Sample T-Test is significant that shows 
ESP Physical Therapy Course is better than general English course in fulfilling the academic and professional 
communicative needs of the undergraduates of physical therapy.      
 
Recommendations  
 

Recommendations have been suggested for the undergraduates of physical therapy and English teachers of the 
college of physical therapy in the lines below:Students should be provided familiarity with English for Specific 
Purpose Course for Physical Therapy. They should be provided understanding of technical terms and vocabulary in 
physical therapy. They should seek opportunities for social and professional interaction with the seniors and 
professionals. The course books and materials provided to them should fulfill the communicative needs in English in 
the domain Physical Therapy. Communicative  competence in English in the field of  Physical Therapy should be the 
ultimate goal of teaching-learning process. They should not ignore the importance of learning functions of English 
language in physical therapy. As far the English language teachers are concerned, they should focus on developing 
speaking skills of their students for improved communication skills in the field of Physical Therapy. They should 
develop proficiency in the four skills of English instead of just reading and writing skills. They should themselves 
possess a sound communicative competence to teach ESP Physical Therapy Course. They should provide the 
students with the chances to communicate with classmates and senior doctors. They should adopt direct method to 
teach the materials and activities of ESP Physical Therapy. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Pre-Test and Post-Test Scores of the Undergraduates of Physical Therapy 
 

Sr. 
No. 

Pre-test 
Score (%) 

Post-test 
Score (%) 

Difference of 
Score (%) Sr. No. Pre-test 

Score (%) 
Post-test 
Score (%) 

Difference of 
Score (%) 

1 58 66 8% 35 58 64 6% 
2 54 66 12% 36 60 68 8% 
3 56 68 8% 37 72 76 4% 
4 68 78 10% 38 58 72 14% 
5 54 66 12% 39 66 72 6% 
6 64 72 8% 40 58 64 6% 
7 58 70 12% 41 40 62 22% 
8 58 74 12% 42 56 70 14% 
9 60 74 14% 43 56 64 8% 
10 70 78 8% 44 56 58 2% 
11 66 72 6% 45 68 74 6% 
12 52 66 14% 46 60 74 14% 
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13 64 70 6% 47 50 58 8% 
14 44 64 20% 48 64 72 8% 
15 58 70 12% 49 52 62 10% 
16 58 68 10% 50 50 62 12% 
17 62 68 6% 51 66 72 6% 
18 58 66 8% 52 44 54 10% 
19 60 66 6% 53 58 70 12% 
20 64 58 -6% 54 58 62 4% 
21 60 60 0% 55 60 58 -2% 
22 62 68 6% 56 56 64 8% 
23 60 70 10% 57 52 52 0% 
24 66 70 4% 58 54 64 10% 
25 42 54 12% 59 60 68 8% 
26 58 64 6% 60 46 52 6% 
27 60 66 6% 61 64 70 6% 
28 68 74 6% 62 56 64 8% 
29 62 70 8% 63 56 66 10% 
30 60 74 14% 64 66 74 8% 
31 58 66 8% 65 78 78 0% 
32 58 66 8% 66 56 66 10% 
33 60 66 6% 67 66 76 10% 
34 62 62 0%     

 
Table 2. Paired Samples Statistics 
 

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 
Pre 58.84 67 6.850 .837 
Post 67.04 67 6.124 .748 

 
Table 3: Paired Samples Correlations 
 

 N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 pre & post 67 .739 .000 

 
Table 4. Paired Samples T-Test  
 

 

Paired Differences 

T Df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 

pre – post 
-8.209 4.737 .579 -9.364 -7.053 -14.184 66 .000 
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Figure 1. Tree Diagram of Types of English for Specific Purpose 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Yalden’s (1987) Model for Designing an ESP Course 
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Figure 3. Mark-Wise Comparison of Pre-Test And Post-Test 
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Figure 4.Mean of Pre-Test Score and Post-Test Scores 
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In this study  pure (PVA) polymer  film and films  of [PVA:PVP] polymer blends at weight  ratios 
(([100:0], [90:10],  [80:20],  [70:30]), [60:40], [50:50], [40:60], [30:70], [20:80], [10:90])  wt%) preparation  using  
the casting method. The effect of the weight ratio of the polymer blend on the thermal properties of 
[PVA:PVP] polymer blends  films have been studied, the practical results have shown  that the thermal 
conductivity coefficient of [PVA:PVP] polymer blends  films behaves irregularly compared with pure 
(PVA) polymer film  by increasing the weight  ratio of the (PVP) polymer. The differential scanning 
calorimetric (DSC) test has showed that the glass transition of the [PVA:PVP] polymer blends  films in 
which increases in most of the weight ratios of the polymer blend  compared with pure (PVA) polymer 
film while decreases in weight ratios (([40:60], [30:70], [20:80]) wt%) of the polymer blend compared  with  
pure  (PVA) polymer film with absent of  the glass transition at the weight ratio ([90:10] wt%) for the 
polymer blend, also, the crystalline melting point  showed  irregular  behavior compared  with pure 
(PVA) polymer film by increasing the weight ratio of the (PVP) polymer with absent of the crystalline 
melting point at the weight ratio ([40:60] wt%) for the polymer blend. In this study as well, a (PVA-PVP-
Ag)  nano polymer composite solution has been prepared  where a test of the bacteria (E.Coli, Proteus) 
sensitivity has conducted for this solution, in addition the practical results have exhibited that mentioned 
nano polymer composite  solution is highly effective in terminating  and constraining the stated bacteria. 
 
Keyword: Polyviny Alcohol (PVA), Polyviny Pyrrolidone (PVP), Silver (Ag) Thermal Properties, Polymer 
Blends, Nano Polymer, Antimicrobial Properties, E-Coli, Proteus. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Polymers have increasingly become attractive because of a large number of applications. The blending of different 
polymers or inorganic materials with polymers represents a strategic route to improve the performance of a material, 
and allows the realization of novel composite systems that enhance the performance of the parent blend [1]. The 
solution blending of different polymers is one of the methods used to get new material with a variety of properties, 
which mainly depend on characteristics of the parent homo polymers and the blend composition [2]. Poly vinyl 
alcohol (PVA), a semicrystalline polymer, has been studied extensively because of its many interesting physical 
properties, which arise from the presence of OH groups and the hydrogen bond formation with other polymers or 
metals. Poly vinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) is a vinyl polymer possessing planar and highly polar side groups due to the 
peptide bond [3]. It is amorphous polymer and possesses high (Tg) due to the presence of rigid pyrrolidone group, 
which is strong on drawing the group. The nanomaterials are the class of advanced materials that can be produced to 
measure the dimensions and dimensions of their internal granules between (1-100)nm. These small materials have 
different characteristics than the larger materials. The material is a corner of the technology. The nanomaterials vary 
in terms of origin and differ in different proportions, such as organic or inorganic, natural or different 
(manufactured) [4]. Biochemical or chemical nanoparticles can be obtained from bacteria and fungi that have the 
ability to produce nanoparticles with antimicrobial properties [5]. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL PART   
 
We are used polymer Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in the preparation of polymer blends films, which product by Central 
House (P) Ltd of India with molecular weight (13000-23000) g/mol, and  polymer Polyviny Pyrrolidone (PVP) K-30, is 
product by (HIMEDIA) company with molecular weight (40,000 g / mol). A pure (PVA) polymer film  and 
[PVA:PVP] polymer  blends films were prepared using the casting method by using special molds made from glass. 
The preparing of pure (PVA) polymer film is by adding a certain weight ratio of (PVA) polymer to distilled water 
using a magnetic sterrier for (1h) at (80°C) to obtain a homogeneous solution and then pour the solution in a special 
glass mold  on a mild surface until the solvent evaporates to obtain the pure (PVA) polymer film. In order to prepare 
the [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films, certain weight  ratios of (PVA) polymer were mixed with specific  weight ratios 
of (PVP) polymer then adding the distilled water using the magnetic stirrer for (1h) at (80°C) to obtain a 
homogeneous solutions, then the solutions poured into special glass molds placed on a mild surface and left until the 
solvent evaporates to produce the [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films. 
 
Thermal Properties 
 
Thermal tests (Tg, Tm) for [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films were conducted using a Differential Scanning 
Colarymeter (DSC), type (STA. PT-1000 Linseis) of origin (Linseis Company Germany). The thermal conductivity 
coefficient (k) was performed using the  Lee's Disc method for calculating the thermal conductivity of insulating 
materials using the device manufactured at the English company (Griffen and George). 
 
Bioactivity Test 
 
The sensitivity test of  (E. coli - Proteus) for (PVA-PVP-Ag) nano polymer  composite solution with volume ratios 
((0.5, 1, 1.5) vol %) from silver nanomaterial, where used the (Disc Diffusion Method). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Thermal Properties 
 
Thermal Conductivity 
 
The thermal conductivity coefficient (k) is calculated by using the Lee's Disc Method, Figure (1) shows the thermal 
conductivity coefficient of  pure (PVA) polymer  film and [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films with different weight 
ratios, we note from the figure that the  thermal conductivity coefficient  value of pure (PVA) polymer film is (2.4x10-4 
W/m.K), and when mixing  the (PVA) polymer and (PVP) polymer with different weight ratios the thermal 
conductivity coefficient value changes where it behaves irregularly, and we note from the figure that the value of the 
thermal conductivity coefficient increases at the weight ratios (([90:10], [70:30], [60:40], [40:60], [20:80]) wt%) for the 
polymer  blend compared with pure (PVA) polymer film  and it's decrease at the weight ratios (([80:20], [50:50], 
[30:70], [10:90]) wt%) for the polymer  blend compared with the pure (PVA) polymer film, the irregularity of the 
thermal conductivity coefficient value may be due to the heterogeneity between (PVA) polymer and (PVP) polymer 
due to the large surface area of  (PVP) polymer [6], and that the difference in the thermal conductivity values 
indicates that the thermal conductivity coefficient behaves independently of the heat capacity [7]. Table (1) shows the 
thermal conductivity coefficient values for all polymer blends films.  
 
Glass Transition Temperature 
 
The glass transition temperature (Tg) of pure (PVA) polymer film  and [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films with 
different weight ratios was calculated using the Differential Scanning  Colarymeter (DSC), Figure (2) explains the 
values of glass transition temperature for all the polymer blends films as shown in Table (2), where we note that the 
glass transition temperature value  of pure (PVA) polymer film is  (110.28 ºC), and when mixing the (PVA) polymer 
and (PVP) polymer with different weight ratios, we note  the value of the glass transition temperature  increases at 
the weight ratios (([80:20], [70:30], [60:40], [50:50], [10:90]) wt%) for the polymer blend compared with the pure (PVA) 
polymer film, while their value is decreases at the weight ratios (([40:60], [30:70], [20:80]) wt%) for the polymer blend 
compared with pure (PVA) polymer film, this irregular value in the glass transition temperature  is due to the mixing 
of (PVA) polymer and (PVP) polymer which leads to reduce the flexibility of polymer chains of the (PVA) polymer 
and (PVP) polymer [8,9], and also we note the disappearance of the glass transition temperature at the weight ratio 
([90:10] wt%) for the polymer blend where they cannot be interpreted correctly considering it reflection for the blend 
mixing [10]. It is worth mentioning that at the beginning of all the figures we see the presence peak of the top 
(exothermic), symbolized by (Tw), which lies before the glass transition temperature, and the reason for the 
emergence of this top is the presence of a small amount of moisture in all prepared samples [11] . 
 
Crystalline Melting Temperature 
 
The crystalline melting temperature (Tm) of pure (PVA) polymer film and [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films with 
different weight ratios was calculated using Differential Scanning Colarymeter (DSC). The crystalline melting 
temperature  is used to determine the nature of the material and its purity [12], Figure (2) shows the values of the 
crystalline melting temperature of all polymer blends films as shown in Table (3), where we note the crystalline 
melting temperature value  of pure (PVA) polymer film is (220.25 °C), and when mixing  the (PVA) polymer and 
(PVP) polymer with different weight ratios we note that the value of the crystalline melting temperature  at the 
weight ratios (([90:10], [30:70])  wt%) of  the polymer blend  increases compared with pure (PVA) polymer film, and 
its decrease at the weight ratios (([80:20], [70:30], [60:40], [50:50], [20:80], [10:90]) wt%) for the polymer blend 
compared with pure (PVA) polymer film, this increase and decrease in crystalline melting temperature  value 
compared with pure (PVA) polymer film indicates that the higher crystallization and regularity of the crystal 
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structure decreases with the increase of texture degree [12]. We note at the weight ratio ([40:60] wt%) for the polymer 
blend disappearing crystalline melting temperature, this disappearance is due to the strong interaction between 
(PVA) polymer and (PVP) polymer (covalent and hydrogen bonds) that weaken crystallization in (PVA)  polymer 
and (PVP) polymer [13], as well as due to the decrease or increase in non-crystallized regions in prepared samples. 
 
Bioactivity Test   
 
The sensitivity test of bacteria  (E. coli - Proteus) for  (PVA-PVP-Ag) nano polymer  composite solution with volume 
ratios ((0.5, 1, 1.5) vol %) from silver nanomaterial, where used the (Disc Diffusion Method), the study showed that 
the nano polymer composite solution have highly effective on bacteria   (E.Coli - Proteus), and increases the 
effectiveness of (PVA-PVP-Ag) nano polymer  composite with solution increase the concentration of silver 
nanomaterial, the small size of nanoparticles and its large surface area (whenever the size of nanoparticles was 
smaller it has been collected in larger numbers on the surface of the cells, which increases the toxicity of nanoparticles 
on the microorganisms) effect on the permeability of the plasma membrane of the bacteria and thus due to the death 
of the cell. The mechanism in which the  nano polymer composites interact with the bacterial cells is that the 
microorganisms carry negative charges, while the nano metallic oxides carry positive charges, thus creating an 
electromagnetic attraction between the bacteria and the surface of the nanoparticles, this nanoparticles release ions 
which interact with the thiol group (SH-Group) of proteins transport foods that emerge from the bacterial cell 
membrane due to reduced permeability of the membrane which resulting to the cell death, in other words, the 
mechanism of inhibition of (DNA) susceptibility to replication and genetic gene expression of different cellular 
proteins and necessary enzymes to production of an (ATP) enzyme becomes ineffective which is lead to the attacking 
of (PVA-PVP-Ag) nano polymer composite the surface of the cell membrane and disrupts the permeability process 
and  cell breathing or interferes with the electronic transmission system of the bacteria [14]. Figure (3) shows the 
image of  bioactivity test of the   (PVA-PVP-Ag) nano polymer composite on bacteria (E. coli) and (Proteus). 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The thermal conductivity coefficient of [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films has an irregular behavior compared with 
(PVA) pure polymer film by increasing the weight ratio of (PVP) polymer, and found that the thermal conductivity 
coefficient of [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films with different weight ratios is very small, therefore this polymer  
blend can be used as a thermal insulator shield at all weight ratios. The differential Scanning Colarymeter (DSC) test 
of pure (PVA) polymer film and [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films with different weight ratios showed: 

1. The glass transition temperature of [PVA:PVP] polymer  blends films is increased at most weight ratios of the 
polymer blend compared with pure (PVA) polymer film, while its decreasing at the weight ratios (([40:60], 
[30:70], [20:80]) wt%) of the polymer  blend compared with pure (PVA) polymer film, but we note at the weight 
ratio ([90:10] wt%) for the polymer blend disappearance the glass transition  temperature. 

2. The crystalline melting temperature of [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films showed irregular behavior compared 
with pure (PVA) polymer film by increasing the weight ratio of (PVP) polymer, and also we note disappearance 
the crystalline melting temperature at the weight ratio ([40:60] wt%)  for the polymer blend The bioactivity test 
showed the success possibility of (PVA-PVP-Ag) nano polymer composite solution to the exteniction and killing 
the twice types of bacteria (E.Coli, Proteus). 
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Table 1. Values of thermal conductivity coefficient of [PVA:PVP] polymer blends films with the weight ratio of 
the blend 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

k (W/m.K) Blending Ratio of [PVA:PVP] (wt%) 
2.4x10-4 [100:0] 
2.8x10-4 [90:10] 

1.65x10-4 [80:20] 
2.78x10-4 [70:30] 
1.68x10-3 [60:40] 
1.66x10-4 [50:50] 
5.58x10-4 [40:60] 
2.38x10-4 [30:70] 
2.79x10-4 [20:80] 
2.09x10-4 [10:90] 
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Table 2. Values of the glass transition temperature of [PVA: PVP] polymer blends films with the weight ratio of 
the blend 
 

Tg (°C) Blending Ratio of [PVA:PVP] (wt%) 
110.28 [100:0] 

 [90:10] ــ
118 [80:20] 
119 [70:30] 

123.4 [60:40] 
111.2 [50:50] 
108 [40:60] 
90.4 [30:70] 
91.5 [20:80] 
116.3 [10:90] 

 
Table 3. Values of the crystalline melting temperature of [PVA: PVP] polymer blends films with the weight ratio 
of the blend. 
 

Tm (°C) Blending Ratio of [PVA:PVP] (wt%) 
220.25 [100:0] 
221.38 [90:10] 
216.35 [80:20] 
215.47 [70:30] 
205.76 [60:40] 
216.71 [50:50] 
 [40:60] ـــ

224.81 [30:70] 
164.18 [20:80] 
213.30 [10:90] 

 

Figure 1. Thermal conductivity coefficient of [PVA:PVP] polymer  blends films as a function of the 
weight ratio of the blend 
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Figure 2. Thermal (DSC) schemes for [PVA-PVP] polymer blends films with different weight ratios. 
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 Figure 3. Image of the bioactivity test of (PVA-PVP-Ag) nano polymer composite on bacteria 
 

a) E.Coli                                                            b) Proteus 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a b 
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Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have grown significantly since their introduction, and 
the focus has been on developing sophisticated analytical tools to handle a massive amount of data. Peak 
calling for NGS technologies has become one of the most important issues in bioinformatics. Peak calling 
is an increasingly popular approach for finding and studying regions in a genome that have been 
enriched with aligned reads，these regions are those where a protein interacts with DNA. Current peak 
calling algorithms are typically inapplicable to non-bioinformaticians. In this Review, we present the 
current development of peak calling algorithms for the Next-Generation sequencing technologies and 
available softwares. 
 
Keywords: Next-Generation Sequencing; Peak calling; Peak detection; Peak calling Algorithms; peak 
caller. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
NGS (Next-Generation Sequencing) technologies have been useful to many scientific and clinical areas including 
detection of genetic variations. Recent developments in the NGS have allowed researchers and scientists to study a 
variety of molecular events active on the genome with high accuracy[1]. Extensive peak calling algorithms for NGS 
data demonstrate the evolving and diverse needs of the research community.The chromatin-based NGS techniques 
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such as Chip-seq, DNase-seq, MNase-seq …etc, have been recognized and adopted by various research projects. 
DNase l hypersensitive regions sequencing (DNase-Seq) is a technique which depends on a firm DNase I footprinting 
protocol[2]. This technique is a widely used method for profiling cis-regulatory components in open chromatin areas 
[1]. ChIP–seq (Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Followed by NGS) is one of the widely used techniques for the 
genome-wide locations of DNA binding proteins such as transcription factors or modified histones [1, 3, 4]. MNase-
seq is a technique in which micrococcal nuclease digestion of chromatin is followed by NGS to determine the 
locations of high nucleosome occupancy[5]. In 2013 a new technique as a complementary to MNase-seq called ATAC 
(Transposase-Attainable Chromatin by Sequencing) was introduced to study chromatin accessibility [6].  Advances in 
these techniquesvaried between experimental approaches and computational approaches. Peak calling method is 
generally the first step in the analysis of these data [7]. 
 
Recently, there are more than 30 peak calling algorithms for the NGS data have been developed as of now. Most of 
this algorithms are developed for the ChIP-seq data analysis. Generally, most peak callers are based on negative 
binomial model, Poisson model or Kernel Density Estimator to address the count data. For example, MACS uses a 
Poisson model to test the significance of tag enrichment adjusting the local mapping structure [8];ZINBA applies a 
Kernel Density Estimator to estimate local read density and identifies enriched areas [9] etc.The number of literature 
increasingly grows, which keeps enriching our understanding of the experimental data. In this review, we will 
summarize the widely-used peak calling algorithms for the NGS technologies. We first present an overview of the 
NGS technologies and peak calling algorithms.Secondly, we will introduce the general workflow of peak calling 
algorithms.Thirdly, we will introduce the peak calling algorithms that have been developed for identifying areas in a 
genome-wide enriched with aligned reads. Finally, some technical issues will be outlined. 
 
Overview of the NGS Technologies and Peak calling Algorithms 
 
Massively parallel sequencing is a feature of the NGS, which has revolutionized recent genomic research[10].The 
technologies like ATAC-seq,DNase-seq, ChIP-seq, MNase-seq, and FAIRE-seq, combine the NGS with new 
biochemical techniques or modulations of established methods. An enormous range of chromatin phenomena can be 
further investigated [4].  Before discussing the peak calling algorithms, we will introduce the NGS techniques first: 
 
ChIP–seq technique 
 
The CHIP-seq is the most common method for identifying the binding sites for single-stranded DNA or modified 
histones. It is one of the early techniques of the NGS that offers higher resolution and clearer data at a lower cost in 
several areas, especially in genome-wide of identifying the locations and biochemical modifications of bound 
proteins [11-13]. In recent years, ChIP-seq technique has become the main technique to the genome-wide study of 
histone modifications and protein–DNA interactions [14, 15]. Several methods and algorithms have been developed 
for ChIP-seq analysis. The Peak calling is one of those methods that have been developed to identify areas where 
sequence reading is enriched in the genome 
 
FAIRE-seqtechnique 
 
The FAIRE-Seq (Formaldehyde-Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements) is an NGS technique used for identifying 
the DNA sequences related to the regulatory activity. Compared with other techniques, the FAIRE-Seq does not need 
the permeabilization of cells or segregation of nuclei, which is applicable to any kind of cells[16, 17].  
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DNase-seq technique 
 
The DNase-seq is a technique used to determine the sites of regulatory regions, which is sensitive to the gap of 
(DNase) I [18, 19]. DNase I hypersensitive locations are normally enriched in the highly expressed gene bodies and is 
clearly enriched in a functional regulatory chain such as promoters and enhancers, which are targeted by numerous 
transcription-factors (TFs). The ENCODE (Encyclopedia of DNA Elements) [20] and the NIH  Roadmap 
Epigenomics[21]offered the DNase-seq data of numerous human and mouse cell lines and tissues. 
 
MNase-seq technique 
 
Micrococcal nuclease followed by NGS (MNase-seq) is a technique in which assimilation of chromatin is followed by 
NGS. It is The most common technology  utilized to identify the position of high nucleosome occupancy[22].  
 
ATAC-seq technique 
 
The ATAC-seq is the most common technique used to study chromatin accessibility. As a complementary technique 
to DNase-seq, MNase-seq, and FAIRE-seq, the technology was first reported in 2013 [6]. The ATAC-seq is used with a 
number of methods for cell separation and isolation, which likewise works on a diversity of cells, and applicable to 
human lymphoblastoidcells [23]. The requirement on the number of cells is also lower, the precision of which is 
likewise higher than other techniques like DNAse-Seq. 
 
Peak calling 
 
Peak calling is a computational technique used to identify regions in a genome that have been enriched with aligned 
reads. These regions are the positions where proteins are connected with DNA[24]. Figure 1 illustrates how these 
regionsare shown in areas of the genome. Recently, several peak calling algorithms have been developed and 
optimized for identifying enriched genomic regions from NGS technologies experiments (some widely available 
peak-calling algorithms for NGS technologies are listed below in table1 and the other algorithms in table2). But there 
is a wide field of discordance among the peak calls from different algorithms.  The algorithmic engine has to be 
general enough in order to be applicable across datasets from many different *-seq technologies (i.e. ChIP-seq, 
DNase-seq, etc.). The properties of enriched areas differ between different NGS technologies, For example, DNase-
seq data, in contrast, it doesn't appear as sharp as those in TFBS ChIP-seq nor as wide as in a model histone 
modification ChIP. 
 
Aims of peak calling algorithms for NGS technologies 
 
Given the recent developments in the field of bioinformatics and especially in NGS a number of literature offer a 
diverse peak calling algorithms. Here we formulate the core requirements for a peak calling algorithms for NGS in 
this manner:  In order to keep up with the steadily rising number of experimental protocols that require peak calling 
algorithms for data-analysis,these algorithmshave to be wide-ranging sufficient in order to be applicable across 
datasets from many different NGS technologies (i.e. ChIP-seq peak calling algorithms applied to MNase-seq, DNase-
seq, and ATAC-seq etc.). Regardless of the algorithmic and statistical complexity of the data-analysis mission, the 
implementation needs to be suitable for a general audience. 
 
General Workflow of peak calling algorithms 
 
In general, variant Peak calling algorithms needs several steps to analyze the data to get the final peak list (Figure 2 
illustrate that)Which are described in the following steps： 
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Read shifting 
 
The aligned reads are from fragments of 150-500 bp in length and, as most of this data is from single-end sequencing, 
only one end of a fragment is read. The readings are offset and the data is merged from both points to determine the 
most likely bases involved in protein binding. Reads therefore align with both the sense, antisense strands and the 3 
or 5 extremes of the DNA fragments. The readings are shifted and the data is merged from both points to determine 
the most likely bases for protein binding. 
 
Background estimation 
 
Control data is processed in same method to allow for each genomic background to be specified by input controls or 
for enriched areas. Some peak calling algorithms work do not need control data to work[25]and assume  a 
background signal, so others use blacklist tools for those masksof the genome For instance, “The Duke 
Excluded Regions” was developed for the ENCODE project, which mapped sequence tags were filtered out before 
peak calling for Open Chromatin (FAIRE and DNase ) data sets. 
 
Identifying peaks 
 
The peak is the point/value that is higher than its surroundings. Therefore we can assume that in (1, 5, 1), the 5 is the 
peak.A Peak is called when the number of readings exceeds a predetermined threshold value or when there is a 
minimum enrichment value compared to the background signal, frequently in a sliding window through the 
genome. Some algorithms apply both methods. The parameters can be adjusted to determine the peaks, sometimes 
resulting to very different numbers of tops being called. The user needs to determine if fewer high-quality peaks are 
preferred over lower quality peaks. 
 
Significance analysis 
 
Many peak calling algorithms calculate a P value for called peaks, and the others usethe height of the peaks or/and 
enrichment above background to rank peaks. However, these do not provide statistical significance values. FDR (The 
false discovery rate) is often used to provide a truest peak list, and it can be calculated from the available P values. 
Some packages make use of the control data to determine an empirical FDR and generate a ratio of peaks in the 
sample vs. control. 
 
Redundanciesremoval 
 
Sum of redundant reads are kept for analysis, for instance: Redundant reads refer to reads with the same genomic 
location and direction. To remove these Redundancies, generally it is done by removing the redundancy and 
retaining only 1 read for each set of redundant reads. 
 
Which algorithm is best for analysis? 
 
If we ask different bioinformaticians which algorithms are best,we will probably get different answers. The answer 
greatly depends on the type of data which used in the experiments. Several algorithms have been developed for use 
with high-throughput sequencing data.Most of these algorithms developed for ChIP-seq and also utilized to other 
techniques such as MACS algorithm developed for ChIP-seq and also possible used for DNase-seq data. 
Here we provide a brief description of the widest peak calling algorithms for NGS technologies. More details about 
these algorithms and the list of most common peak calling algorithms are shown in Table 2: 
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MACS Algorithm 
 
MACS (Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq) is one of the most commonly used peak calling algorithms, it is still in 
development until now which makes it an effective algorithm, it is an algorithm for identifying genome-wide 
protein–DNA interaction from ChIP-Seq data [8]. Also it is possibly used for DNase-seq[26]. It has been benchmarked 
and reviewed in a number of studies, including many effective works[27-31]. MACS can be run with or without an 
input control dataset. MACS is widely available as both source code (http://github.com/taoliu/MACS) and through 
the Galaxy software platform (https://usegalaxy.org/) and has been shown to have an accurate and efficient 
performance [32, 33]. A Poisson model is employed for identification of statistically significant enriched regions:   
 
λlocal = max(λBG, [λRegion, λ1k], λ5k, λ10k) 
 
Steps of the MACS for calling peaks: 
 
1- Removing redundancy: MACS removes redundant reads Depending on user-defined variables without changing 

the input data files that contain the mapped ChIP-seq reads and control reads. Automatically, MACS saves no 
more than one read For each genomic position [34]. 

2- Regulating read location based on fragment size distribution. (Algorithm 1 show TheMACS algorithm for 
Estimate ChIP-seq Fragment Size) 

3- Computing peak enrichment using local background normalization. 
 
Calculating the estimated value FDR for every peak. 
 
We present an example for MACS peak caller output in Table1. 
Thomas, R., et al.in their paper [35], performed a comparative study and systematic evaluation of the characteristics 
of macs2 and five other chip seq peak calling algorithms and they noted that The algorithm MACS2 and BCP  do the 
best performance on simulated transcription factor binding data. 
 
ZINBA Algorithm 
 
ZINBA (Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial Algorithm) is an algorithm developed to call areas of the genome enriched 
for sequencing reads originating from a diverse array of biological experiments.  It’s applied to FAIRE-seq and ChIP-
seq of CCCTC-binding factor, RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II), and histone (H3K36me3), ZINBA Compared to F-seq, 
Macs and Hotspot less suitable for DNase-seq data analysis.[26]. ZINBA performs three procedures: data 
preprocessing, data analysis by identifying significantly enriched regions, and an elective limits refinement for more 
narrow sites[36]. 
 
step 1: data preprocessing  

 Calculation of signal values 
 Calculation of covariate values 

 
step 2: data analysis 

 Mixture regression to select enriched regions 
 Model initialization 
 Convergence 
 Selecting relevant covariates using BIC 

 
Step 3: peak boundary refinement 

 Isolating exact peak boundaries within merged regions 
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F-SeqAlgorithm 
 
F-Seq algorithm has been developed specially for use with DNase-seq data. Also has been used for FAIRE-seq and 
ChIP-seq data [26, 37]. F-Seq is suggested in which a Kernel Density Estimator is applied to obtain the distribution of 
reads. 
 

 
 
F-Seq algorithm shows the best performance for DNase-seq data by comparison with Hotspot, MACS and ZINBA 
[26]. F-Seq has been implemented in Java, which made it easy to use. 
 
BCP Algorithm 
 
BCP (Bayesian Change-Point) is a multipurpose algorithm that can be useful to all histone modifications data types 
[38]. BCP algorithm uses a Poisson distribution Pois(θt)  with a Gamma conjugate prior, which accounts for the 
inherent over-dispersion described in ChIP-seq data. 

 
 

Where: θ  can be estimated by different window sizes, n is the number of ‘‘windows’’ or blocks in the chromosome 
[33].The BCP algorithm successfully applies to both punctate peak and diffuse island identification with robust 
accuracy and limited user-defined parameters.  
 
MUSIC Algorithm 
 
MUSIC is a peak calling algorithm developed for identification of enriched regions at multiple scales in the read 
depth signals from ChIP-Seq experiments. the significant advantage of this algorithm is that users can identify the 
scales that they want to concentrate on, which is done by using the start and end scale parameters for the multiscale 
filtering [39, 40]. 
 
iNPS Algorithm 
 
iNPS (Improved nucleosome-positioning) is a widely used algorithm for identifying nucleosome locations from 
MNase-seq data.iNPS algorithm is based on the cutoff of peak shape and the P-value of Poisson approximation for 
identifying and peak filtering from MNase-seq data experiments [41].  
 
Hotspot Algorithm 
 
Hotspot is an algorithm developed for detecting areas of local enrichment of short-read sequence tags mapped to the 
genome by a binomial distribution [42]. It has been applied extensively in DNase-seq and ChIP-seq data, with 
transcription factor and histone modification (H3K36me3, H3K27me3, and H3K4me3) data [26, 42]. 
 
SISSRs Algorithm 
 
SISSRs (Site Identification from Short Sequence Reads), is a peak finder algorithmdeveloped for precise identification 
of binding sites from short reads generated from ChIP-Seq experiments [43]. The latest version of the Perl application 
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of the SISSRs algorithm isavailable at http://dir.nhlbi.nih.gov/papers/lmi/epigenomes/sissrs/. SISSRs is taken as input 
in a data file containing genomic coordinates of the mapped reads in BED file format. 
 
Other algorithms 
 
Afterward, we present some other peak calling algorithms for NGS data found in the literature, these algorithms are 
listed in Table 3. Ambrosini, G., et al. [44] presented in their paper a new command line tools and web server for 
ChIP-seq data analysis, one of these tools is “ChIP-Peak” which is a peak finder suitable for finding transcription 
factor binding sites.  This tool is available at http://ccg.vital-it.ch/chipseq/.Fejes, A.P., et al. [45] developed a 
“FindPeaks” algorithm. The FindPeaks is a software application for determined theareas of enrichment from short-
read in sequencing technology. The greatest number of papers and protocols for algorithms in table 2 and table 3 
belongs to NGS peak calling. In summary, every day there are new algorithms and protocols. This fact proves that 
the development of peak calling algorithms for Next-Generation sequencing techniques is very diverse and rapidly 
expanding. 
 
Technical issues 
 
Data format 
 
SAM, BAM or BED format are usually the most common accepted input formats by several calling softwares, also 
some algorithms support other input data formats such as GFF, FPS, SGA … etc[44]. For instance, ZINBA allowed 
three input formats BED, tagAlign and bowtie. Here we will show more details about these formats and in Table 5 
we give a recommendation for data requirements for a peak calling applications: 
 
SAM (Sequence Alignment Map) format is a common format for saving biological sequences aligned datagenerated 
by NGS technologies, it supports short and long reads (up to 128Mbp), the format contains one header segment and 
one alignment segment [46]. 
 
BAM format is the compressed binary version of the SAM format. Many peak callers for NGS and analysis 
software’s work with BAM/BED format [44].  
 
BEDformat: is a data format used by the UCSC genome browser for defining genomic areas. It offers a flexible way 
to describe the data lines that are put on show in an annotation track. BED format consists of 3-12 columns of data 
[47], We show an example of  BED format data in Table 4, Where columns are: 1) The name of the chromosome, 2) 
The starting position, 3) The ending position, 4) The name of the BED line, 5) A score between 0 and 1000, 6) The 
strand, either  +,  -  or (“ . ” = no strand. 7) The starting thick position, 8) the ending thick position, 9) An RGB value 
which determine the display color of the data. 10) The number of blocks. 11) the block sizes. 12) A list of block starts. 
Note. The first three columns in each feature line are essential and the others are optional. 
 
GFF format: is a type of format data utilized for describing the data of genes and other DNA and protein sequences, 
now there exist two types of the GFF file format in general use (GFF2/GFF3). Many softwares accept this format. 
 
Alignment and Convert data formats 
 
When we use these peak callers, sometimes we need to convert the data format to conform with input requirements 
or to alignment results such as merging files. SAMtools software package [46] provides useful operations for convert 
from other alignment formats, sort and merge alignments. BWA [48], Bowtie [49], or any other or  alignment software 
is needed to map *-Seq reads to the reference genome. 
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Visualization data 
 
After obtaining the final peak list of data, we need to visualize the data.To visualizee data,most Users view their data 
either as called peaks or as signal profiles on a genome browser. UCSC: The most extensively used visualization 
environment is UCSC (the University of California Santa Cruz) genome browser, available via this link 
(https://genome.ucsc.edu/) [50], or IGV (Integrative Genome Viewer) http://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/[51], Figure 1 
a screenshot for IGV show the results. Some peak callers have a visualization screen to display the histogram for the 
data like Nseq algorithm [52]. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
With the rapid progression of NGS technologies, the peak calling algorithms is quietly developing. Currently, several 
peak calling algorithms are available for the identification regions in a genome, these regions are those where DNA 
interacts with protein. But still peak calling algorithms has not grown to a point where it can be applied for more 
than one technique (i.e. ChIP-seq, MNase-seq, DNase-seq etc.) and addressed for different format data (i.e. SAM, 
BAM, GFF etc.)，Although there are some algorithms that can be applied to other techniques but they are still 
deficient in some aspects.This paper presented a review of peak calling algorithms for NGS analysis in the 
communities of bioinformatics and computational biology. The aim of this review is to provide guidance for 
bioinformatics researchers to select the most suitable algorithms for their applications. We wish that this review for 
this active area of bioinformatics provides a useful starting point for your *_seq data analysis. 
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Table 1. illustrates the output of Macs peak caller 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
chr1 137660 138139 480 153 62 635.75 41.05 0.00 
chr1 138380 139613 1234 680 118 1038.81 41.05 0.00 
chr1 712724 715549 2826 1877 433 3100.00 98.27 0.00 
chr1 752449 752902 454 151 15 83.67 12.44 6.45 
chr1 905080 905697 618 385 18 54.29 8.13 15.71 
chr1 760913 763271 2359 1901 296 2878.46 83.33 0.00 
chr1 839086 841012 1927 465 175 1154.41 24.76 0.00 
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where columns are: 1) Chromosome, 2) Start, 3) End, 4) length of peak region, 5)  summit location related to the peak 
start position, 6) number of reads in peak region, 7) Fold-change (compared to the expectation from Poisson 
distribution with local lambda)   8) -log10P-value 9) FDR (false discovery rate). 
 
Table 2. The most popular peak calling algorithms for NGS technologies 

Name of 
algorithm *_seq data URL Notes Depended 

environment Ref. 

MACS 
Chip – seq 

Dnase – seq [26] 

http://liulab.dfci.harvard.edu/M
ACS/ 

 

MACS is specifically 
Developed for Chip – 

seq data. 
Python [8] 

ZINBA FAIRE-seq 
ChIP-seq DNase-seq 

http://code.google.com/p/zinba/ 
ZINBA developed for 
analyzing DNA-seq 

experiments。  
R [36] 

F-Seq 
DNase-seq 
Chip-seq 

 

https://www.encodeproject.org/
publications/f57ccb1c-d002-

401d-bce5-548a443d0118/ 

F-Seq originally 
developed for DNase-

seq data, it has also 
been used for ChIP-
seq peak detection 

Java [37] 

BCP ChIP-Seq http://rulai.cshl.edu/BCP 

BCP is especially 
suited for analysis of 
diffuse histone ChIP-

seq data. 

C++ [33] 

MUSIC ChIP-Seq https://github.com/gersteinlab/
MUSIC 

Developed for ChIP-
Seq data. 

C++ [39] 

PeaKDEc
k 

DNase-seq https://www.ccmp.ox.ac.uk/pea
kdeck 

Developed for 
DNase-Seq data 

Perl [53] 

iNPS MNase-seq 
http://www.picb.ac.cn/hanlab/i

NPS.html 
iNPS was designed 
for MNase-seq data. Python 

[41] 
 

PING & 
PING 2.0 

MNase-seq 
ChIP-Seq 

http://www.bioconductor.org/p
ackages/release/bioc/html/PING

.html 

For nucleosome 
locating by NGS data. 

R [54] 

NPS 
MNase-seq 
ChIP-seq 

http://liulab.dfci.harvard.edu/N
PS/ 

For identifying peaks 
from MNase-seq 

data. 
Python [55] 

Hotspot 
DNase-seq 
Chip-seq 

 

https://github.com/rthurman/ho
tspot 

A new algorithm of 
Hotspot named 

‘‘Dnase2hotspots’’ 

C++ And R 
(the statistical 

Analyses) 
[42] 

SISSRs 
Chip-seq 

 
http://sissrs.rajajothi.com/ 

SISSRs-identified 
binding sites: CTCF, 

NRSF, STAT1 
Perl 

[43] 
[56] 

nucleR MNase-seq http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/nucleR/ For MNase-seq data R [57] 
Table 3.This table shows a number of peak calling algorithms also developed for NGS data analysis 

Name of algorithm *_seq data URL Ref. 
ChIP-Peak Chip-seq https://ccg.vital-it.ch/chipseq/chip_peak.php [44] 
FindPeaks Chip-seq http://www.bcgsc.ca/platform/bioinfo/software/findpeaks   [45] 
SICER Chip-seq https://home.gwu.edu/∼wpeng/Software.htm [58, 59] 
CisGenome Chip-seq http://www.biostat.jhsph.edu/~hji/cisgenome/ [60] 
PePr Chip-seq https://code.google.com/archive/p/pepr-chip-seq/ [61] 
PeakSeq Chip-seq http://info.gersteinlab.org/PeakSeq [62] 
QUEST Chip-seq http://www-hsc.usc.edu/~valouev/QuEST/QuEST.html [24] 
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AREM Chip-seq https://cbcl.ics.uci.edu/doku.php/software/arem [63] 
USeq Chip-seq http://useq.sourceforge.net/ [25] 
CAM MNase-seq http://www.tongji.edu.cn/~zhanglab/CAM [22] 
NSeq MNase-seq https://github.com/songlab/NSeq [52] 
DANPOS MNase-seq http://code.google.com/p/danpos/ [64] 
NucPosSimulator MNase-seq http://bioinformatics.fh-stralsund.de/nucpos/ [54] 
Perl Scripts ATAC-seq https://github.com/GreenleafLab/NucleoATAC [65] 

Table 4. Example for BED format data 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
chr1 1000 5000 clonA 960 + 1000 5000 0 2 567. 489 0.3513 

Table 5. Recommendation for data requirements for a peak calling applications 
*_seq data URL for data 
DNase-seq data http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/encodeDCC/wgEncodeUwDnase/ 
Chip-seq data http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/encodeDCC/wgEncodeBroadHistone/ 
MNase-seq data http://dir.nhlbi.nih.gov/papers/lmi/epigenomes/hgtcellnucleosomes.aspx 

http://dir.nhlbi.nih.gov/papers/lmi/epigenomes/hgtcellnucleosomes.aspx 
FAIRE-seq  http://www.bios.unc.edu/~nur2/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.Illustrationof how peak regions are shown in areas of the genome 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. A flowchart illustrating the Peak calling algorithms steps to analyze the data to get the final peak list. 
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Parasites are characterized by the ability of many of them to cause injuries ranging from severe to mild 
impact on different neighborhoods. It is therefore very important to investigate these parasitic infections 
to address them and to limit their increased susceptibility, Molecular diagnostics are based on 
amplification of genes and allow for very small amounts of parasitic DNA to be investigated with a 
specificity of 97%. One of the most important developments in recent years in molecular biology is the 
discovery of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique by Karymullisin1985; this technique can amplify 
the exact amounts of DNA to millions of replicas. This technique has received considerable attention in 
various fields of research, especially in molecular biology and clinical medicine, the polymerase chain 
reaction method is used to investigate and diagnose organisms that are difficult to diagnose in 
appearance and form this technique has a high sensitivity of up to 97.4% and its specificity reaches 100%. 
 
Keywords: Parasites, injuries, increased, technique, DNA, PCR, clinical, medicine. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Parasites cause various health problems for humans and their animals. Parasites, such as protozoa and worms, are 
dangerous pathogens. Parasites are of great health importance to doctors and veterinarians for their wide spread and 
parasitism on a wide range in man andother hosts [1, 2], especially in tropical and sub-tropical climates, which are no 
less important than other microscopic pathogens because they can infect most organs of the body and lead to 
sometimes fatal complications. (In addition to its ability to multiply and in great numbers, which led to its failure to 
completely eliminate [3, 4], there is widespread interest in the need to control these parasites and reduce their impact 
on humans . Diagnosis of the majority of parasites in traditional methods is sometimes very difficult,and there are 
many parasites similar in terms of external appearance such as Sarcocystis spp., Leishmaniaspp, Toxoplasma gondii[5, 6] 
so must adopt molecular diagnostic methodssuch as Conventional –PCR,Nested–PCR, Real-time PCR…etc[7,8]. 
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The molecular methods one of the most recent methods of diagnosis and identification of parasites and the 
distinction between them, that are characterized by accuracy of their results, privacy and high sensitivity compared 
to other methods such as cellular farms and microscopic examinations [9,10]. [11] They can identify small amounts of 
parasitic DNA and are characterized by their speed, through which resistance to treatment can be distinguished and 
used for scientific research [12]., there are many types of polymerase chain reaction, some of them: 
 
Conventional-PCR reaction 
 
The polymerase chain reaction method is used mainly after isolating and multiplying the parasite by tissue culture or 
by experimental lesions in mice [13, 14]. The Conventional polymerase chain reaction process amplifies the amount 
of DNA extracted by a number of cycles so that the amount of DNA increases at each cycle, this amount of DNA is 
then passed through Agaros gel, DNA packages dyed with an atheidium dye can be observed after being examined 
under ultraviolet light [15, 16]. The basic principle of polymerase chain reaction technology is based on the 
replication of a DNA sequence, which may be a gene or part of a gene or a simple extension of nucleotides in a 
sequence of known DNA, but the function of this sequence may be unknown [17],the discovery of overgrown chains 
by migration on gel agarose. If the nucleotide sequence of DNA is not present in the sample, this means that the 
primers added do not find anything to combine with it, so amplification does not occur in this case ,there are three 
main steps in the polymerase chain reaction, which are repeated 30 or 40 cycles through the automated cycler, which 
heat and cool the tubes containing the reaction mixture in a short period of time [18, 19, 20]. 
 
Nested-PCR  
 
The interlocking polymerase chain reaction technique is used to solve detection problems associated with tissue 
samples that contain a small number of DNA copies. The target, which is present with large amounts of host DNA, 
may inhibit the work of the polymerase, the typical work method of this technique involves two cycles ,and the first 
cycle is a first round of amplification using a pair of primer called "outer primers." This cycle includes 35-30 cycles. 
After that, the product uses the first cycle as a template for the second round using the other pair of primer called 
Inner primers. Best and most the success of the method of dilution and re-amplification using the same primer (as in 
the conventional polymerase chain reaction technique),the internal pair of primers is a specific factor for the 
sensitivity and specificity of the test [21]. 
 
Real-time-PCR 
 
A new scientific technique combining the amplification of the DNA sample with the detection of the amount and 
quality of the amplification output in a single reaction tube, which protects the samples from contamination by 
opening and closing the reaction tubes [22,23]. This technique is based on double dinucleotide reagents, which are a 
radioactive dye associated with each detector that has a sequence complementary to one of the resulting tapes. A 
fluorescent dye, called a Reporter, is connected to the 5-end reagent of the reagent is associated with a dye called 
Quencher. When the laser or halogen dye is stimulated, this dye absorbs the energy of the photons and then transfers 
it to the absorbent dye via the Fluoresce resonance energy transfer (FRET) [24]. 
 
Many real-time PCR amplification chemicals, including Probe, fluorescent labeled Oligonucleotide, glow in special 
conditions, glow indicates the presence of the probe and DNA sequences, and molecular methods have proved 
efficient in distinguishing pathogens from non-pathogens As well as in identifying the genes of harmful strains and 
finding potential relationships between genotypes and phenotypic patterns [25]. The probe is made up of radio 
labeled nucleotide sequences, which complements a portion of parasitic DNA and is highly specific and re-replicable 
[12]. Parasites are characterized by the ability of many of them to cause injuries ranging from severe to mild impact 
on different neighborhoods. It is therefore very important to investigate these parasitic infections to address them 
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and to limit their increased susceptibility [26, 27], Because of their health damage to humans and other animals as 
well as spread in soil [28, 29, 30], and water [31], so very important to investigate these parasitic infections.  
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The present study aimed theidentification of iha, and kpsMT virulence genes in uropathogenic Escherichia 
coli (UPEC), also appearance relationship between this genes and susceptibilitytodifferent antimicrobials. 
One hundred and thirty samples of mid-stream urine in sterilized containers were collected from patients 
with urinary tract infections (UTIs) and who attended to two hospitals are AL-Yarmouk Educational 
hospital, Al-Kadhimyia Educational hospital for duration from December / 2017 to April/ 2018. Escherichia 
coli (E.coli) isolates were identified according to the cultural, morphological characteristics, biochemical 
tests, and genetically identified. The results showed the dominance of E.coli over other causative agent 
since it achieved 60 isolated (54.54%) from 110 sample give positive growth after cultured. The 
distribution of E.coli isolated 42 isolates (70%) of them were isolated from female while 18 (30%) were 
from male. Antibiotic susceptibility testing showed the results for eight antibiotics appear the isolates 
were high resistant to Tetracycline (76.7%), followed by Nalidixic Acid (73.3%), Trimeth-Sulfamethox 
(70%).Virulence genes were distribution within the UPEC, iha 51 isolates (85%), and kpsMT 48 isolates 
(80%).The E.coli is most frequency bacterial distributed in pationts with UTIs, and there are adhesion and 
capsular polysaccharidesvirulence genes was high frequency.  

Keywords: Urinary Tract Infection, E.coli, UPEC, virulence genes. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Urinary tract infections (UTIs), is infection along urinary tract at anywhere. UTIs had various names depending on 
the urinary tract part is infected(Najibet al., 2009). In children and adults the UPEC most frequent agent causing 
UTI(Anvarinejadet al., 2012). Female most than male to be infacted to UTIs with about 55% of female during their 
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lifetime are sufferance from these infections (Foxman, 2003; Rahn, 2008). At least 45-85% of UTIs there are caused by 
E.coli followed by Klebsiella spp., Proteus spp, Pseudomonas spp and Enterobacter spp.(Rai et al., 2008). While gram 
positive bacteria caused 15% of UTIs include Staphylococci spp., Streptococci spp.,and Enterococci spp.(Arisoyet al., 2006). 
Dependent on the virulence factors (VFs) are appearance, the potency of pathogenic E. coli strains is presence, which 
are located either on chromosome or on plasmid of bacteria. The UPEC associated with virulence genes most usually 
include afimbrialadhesin I (afaI), P fimbriae (pap), hemolysin (hly), aerobactin (aer), cytotoxic necrotizing factor 1 
(cnf1), S fimbriae (sfa), , adhesins (iha) and capsular polysaccharide production (kpsMT)(da Silva and Mendonça, 
2012). There are virulence factors location on such genetic mobile elements may to be virulence properties spread 
facilitate within bacterial organism communities(Dromignyet al., 2005). The uropathogens when and where 
increasing rates of antibiotics resistance, have caused growing worry in all world countries(Farshadet al., 2012). 
Understanding molecular characterization of plasmids, antibiotic resistance patterns, and other genetic elements is 
beneficial in the epidemiological(Sawalha, 2009). Allow of the genetic material movement there are by Plasmids, 
including genes responsible for resistance of antimicrobial between bacterial species and genera(Snyder, Champness 
and Champness, 2007). 
 
A numbers virulence genes of E. coli that have been possibility involved as substantial in allowing some UPEC 
isolates to establishment of UTIs, involved iha, and kpsMT virulence genes. iha (IrgA homolog adhesion) function as 
adherence factor(Bauer et al., 2002; Kanamaru et al., 2003), kpsMT (group II capsule), function as Capsular 
polysaccharide production(Marrset al., 2002; Kanamaru et al., 2003). iha gene encodes the IrgA homologue adhesin 
(an outer membrane protein ) associated with uropathogenic and enterohemorrhagic strains, which confers 
adherence to non-adherent bactrial strains, iha in UPEC strains occurs frequently(Johnson et al., 2000; Tarr et al., 2000; 
Johnson, O’Bryan, Delavari, et al., 2001; Johnson, O’Bryan, Kuskowski, et al., 2001; Johnson, Parissa Delavari, 
Kuskowski and Stell, 2001; Johnson, Parissa Delavari, Stell, Whittam, et al., 2001; Bauer et al., 2002; Kanamaru et al., 
2003). Originally identified of iha gene as part of a tellurite resistance correlated pathogenicity islands (PAI) from an 
E. coli O157:H7 isolate and is comparable to the iron-regulated gene A in V. cholerae. A HeLa cell adherent 
phenotype in vitro observed, when in the non-adherent E. coli K-12 strain the iha gene was expressed in this 
strain(Tarret al., 2000). 
 
Bacteria produced the capsular polysaccharides are actually in various size. In E.coli capsules, the outer most 
protective cell surface layer which constitute from this, based on biosynthetic criteria and genetic there are classified 
into four groups. group ii capsule (encoded by kpsMT gene is one of three functional regions) is one of four capsular 
types described in E.coli (produced by most UPEC), which accustom of charged polysaccharidic polymers, and high 
molecular weight. kpsMT gene in group ii capsule, encode proteins required for ABC-depended export  there for 
conserved in all group ii capsulated bacteria and(Marrset al., 2002; Kanamaru et al., 2003; Whitfield, 2006). 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Urine samples collected, UPEC isolation and identification 
 
The urine samples were collected from AL-Yarmouk Educational Hospital, and Al-Kadhimyia Educational hospital, 
during the period from December/ 2017 to April/ 2018. Total number were 130 samples, collected in sterile container 
and immediately transfer to laboratory for culturing. Samples were cultured on blood agar for isolation, there was 
E.coli identification by culturing on MacConky agar, Eosin methyl blue (EMB) agar,and by biochemical test (Indol 
test, Oxidase test, Catalase test, Methyl-Red, and Vogas-Broskaor tests), and at lastgenetically by 16S rRNA gene. 
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Antibiotic susceptibility testing 
 
Susceptibility testing for antibiotic is done by disk diffusion method(Kirby-Bauer method)(Atlas, Brown and Parks, 
1995), by measured the inhibition zone around the antibiotic disk. There were eight antibiotics used in this study 
were Amikacin (AK 30µg), Amoxicillin-clavulanate (AUG 20-10µg)Ciprofloxacin (CIP 5µg), Doxycycline (DXT 30µg), 
NalidixicAcid (NA 30µg), Streptomycin (S 10µg), Tetracycline (T 30µg), Trimeth-Sulfamethox (TS 1.25-23.75µg)   
 
DNA extraction, and genes detection of UPEC isolates 
 
Extraction DNA of E.coli by used DNA Extraction Kit (Bioneer, Korea), depended on the steps involved in kit from 
company. The set of primers used in this study were for 16S rRNA gene (identification of E.coli) forward primer was 5′-
GGAAGAAGCTTGCTTCTTTGCTG-3′, and the reveres primer was 5′-GAGCCCGGGGATTTCACAT-3′ the 
amplification product was 546 base pear (bp)(Sabatet al., 2000), and for virulence genes of E.coli, foriha gene the forward 
primer was 5′-CTGGCGGAGGCTCTGAGATCA-3′, and the reveres primer was 5′-TCCTTAAGCTCCCGCGGCTGA-3′ 
the amplification product was 827 base pear (bp)(Johnson et al., 2000), for kpsMT gene the forward primer was 5′-
CCATCGATACGATCATTGCACG-3′, and the reveres primer was 5′- ATTGCAAGGTAGTTCAGACTCA -3′the 
amplification product was 400 base pear (bp)(Kanamaru et al., 2003). 
 
The reaction in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (MultiGene, Labnet, USA) for monoplex were performed in a total 
volume of 25µl, including 12.5µl of Go Taq®Green Master mix (2X) (Promega, USA), 1µl for each primers ( Alpha 
DNA, USA), 2µl of DNA template, 8.5µl of Nuclease free water.Were the program for the amplification gene carried 
out using PCR as follows: for 16S rRNA gene, initial denaturation one cycle 8 min. at  95ºC, 35 cycle each cycle of  1 
min. at 94ºC, 1.5 min at 55ºC, and 1 min. at 72ºC, followed by a final extension 10 min. at 72ºC, for iha gene, Initial 
Denaturation one cycle in 5 min. at  94ºC, 30 cycle each cycle of  45 sec. at 94ºC, 1 min. at 58ºC, and 1.5 min. at 72ºC, 
followed by a final extension one cycle in 10 min. at 72ºC, for kpsMT gene, Initial Denaturation one cycle in 5 min. at  
94ºC, 30 cycle each cycle of  45 sec. at 94ºC, 45 sec. at 60ºC, and 1 min. at 72ºC, followed by a final extension one cycle in 
10 min. at 72ºC.The Detected result of PCR amplification by using gel electrophoresis in agarose gel (1.5%), stained by 
ethidium bromide and used transilluminator ultraviolet for visualized. The result of PCR amplification product for 
each gene was compared with DNA ladder 100bp (Solarbio, China). 
 
Statistical analysis 
 
The results of these studies were statistically analysis by used IBM SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) 
software program Version 23, (2015). 
 

RESULTS 
 
Distribution of UPEC from Sample Collection 
 
Among 130 sample collected from urine sample after cultured and stained with gram stain there were 87 sample 
(66.9%) give gram negative bacteria, wile 23 sample (17.7%) give gram positive bacteria, and 20 sample (15.4%) 
without growth.A total results of gram negative bacteria 87 sample there were isolated of E.coli was 60 isolate (69%) 
depended on culture characters, biochemical tests result (Indole, Catalase, and Methyl-Red tests was positive, 
Oxidase, and Vogas-Broskaor tests was negative), and genetically.The distribution of E.coli isolated depending on the 
gender were 42 isolate (70%) from female, and 18 isolate (30%) from male. The distribution of E.coli isolated 
depending on the age (range of age was 1-80 years distribution into four group) were 19 isolates (31.7%) in 1-20 years, 
19 isolates (31.7%) in 21-40 years, 15 isolates (25%) in 41-60 years, and 7 isolates (11.6%) in 61-80 years. 
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Antimicrobial susceptibility testing 
 
The isolated were tested to eight antibiotic, the results of antibiotic susceptibility testingfor the UPEC isolates shown 
in table (1). UPEC isolates exhibited the highest level of resistance to Tetracycline 46 isolates (76.7%), followed 
byNalidixic Acid44 isolates (73.3%), Trimeth-Sulfamethox42 isolates (70%), Ciprofloxacin41 isolates (68.3%), and 
Amoxicillin-clavulanate37 isolates (61.7%). UPEC multi-drug resistant were distribution in patientsat 7 isolates 
(11.7%), 15 isolates (25%), 7 isolates (11.7%), 13 isolates (21.7%), 6 isolates (10%), 1 isolates (1.7%) for three, four, five, 
six, seven, and eight antibiotics resistant respectively,  
 
Molecular Assay, Identification of E.coli and Distribution of Virulence Genes 
 
Genetically identification of E.coli by 16s rRNAgene on agarose gel shown in figure (1). The virulence genes were 
distribution within the UPEC isolated from patientsfor iha gene 51 isolates (85%), and kpsMT gene 48 isolates (80%), 
and cross-tabulationbetween them show in table(2).In general, the result for ihagene, and kpsMTgene on agarose gel 
show in figure (2), and in figure (3) respectively.The cross-tabulation between virulence genes and results of 
antibiotic susceptibility in UPEC isolated from patients shown in table (3). While the cross-tabulation between 
virulence genes in UPEC isolated with age, and gender of patients show in table (4), and table (5) respectively. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
In this study the results show the E.coli was the most important causing UTI, due to the E.coli have many factors 
facilitatethe infection like virulence factor, resisting to antibiotic, etc.... The prevalence was high in female than in 
male due relationship with wide and short urethra, and host factors (normal vaginal flora) that potential explanation 
higher risk of female for UTI(Jadhavet al., 2011; Vollmerhausen et al., 2011). Were with age of patients show the 
prevalence of UTI in primary ages of patients and then followed in middle ages and decreased with age. The results 
finding for antibiotic resistance distribution in UPEC important investigation. E.coli isolated of these study had high 
resisting to Tetracycline (76.7%), followed by Nalidixic Acid (73.3%), Trimeth-Sulfamethox (70%), Ciprofloxacin 
(68.3%), and Amoxicillin – clavulanate (61.7%).The explanations there were resistance to Antimicrobial Class 
Tetracyclines, Fluoroquinolones, Folate pathway inhibitors, and β -Lactamase Inhibitor Combinations. UPEC in thus 
study showed multi-drug resistant were distribution in isolates from patients. The potential explanation there were 
rare of medical and laboratory consultation to take antibiotics. Also The transfer of determinants antibiotics 
resistance by mobile genetic elements (transposons, gene cassettes, and plasmids) potential important factors that can 
contribute to the increase in the propagation of bacteria resistance to antibiotics(Hall and Collis, 1998). 
 
iha gene 51 isolates (85%) there encoding adhesion virulence factor were most commonly occurring in UPEC, the 
adhesion factor response for invasion, replication, and colonization within UPEC. kpsMT gene 48 isolates (80%) there 
encoding group II capsule virulence factor were also distribution but less than iha gene, were kpsMT gene response 
for Capsular polysaccharide production. High distribution of virulence factors in the UPEC isolates there was 
potential there were isolates high pathogenic.In Japan, a prevalence rate of iha: 38.7%, and kpsMT 90.2% was reported 
by (Kanamaru et al., 2003), in Uruguay, a prevalence rate of iha: 54%, and kpsMT 59%was reported by (Poey et al., 
2012), in USA, a prevalence rate of iha: 42%, and kpsMT 71%was reported  by (Marschall et al., 2012),in Iran, a 
prevalence rate of iha: 62.1%, and kpsMT9%was reported by(Mashayekhi et al., 2014), in Mexico, a prevalence rate of 
iha: 64.9%, and kpsMT92.2% was reported by (Paniagua-Contreras et al., 2017).The result in the table (3) showing the 
relationship between virulence genes and the antibiotic susceptibility test, both genes show that their appearance in 
the bacteria was close when compared with antibiotic susceptibility test results. There were iha, and kpsMT genes 
present mostly high in E.coli sensitive to Amikacin, Streptomycin, and Doxycycline antibiotics, and present mostly 
high in E.coli resistant to Ciprofloxacin, NalidixicAcid, Tetracycline, Trimeth-Sulfamethox, and Amoxicillin-
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clavulanic Acid antibiotics. Iha, and kpsMT genes present in female most than in male there are show in table (4). Also 
Iha, and kpsMT genes present in 1-20years and in 21-40 years more than other ages of patients are show in table (5). 
 

CONCLUSION  
 
The E.coli is most frequency bacterial distributed in pationts with UTIs, also E.coli was most resisting to Tetracycline, 
followed by Nalidixic Acid, and Trimeth-Sulfamethox antibiotics. There were iha, and kpsMT virulence genes was 
high distribution, were ihagene, more frequency distribution than kpsMT gene. 
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Table 1. Antibiotic susceptibility testing for the UPEC isolates. 

Antibiotic Resistant No. (%) Sensitive No. (%) Intermediate No. (%) 
Amikacin (AK) 9     (15%) 38   (63.3%) 13   (21.7%) 

Amoxicillin-clavulanate(AUG) 37   (61.7%) 14   (23.3%) 9     (15%) 
Ciprofloxacin (CIP) 41   (68.3%) 4     (6.7%) 15   (25%) 
Doxycycline (DXT) 18   (30%) 25   (41.7%) 17   (28.3%) 
NalidixicAcid (NA) 44   (73.3%) 14   (23.4%) 2     (3.3%) 

Streptomycin (S) 19   (31.7%) 29   (48.3%) 12   (20%) 
Tetracycline (T) 46   (76.7%) 14   (23.3%) 0     (0%) 

Trimeth-Sulfamethox (TS) 42   (70%) 18   (30%) 0     (0%) 
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Table 2. Cross tabulation for iha gene with kpsMT gene. 
 

 kpsMT gene Total (%) 
 Absent (%) Present (%)  

iha gene 
Absent (%) 3  (5%) 6  (10%) 9  (15%) 
Present (%) 9  (15%) 42 (70%) 51 (85%) 

Total (%) 12 (20%) 48 (80%) 60 (100%) 
 
Table 3. The cross-tabulation between virulence genes and results of antibiotic susceptibility. 
 

Antibiotic 
iha -gene kpsMT -gene 

Present No. (%) Absent No. (%) Present No. (%)  Absent No.(%) 
 
Amikacin 

R* 9     (15%) 0    (0%) 9     (15%) 0    (0%) 
S* 31   (51.7%) 7    (11.7%) 29   (48.3%) 9    (15%) 
I* 11   (18.3%) 2    (3.3%) 10   (16.7%) 3    (5%) 

 
Amoxicillin-clavulanic 
Acid 

R* 33   (55%) 4    (6.7%) 31   (51.7%) 6    (10%) 
S* 13   (21.7%) 1    (1.7%) 10   (16.7%) 4    (6.7%) 
I* 5     (8.3%) 4    (6.7%) 7     (11.7%) 2    (3.3%) 

 
Ciprofloxacin 

R* 35   (58.3%) 6    (10%) 34   (56.7%) 7    (11.7%) 
S* 4     (6.7%) 0    (0%) 2     (3.3%) 2    (3.3%) 
I* 12   (20%) 3    (5%) 12   (20%) 3    (5%) 

 
Doxycycline 

R* 14   (23.3%) 4    (6.7%) 13   (21.7%) 5    (8.3%) 
S* 22   (36.7%) 3    (5%) 20   (33.3%) 5    (8.3%) 
I* 15   (25%) 2    (3.3%) 15   (25%) 2    (3.3%) 

 
NalidixicAcid 

R* 38   (63.3%) 6    (10%) 37   (61.7%) 7    (11.7%) 
S* 12   (20%) 2    (3.3%) 9     (15%) 5    (8.3%) 
I* 1     (1.7%) 1    (1.7%) 2     (3.3%) 0    (0%) 

 
Streptomycin 

R* 17   (28.3%) 2    (3.3%) 15   (25%) 4    (6.7%) 
S* 25   (41.7%) 4    (6.7%) 23   (38.3%) 6    (10%) 
I* 9     (15%) 3    (5%) 10   (16.7%) 2    (3.3%) 

Tetracycline R* 39   (65%) 7    (11.7%) 36   (60%) 10  (16.7%) 
S* 12   (20%) 2    (3.3%) 12   (20%) 2    (3.3%) 
I* 0     (0%) 0    (0%) 0     (0%) 0    (0%) 

Trimeth-Sulfamethox R* 37   (61.7%) 5    (8.3%) 34   (56.7%) 8    (13.3%) 
S* 14   (23.3%) 4    (6.7%) 14   (23.3%) 4    (6.7%) 
I* 0     (0%) 0    (0%) 0     (0%) 0    (0%) 

* R: resistant, S: sensitive, I: intermediate. 
 
Table 4. Cross-tabulation between virulence genes in UPEC isolated with gender. 
 kpsMT gene Total No.(%) iha gene Total  

No. (%) PresentNo.(%) Absent No. (%) Present No.(%) Absent No.(%) 
 Gender Female 

 
Male 

34 (56.7%) 
 
14 (23.3%) 

8 (13.3%) 
 
4 (6.7%) 

42 (70%) 
 
18 (30%) 

36 (60%) 
 
15 (25%) 

6 (10%) 
 
3 (5%) 

42 (70%) 
 
18 (30%) 

Total No. (%) 48 (80%) 12 (20%) 60(100%) 51 (85%) 9 (15%) 60 (100%) 
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Table 5. Cross-tabulation between virulence genes in UPEC isolated with age. 
 
 kpsMT gene Total No. 

(%) 
iha gene Total 

No. (%) Present No. (%) Absent No. (%) Present No.(%) Absent No. (%) 

Age 

1-20 years 
21-40 years 
41-60 years 
61-80 years 

16 (26.7%) 
15 (25%) 
12 (20%) 
5 (8.3%) 

3 (5%) 
4 (6.7%) 
3 (5%) 
2 (3.3%) 

19 (31.7%) 
19 (31.7%) 
15 (25%) 
7   (11.6%) 

17 (28.3%) 
14 (23.3%) 
13 (21.7%) 
7   (11.7%) 

2 (3.3%) 
5 (8.4%) 
2 (3.3%) 
0 (0%) 

19 (31.7%) 
19 (31.7%) 
15 (25%) 
7   (11.6%) 

Total No. (%) 48 (80%) 12 (20%) 60 (100%) 51 (85%) 9 (15%) 60 (100%) 
 
 

Figure 1. PCR detection for E.coli by 16s rRNA 
identification gene*L: DNA ladder, 1-13: the No. of E.coli 
isolates from 1 to 13isolates. 

Figure 2. The amplification product of PCR results for 
iha gene (827 bp). *L: DNA ladder, 1-13: the No. of E.coli 
isolates from 26 to 37isolates 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. The amplification product of PCR results for kpsMTgene(400 bp). 
*L: DNA ladder, 1-13: the No. of E.coli isolates from 1 to 12isolates 
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Functionally graded polymer nanocomposites were prepared by hand lay–up technique by addition 
graphene and carbon nanotubes with different weight fraction (1and 3)wt.% to epoxy resin. Hardness 
and impact strength of functionally graded polymer nanocomposite for each weight fraction were 
determined and tested for pure and composites side.The results show that hardness and impact strength 
loaded from composite side higher than when samples loaded from pure epoxy side and generally higher 
was observed for carbon nanotubes composites than graphene composites. 
 
Keywords: technique, nanocomposites, weight, polymer, graded, carbon. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The demand for advanced materials with improved properties to meet new requirements, or to replace existing 
materials, has been steadily increasing. Among advanced materials, polymer composites possess superior strength, 
stiffness, toughness, hardness, and heat distortion temperature compared with the material properties of metals [1]. 
Currently, polymer composites are being investigated for use in a wide range of applications, including products and 
components in the biotech, automotive, and aerospace industries.For a long time that nanoparticles are used as fillers 
in polymer composite to improve the mechanical and physical properties of the polymer.The  epoxy resins    are    
used ina variety  of engineering applications since their properties,  such  as  thermal stability, good mechanical 
response, low density and  electrical insulator, can be varied considerably[2]. 
 
Functionally graded material (FGM)belong to a class of composite materials thathave been prepared by using special 
technique developed to attain properties that cannot be achieved by monolithic materials[3].FGMcan be 
characterized by the variation in composition and structure gradually over volume.Results are corresponding 
changes in the properties of the material like hardness, elasticity module, wear resistance or biocompatibility. The 
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concept of FGM was first proposed in 80’s to develop heat-resistant materials for the propulsion system and air frame 
of space planes. Some fields of activities–like aeronautical or biomedical industry are concerned by FGM 
developments [4]. Krumovaetal., studied hardness of functionally graded polymer composites based on an epoxy 
resin matrix and SiC filler particles were prepared by controlling the preparation conditions during centrifugation, a 
high gradient in the particle distribution (from 0 to 45 vol.%) could be achieved. The results presented in this study 
demonstrate that with an epoxy matrix and SiC particles special materials with a gradient in the mechanical 
properties can be prepared. For example, al high particle volume content, reached by centrifugation, leads to very 
high hardness values at one end of the samples. The aimed continuous variation of the hardness over the length of 
the samples was also achieved [5]. Nardiet al.,in this study the nanoindentation tests were carried out on the surface 
of polymer nanocomposites exhibiting either graded or homogeneous distributions of Fe3O4@ silica core-shell 
nanoparticles in a photocurable polymeric matrix. The results reveal a complex interplay between graded 
morphology, indentation depth, and calculated modulus and hardness values, which was elucidated through 
numerical simulations where noticed that modulus and hardness of graded polymer nanocomposites were found to 
depend on enhanced concentrations of particles near the surface and on the indentation depth.For small 
Indentations, large increases in modulus and hardness to very high values were obtained for graded composites with 
an average 8%vol of NPs, compared with their homogeneous[6]. 
 
Bafekrpour et al., studied thermo mechanical and viscoelastic properties of functionally graded nanocomposites with 
phenolic matrix and synthetic graphite (SG) as nanofillers were fabricated using a combined powder stacking and 
compression molding techniques. Ball milling was used to homogeneously distribute nanofillers within the phenolic 
matrix. The results show that this properties were highly affected by the distribution patterns of SG within the 
matrix[7]. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Materials Used 
 
1- Epoxyand hardener type (HT 2000were provided by Renksan Group, turkey) were in the ratioof 3:1 for curing as 

a matrix. 
2- The materials used as filler like Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (Cheap Tubes Inc., USA) purity 90% with 

particle size < 10 nm, graphene (GR) (sky spring nanomaterials, Inc., USA) ) purity 99% with particle size 40-60 
nm. 

 
Preparation of Nanocomposites 
 
The mixing process consisted of three steps. Firstly, graphene and carbon nanotubes were stirrer mixed with the 
epoxy resin, with different weight ratios (1and 3) wt. %, the mixing was done at 40 oC with a magnetic stirrer for 45 
min to have good distribution and the mixture left to cool then hardener was added to the mixture then the sample 
were kept in container under vacuum to remove the bubbles before cast the composites.   
 
Preparation of Graded Nanocomposites 
 
Hand lay–up technique was used to prepare graded nanocomposites, subsequently the first layer which was poured 
into mould. Then succeeding layers with different content were poured into the mould. Before pouring succeeding 
layers,the gelation time were one hours were made to allow pre-curing of previous layer.The list of samples prepared 
with different composition are shown in Tables (1)and (2) . 
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Hardness Test 
 
Shore durometer hardness test apparatus (digital, Italy, typeTH210) was used to measure the hardness values of the 
samples under study. This test was carried out by fixing penetration tool of the Shore D apparatus on surface   of   
samples, the number value  of hardness exhibits on the electronic screen of the instrument, the test carried out on 
composites side and pure side. 
 
Impact test  
 
The test was done by un-notched Charpy impact test machine manufactured bythe Testing Machines (Amityville, 
NY) was used for the sakeof performing impact test on the prepared samples.  This instrument consists mainly of 
pendulum and energy gauge. Charpy impact test consists of standard test piece that would be broken with one flow 
of a swinging hammer. The test piece is supported at both ends in a way that the hammer strikes it at the middle. The 
testing method of this instrument includes lifting of the pendulum to its maximum height and fixing it firmly. 
Thesample is fixed in its pertaining place, and then the energy gauge is initialized (on zero position), after that the 
pendulum is freed whereas its potential energy would be changed to kinetic energy. Some of this kinetic energy is 
utilized to fracture the sample, while the energy gauge reads the value of fracture energy for the sample under 
test.Impact strength (I.S) is calculated by applying the following relation [8]:  
 
I.S=U/A  (J/m2)  …………..…….(1) 
Where 
U= Energy of fracture in(Joule) 
A=cross section area in (m2). 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
HardnessTest Results 
 
Although hardness is one of the properties most widely used to distinguish between various kinds of materials, there 
is no single, universally applicable measure or definition of it. There is however a number of characteristics 
associated with hardness, these include resistance to indentation resistance to scratching, resistance to wear, and 
abrasion [9]. From the figure (3) ,it can be observed that the incorporation of nanoparticles into epoxy matrix results 
in improvement in hardness of nanocomposites. Mechanical properties of nanocomposites generally depend on 
factors such as particle shape, filler type, size, content ratio, and adhesion between matrix and fillers and the 
dispersion of fillers within the matrix. The reason for improvement in the hardness isthe inclusion of surface treated 
hard nanoparticles and uniform dispersion in theepoxy matrix. that nanoparticles have significantly large specific 
surface area, which greatly facilitates the transfer of load from polymer matrix to nanoparticles. As a result, hard 
nanoparticles in the epoxy effectively restrict indentation and increase the hardness of the nanocomposites[10,11].The 
highest value was record for [CNT1%,3%]3 (84.76). 
 
From figure (4 and 5), It is noticed that hardness of functionally graded nanocomposites of all samples from 
composites side was higher than pure side to face that hardness is resistance of the surface to indentation therefore 
hardness from composites exhibit high values where observed from non graded nanocomposites, fig. (3), where 
fillers being hard and brittle compared with the matrix material, the added filler particles increases the hardness of 
the composite because of increasing the wettability or the bonding between the matrix and the filler particles. 
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ImpactTest Results 
 
Impact test determines the amount of energy absorbed by a material during fracture. it is different from other 
mechanical tests because it is very fast, where the sample is subjected to the rapid stress leading to change in the 
behavior of material[12]. In general, it is noticed that the impact strength was highest at 3% wt. in all types,fig. (6). In 
fact, there is almost a constant rate of increase in impact energy with the increasing of fillers content. This is justified 
by the reports that the physicochemical inter action between the particle and the matrix plays asignificant role in the 
obtained composites.  Moreover, the strong chemical bonding improves the mechanical properties of the composites 
such high increase in values could be due to generation of more interfacial surface due to  nanoparticles   with   high 
modulus   lead   to   absorb higher   mechanical stresses,where nanoparticles acts a strong stress concentrators which 
resist crack propagation where increaseof crack deflections (creating more than one crack propagation direction) 
which means crack propagation resistance and increase of chains supporting resulting from nanoparticles 
existence[13,14]. 
 
The carbon nanotubes composites exhibit higher impact strength than the composites containing grapheme particles, 
due to the multi-walled nanotube absorbed more energy and it is dissipated within the area of nanotubes and take 
more timeto penetrate inside the sample.  But, in the case of graphene, impactenergy   spread   easily all   over   the   
sample because graphene dispersed in the plate form. Thereduced in absorbed energy may be caused by stress 
concentration in the vicinity of the graphene; this typically occurs when hard filler sare incorporated intoa brittle 
matrix. However, the impact strength is generally better for carbon nanotubes composites than for graphene 
composites[15]. From fig. (7 and 8) Impact strength of the functionally graded nanocomposites are higher when 
loaded from the composites side for all types because in pure epoxy onthe opposite side,the impact load leads to 
agreater elongation to break, while the composites loading side improves the resistance to impact. These two 
phenomena may be responsible for the higher impact strengths for this samples [16]. The highest value was record 
for [CNT1%,3%]3(19.50 kJ/m2). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Hardness and impact strength of non- graded nanocomposites increase with increase weight fraction of 
nanoparticles. In functionally graded nanocomposites impact strength increase with number of layers of composites 
and with increase weight fraction, hardness increase with increase weight fraction. carbon nanotubes composites 
exhibit higher mechanical properties than graphene composites for graded and non graded types. 
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Table 1. non-graded composites. 
 
 

 

 

 

Table 2. functionally graded nanocomposites. 

SampleNo. Samples ID 
Composition 

1st    layer 2nd    layer 3rd   layer 
1 [CNT1%]2 Epoxy Epoxy+1%wt. CNTs / 
2 [CNT3%]2 Epoxy Epoxy+3%wt. CNTs / 
3 [CNT1%,3%]3 Epoxy Epoxy+1%wt. CNTs Epoxy+3%wt. CNTs 
4 [GR1%]2 Epoxy Epoxy + 1% wt. GR / 
5 [GR3%]2 Epoxy Epoxy + 3% wt. GR / 
6 [GR1%,3%]3 Epoxy Epoxy + 1% wt. GR Epoxy + 3%wt. GR 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig.1. (a)(b) hardness and impact of functionally graded and non-graded graphene and carbon nanotubes 
composites samples 

Sample 
No. 

Sample ID Composition 

1 Ep Epoxy 
2 [CNT1%]1 Epoxy+1%wt. CNTs 
3 [CNT3%]1 Epoxy+3%wt. CNTs 
4 [GR1%]1 Epoxy + 1% wt. GR 
5 [GR3%]1 Epoxy + 3% wt. GR 
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Fig.2. SEM photo to cross section of functionally 
graded nanocomposite sample to show the layers 

Fig. 3.  Hardness of non-graded grapheneand carbon 
nanotubes nanocomposites. 

Fig.4.Hardness of functionally graded graphene 
nanocomposites. 

Fig.5. Hardness of functionally graded carbon 
nanotubes nanocomposites. 

Fig.6. Impact strength of non-graded graphene, carbon 
nanotubes nanocomposites. 

Fig.7.Impact strength of functionally graded graphene 
nanocomposites. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8.Impact strength of functionally graded carbon nanotubes nanocomposites 
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The conduction of iodide ions in quasi-solid-state polymer electrolytes containing such electrolytes can be 
enhanced by incorporating iodides having appropriate cations. Gel electrolytes have been synthesized 
using solution cast technique based on Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 
and a mixture of salts potassium iodide (KI) and sodium iodide (NaI), in addition to incorporating 
ethylene carbonate (EC) and propylene carbonate (PC) as plasticizers. The salt composition in the double 
mixture was varied in order to optimize good ionic conductivity. We report the effect of mixed iodide salt 
system with two dissimilar cations to enhance the conductivity of gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs). All the 
electrolytes based on double salts have shown conductivity enhancement compared to their single cation 
counterparts. The ionic conductivity of electrolytes with relatively large cations, K+ and Na+, was higher 
and essentially constant. The highest ionic conductivity forsample D8 with single iodide (KI) was 
(3.11×10-3S.cm-1) at room temperature,whereas the sample D6 with double iodide was (2.28×10-3 S.cm-1) at 
room temperature.The temperature dependence conductivityhas been performed in the range of 298–373 
K and it is observed that it obeys the Arrhenius behavior. It has been observed that the dielectric constant, 
increases with temperature in the lower frequencyregion and is almost negligible in the higher frequency 
region. This behavior can be explained on the basis of electrodepolarization effects.Eight different solar 
cells were fabricated employing different electrolyte compositions. The best cell using the electrolyte 
sample D4 has efficiency (2.014 %) with binary iodide salt (KI15/NaI20%). The enhancement of the solar 
cellperformance with increasing size of the cation is discussed in terms of the effect of the cations on 
theTiO2 anode and ion transport in the electrolyte. 
Keywords: Ionic conductivity, Polymer electrolyte, Potassium iodide, Sodium Iodide. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the past three decades, the progress of the portable consumer electronic devices has made it an urgent need to 
develop new batteries with a high energy density and design flexibility[1].Polymer electrolytes introduced in the 
1970s consist of an appropriate salt dissolved in a polymer matrix signifying a unique class of electrolytes. They are 
very attractive materialsto be used in applications such as batteries, photoelectrochemical(PEC) solar cells, 
electrochromic devices, supercapacitorsand fuel cells due to the favorable mechanicalproperties, ease of fabrication 
and minimum side reactions [2]. Gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs) exhibit high ionic conductivity at ambient 
temperature and thus can be a good candidate for practical use [1].Renewable energy sources that gain their energy 
conversion from the sun, such as solar cells, are expected to be capable of supplying the endless energy for mankind 
[3]. The development of renewable and clean energy sources isimportant in order to fulfill future energy needs 
withoutdepleting our fossil fuels and without polluting our environment. It's important toenhance the performance 
of DSSCs. By the improvementof the photo-electrode and the electrolyte[4]. The nature and the concentration of 
ionicspecies also have a profound influence on the conductivity ofthese polymer electrolytes[5]. Iodide salts have 
been used in electrolytes intendedfor DSSCs. The most commonly used liquid electrolyte in DSSCs is 
theiodide/triiodide redox couple in liquid organic solvents such asacetonitrile and propylene carbonate (PC), with 
this electrolyte ahigh overall energy conversion efficiency of more than 10%[6]. In order to develop quasi-solid or 
solid polymer electrolytesintended for PEC solar cells, various host polymers andplasticizers have been incorporated 
with different iodidesalts. The nature of the cation in the iodide saltincorporated with the host polymer matrix plays 
an importantrole in the ion transport mechanism in DSSCs[2]. The point of this work is to optimize the ionic 
conductivity efficiently by implies of shifting the KI and NaI salt composition in a PAN/PMMA based electrolyte and 
to explore the ionic conductivity and dielectric in arrange to optimize dependable and upgrade electrolytes.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Experimental Part  
 
PAN, PMMA, KI, NaI, (PC) and (EC) all purchased from Aldrich with purity greater than 98%. Iodine (I2 – Breckland 
Scientific Supplies), were used as starting materials. The electrolyte samples were prepared with weight ratio of PAN 
(20%), PMMA (80%), EC and PC (1:1) the iodine (I2=10%) weight ratio percentage were kept unchanged and the 
weight ratio of KI and NaI were varied as given in Table1.         
 
Initially appropriate amount of EC, PC and salts were mixed in a closed glass bottle by continuous stirring at 50 °C 
for about 2 h. Then PAN was added to the mixture which was stirred further for about 4 h after that PMMA was 
added to the mixture with continues stirrer for 1 h.  Finally, iodine was added to the mixture and heated to about 60 
°C along with continuous stirring for a few more minutes until a homogeneous viscous solution was obtained. The 
complex impedance measurements were performed using LCR-8110G/8105G, impedance analyzer in the 50 Hz – 2 
MHz frequency range to evaluate the ionic conductivity of the samples, The relationship of the specific ionic 
conductivity σ with the bulk resistance Rb can be represented by a simple form as shown in equation (1) for the 
measurement setup with polymer electrolytes film sandwiched between two electrodes [6]:  

………..    (1) 

Where l (cm) represents the separation distance between the electrodes, A (cm2) is the area of the electrode and σ 
(S.cm-1) is the specific conductivity. The sample cell was prepared by sandwiching the electrolyte using two stainless 
steel electrodes. The temperature of the sample varied from 25 to 60 °C during the measurements. The real parts of 
dielectric constant (ɛr) values were calculated using the following equation [7]: 

………….. (2) 

Where ω is the angular frequency (ω=2πf), Cₒ is vacuum capacitance and Zr and Zi are real and imaginary parts of 
impedance. The Arrhenius law equation was used to fit the temperature conductivity dependency of gel polymer 
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electrolytes. Arrhenius law equation (3) is a basic relationship, which describes the linear relationship of log σ with 
1/T as follows [7]: 

σ =  exp [ …………..   (3) 

Where σ0 is conductivity at an absolute temperature (T= 0 K), Ea is the apparent activation energy [J.mol-1], and KB is 
Boltzmann constant.  
 
Assembly and Characterizing Cells 

 
TiO2colloidal suspension wasprepared by grinding 0.5 g powder of TiO2with 2 mLof HNO, 0.1 g of Carbowax, and 
few drops of surfactantoctylphenol ethylene oxide condensate (Triton X-100) in anagate mortar. The TiO2colloidal 
suspension was spread onthe clean (FTO) glass by applying the doctor blade technique and then sintered at 450 ºC 
for 30 minutes. The TiO2 electrode was then soaked in a ruthenium (N3) dye solution diluted with ethanol to 5 mill 
mol for 24 hours for dye adsorption. The cells assembly was done by sandwiching GPEs between TiO2/dye electrode 
and platinum (Pt) counter electrode in the configuration of FTO/TiO2/Dye/GPE/Pt/FTO. TiO2 functions as the base 
material for the photoanode. An advancepotentiostat (MLab 200, Bank Elek.GmBH) was used to measure the 
photocurrent density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the DSSCs at room temperature under 1000 W·m-2 illumination. 
From the J-V plots, the current density, Jmax,and voltage, Vmaxat maximum power output were obtained and used in 
the equation (4) to calculate the fill factor, FF: 

………. (4) 

 
In equation (2), Jscis the short circuit current density and Vocis the open-circuit voltage. The FF value was then used to 
calculate the overall energy conversion efficiency, η of the cell using the equation (5): 

………(5) 

 
Pinin equation (5) is the total incident power density. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Ionic Conductivity  
Gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs) doped with different iodides (KI/ NaI) ratios were studied at a frequency range 
(50Hz – 2 MHz) and temperature range 298-373 K. The synergist effect of binary salts plays an important role in 
softening of polymer host. Thus, pre-determining the ratio of KI/NaI mixture is important to enhance the flexibility 
and performance of polymer electrolyte. The mixed of the two salts are helpful in improving the electrical 
conductivity.  Fig, 1 describe the conductivity of electrolyte samples Ds that contain double iodides (KI/NaI) (0-35 
wt.%). It shows that variation in the value of conductivity increase randomly, and the higher value of conductivity 
owned by sample D6 (2.53 mS.cm-1) which contain KI/NaI (25/10) wt.% at a given salt concentration combination. 
 
The dissociated K+ and I- ions from KI salt and I- ions from NaI salt will take part in the conduction process and 
contribute to the ionic conductivity of the gel electrolyte. The mass fraction can be attributed basically to an increase 
in both the number of charge carriers and their mobility with added KI. It has to be noted that salt separation, 
polymer crosslinking, the mobility of ions, ion consistency and shielding by polymer chains all are linked to the 
cation size and charge density.The electrolyte samples D1 and D8 that contain single iodide NaI and KI with (35 
wt.%) have conductivity (2.33 and 3.11 mS.cm-1) respectively. This can be due to the week contribution of Na+ ions as 
a result of the small cation size of Na+. The Lewis acid-base interaction between the alkaline ion and the CN groups 
are weaker for Na+. Thus iodide ions in Na+ containing samples can also attain greater mobility when considering the 
polymer flexibility and the local viscosity. There are so many effects imposed by the nature of cations for the 
conductivity of solid or gel polymer electrolytes and some of the major effects are summarized with respect to the 
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cation radius as shown in Fig.2 [8]. The size of the cation K+ is larger than Na+, therefore, its mobility is expected to be 
lower (Arof et al., 2014). 

 
The net ionic conductivity of the electrolyte series increases with increasing cation size and the iodide ion 
conductivity should also have a similar trend since some of the effects imposed by the increasing size of the cation 
are favorable also for iodide ion conductivity, as mentioned above. Re-dissociation of such ion pairs can occur due to 
long-range columbic forces giving rise to free ions, which contribute to conductance. At higher concentrations, short-
range ion-solvent interactions take over and therefore, even though the number of ions dissolved in the electrolyte 
medium is higher, the effective number of charged species available for charge transport gets reduced[9].The higher 
salt dissociation with increasing amount of KI is evident from the increase in the pre-exponential factor, which 
correlates with the density of charge carriers, In addition, this bulky cation can impose more disorder on long 
polymer chains and it can make long polymer chains more separated increasing the flexibility of the material. Finally, 
the KI salt has given a significant ionic conductivity enhancement compared to NaI.Fig.3 illustrates the conductivity 
dependence on temperature for electrolytes D with double salts (KI/NaI) and concentration range (0-35 wt.%). It is 
obvious that conductivity increases with temperature, due to the fact that ions in the systems get more energy and 
hence their motion increase resulting conductivity increment [10].The ions get more kinetic energy due to the 
increase intemperature and become more mobile resulting a high ionic conductivity [11]. 
 
The ion transport and salt dissociation increase with increasing temperature besides the reduction of local viscosity. 
However, a conductivity reduction is shown with the increase in NaI salt composition. Therefore, increasing amounts 
of NaI may have reduced the polymer flexibility via strong cross-linking of long polymer chains reducing the 
mobility of ions, since the high charge density in the small Na+ cation assists the cross-linking of PAN/PMMA chains 
due to the presence of a CN group in the polymer. This cross-linking ability of Na+ was used to improve the iodide 
ion transport number in a PAN+PMMA based electrolyte system [8].As temperature increases, the hydrogen ions 
jump into neighboring vacant sites and, hence, ionic conductivity increases. The concentration dependence of the 
conductivity is a very complex function. High conductivity is achieved in polymer electrolytes by ensuring that the 
salt concentration is optimized to give sufficient charge carriers, without unduly immobilizing thepolymer [12]. 
Activation Energy 

Activation Energy (Ea) is the required energy of an ion to detach from its initial site to become a free ion. The 
electrolytes conductivity is easily raised as temperature increases hence creating more free volume [13]. This 
phenomenon enhances ionic mobility and polymer segmental motion thus increasing the conductivity [14].Fig.3 can 
be best fitted by Arrhenius equation (Eq. 3), from Table 2 which tabulated the values of conductivity and Ea noting 
thatEa decrease with increasing conductivityindicates that the ions in higher conducting electrolyte require lesser 
energy to migrate.From observation activation energy decreases as the iodide salts concentrations increases. The Ea 
of electrolyte samples (D1& D8) that contain single iodide (KI &NaI) with weight ratio (35%) have the values of 
(0.0725, 0.0628 and 0.0652 eV) respectively. The Ea of the sample D5 (0.0644 eV) owned the lowest values.The 
decrease in Ea values with increase single iodide weight ratio (35%) for the same iodide as a result of increase 
conductivity of the electrolyte samples. The variation in activation energy strongly supports the change in the 
electrical conductivity. It is observed that the minimum activation energy is the characteristics feature of the 
optimum conductivity value [15]. 
 
The dielectric constant 
The dielectric constant of electrolytes Ds at room temperature 
To further enhance the understanding in conductivity trend, Fig.4illustrates the dielectric constant corresponding to 
the frequency (50Hz - 4GHz), for electrolytes Ds, at room temperature, note that the dielectric constant values were 
calculated using (Eq. 2). It can be noticed that at low frequencies, the values of εr are higher compared to that at high 
frequency, the charge starts to accumulate at the surface of the electrode causing the electrode polarization to occur 
[16].  
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The dielectric constant of polymer electrolytes over a temperature range (298-333 K) at a frequency (50 Hz) 

The variation of permittivity (εr) with respect to frequency (50 Hz) for electrolytes Ds over temperatures range (298-
333 K) are depicted in Fig. 5. It can be seen that on assist increase of salts weight proportion, there's decrement of εr 
due to a lessening in chain segmental mobility. Carbonate esters play the role of ion dissociation enhancer and 
improve ion mobility because of their relatively high dielectric constants. Ethylene carbonate (εr = 89.78) and 
propylene carbonate (εr= 64.93) are among the most common carbonate esters used in lithium-ion polymer batteries. 
They both have excellent thermal stability and boiling point of above 240°C. That leads to enhance dielectric 
constants of the electrolytes.At higher temperature, the dipoles can situate effectively compared to exceedingly cross-
linked fabric [17]. 
 
The higher values of dielectric consistent at higher temperature can be ascribed to the separation of particle totals and 
the next degree of salt separation. The crystallinity of the polymer electrolyte is reduced with an increment within the 
temperature. This, in turn, impacts the polymer elements and the dielectric behavior [18]. The increase in the 
dielectric constant with temperature can be attributed to the increase in charge carrier density due to the increase in 
dissociation of ion aggregates. The εr values increase with temperature, high temperature promotes more 
dissociation of ions thus enhances the value of εr[19].From Fig.5, one can notes that the higher values to the real 
dielectric constant for electrolyte samples that contain single salt D1 (9.19×107). However, the r for the electrolytes 
with binary salts that owned the highest values was D3 (8.94×107). In reality, the addition of iodide salts to the 
polymer network makes amorphicity within the polymeric fabric and as a result increment in εr is observed [20]. 
 

Cells efficiency  

The electrolyte used in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) plays a key role in the process of currentgeneration, and 
hence the analysis of charge-transfer mechanisms both in its bulk and at its interfaceswith other materials is of 
fundamental importance [21]. The nature and concentration of cationic species in the electrolyte exert a profound 
influence on the efficiency of nanocrystalline dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). A series of DSSCs based 
onelectrolytes containing two alkali iodide salts (KI, and NaI) and PAN/PMMA withplasticizers were fabricated and 
studied[8]. 
 
The photocurrent density–photovoltage (J–V) characteristics of the DSSCs assembled using N3 dye in combination 
with the electrolytes containing the three different alkaline iodides are shown in Fig.6. These curves were used to 
calculate average solar cell parameters Jsc, Voc, FF,and power-conversion efficiency (ƞ), which are tabulated in Table 3. 
The highest efficiency (2.413%) was recorded for the cellwith electrolyte D7 contain KI 30%/NaI5%, mostly due to an 
improved photocurrent compared to all other metal salts, and the effectual combined of the two cations (K+& Na+). 
Therefore the using of a double mixture of two iodide salts consisting of a bulky cation (K+) and a small cation (Na+) 
with high charge density in the electrolyte. The performance of the cells with electrolytes D1 & D8which contain 
single iodide salts (Na+& K+) showefficiency of (1.072 & 1.525 %) respectively. The overall solar to energy conversion 
efficiency is hugely dependent on the mobility of the redox couple and consequently, on the ionic conductivity of the 
polymer electrolyte for gel electrolyte based dye-sensitized solar cell devices. Typically, electrolytes with smaller 
cations would have a higher drop in the Voc due to a larger downward shift to the conduction band edge which 
induced by the adsorption of the smaller cations on the surface ofthe nano-sizedTiO2grain.It was observed from 
Table 3, that the Vocincreases with the size of the cation in the electrolyte. The observed enhancement in Vocwith 
increasing size of the cation is now an established phenomenon[22],which can be attributed to the decrease of the 
recombination of electrons in the conduction bandofTiO2with I3- in the electrolyte at the vicinity of the TiO2electrode 
and to the relative shift of the conduction band edgeresultedby cation adsorption [8].The open circuit voltage Vocof 
cells is dependent on the difference between redox potential in the electrolyte and Fermi level of TiO2 electrode. 
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The photocurrent densityJscvalues of solar cellsincrease with the cation size except for the cells with electrolytes D5 
and D6. In general, the cation dependence of Jscin a DSSCcan be attributed to the variation ofI-/I3- conductivity and to 
the variation of charge injection rate from the dye to the TiO2 influenced by the adsorbed cations[23].The conductivity 
of the electrolyte is not the only factor governing the solar cell performance and the short-circuit photocurrent (Jsc) in 
these DSSCs is mainly governed by the iodide/tri-iodide ion conductivity. The iodide and triode ion conductivity 
have profound influence on photocurrent density in a DSSC, since charge transport between photoanode and Pt 
counter electrode is carried by iodide/tri-iodide redox couple [22]. In addition to iodide/tri-iodide conductivity the 
charge transfer rate at the two interfaces, particularly at the TiO2/electrolyte alsohasa major influence on photocurrent 
density as the electrontransferdynamics of photogenerated electrons are governed by theshiftedposition of the 
TiO2conduction band edge due to cation adsorption by TiO2 [24].The fill factor and the efficiency also increase with 
the size of the cation in the electrolyte as seen in Table 3. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Gel type polymer electrolyte based on PAN/PMMA have polymer was arranged by joining the salt, KI, NaI, and 
plasticizers EC and PC. The electrolyte B4 containing 15/20 wt.% salt have the higher conductivity (2.53 mScm−1) at 
room temperature. The enactment vitality diminishes with expanding the conductivity of electrolyte whereas the 
dielectric increment when temperature expanded. The comes about demonstrated that the ionic conductivity values 
increment with expanding salts weight proportion up to (15%KI) and lower of NaI down to 20%. the conductivity 
watched to extend with expanding temperature. The electrolytes are effortlessly extended as temperature increments 
subsequently making more free volume, the activation energy Ea is a combination of the vitality of deformity 
arrangement and the vitality of imperfection relocation. At lower recurrence locale, εr is watched to diminish with 
expanding recurrence and level off at higher recurrence locale. The greatest dielectric steady esteem is gotten for 
polymer electrolyte D2 having one arrange increase in their sizes at room temperature. In reality, the expansion of 
iodide salts to the polymer lattice makes amorphicity within the polymeric fabric and as a result increment in εr is 
watched. The electrolyte with the highest conductivity showthe best energy conversion efficiency revealing that the 
effectof the cation on the efficiency of the DSSCs important, the best cell result in sample D4 was an energy 
conversion efficiency of 2.014 %. 
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Table 1: Assigning and composition of [PAN-PMMA (20:80%)]-KI/NaI gel electrolytes system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Electrolyte KI wt.% NaI wt.% 
D0 0 0 
D1 0 35 
D2 5 30 
D3 10 25 
D4 15 20 
D5 20 15 
D6 25 10 
D7 30 5 
D8 35 0 
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Fig. 1. Ionic conductivities dependence of temperature and KI/NaI wt.% of the electrolytes Ds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration in 2 dimensions to show the increase in polymer chain flexibility due to 

the swelling effect of the electrolyte with increasing size of the cation. 
 
 

Fig.3.Temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity of electrolytes (Ds). 
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Table 2: The conductivity and activation energy values of electrolytes Ds at room temperature. 

Electrolytes 
designation 

σ(S.cm-1) 
RT 

Activation energy Ea 
(eV) 

D1 0.00233 0.06522 
D2 0.00175 0.06781 
D3 0.00204 0.06688 
D4 0.00167 0.06853 
D5 0.0026 0.0644 
D6 0.00228 0.06588 
D7 0.00144 0.06958 
D8 0.00311 0.06281 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.4:Real part of dielectric constant (εr) for electrolytes Ds at room temperature, corresponding to log 
frequency. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5.Real part of dielectric constant (εr) for electrolytes D corresponding to frequency over a 
temperature range (298-333K). 
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       Fig. 6: Photocurrent density–photovoltage (J–V) of solar cells under illuminate 1000 W/m2. 
 
 

Table 3: Jsc, Voc, ff,and ƞ of solar cells using gel electrolyte witha different composition. 
 

Electrolyte KI % NaI% Jsc(mA/cm2) Voc(Volt) ff η, % 

D1 0 35 2.531 0.692 0.612 1.072 

D2 5 30 5.132 0.648 0.396 1.317 

D3 10 25 5.11 0.696 0.407 1.456 

D4 15 20 6.423 0.559 0.561 2.014 

D5 20 15 3.64 0.742 0.592 1.598 

D6 25 10 1.742 0.689 0.655 0.786 

D7 30 5 5.841 0.642 0.643 2.412 

D8 35 0 3.506 0.7314 0.595 1.525 
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In this paper, we deal with a dynamical system that can demonstrate a chaotic attractor of 
Rossleroscillator. We simulate the Rosslerequations numerically then we investigate the model 
experimentally. Numerically, the Rossler parameter a and b were fixed and c was changed.The evolution 
of the system exhibits period, period-doubling, second period doubling, and chaos when control 
parameters are changed. This evolution can be seen by analyze the time series, the bifurcation diagrams 
and phase space. Experimentally, the evolution of the system exhibited the same numerical behavior by 
changing the resistance (Rv) in Rossler circuit that represent as control parameter.   
 
Keywords: Nonlinear dynamics, Chaos, Rossler circuit. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, chaos theory has attracted much interest in the academic and engineering study. Chaos is a phenomenon of 
irregular variations of systems’ outputs derived from models that are described by a set of deterministic equations [1] 
or study of dynamical system (non-periodic system in motion) usually over time. Chaotic systems are known as 
nonlinear dissipative dynamical systems which state variables evolve with time, exhibiting complex dynamics that 
are highly sensitive on initial conditions. [2, 3].Chaotic behavior has been found in physics, chemistry, biology, 
robotics, bits generators, psychology, ecology, cryptography and economy [3].A nonlinear system includes various 
parameters and irregular oscillations of the output are generated under certain conditions in multi-dimensional 
parameter space [1].In a three-dimensional phase space thetrajectories can be wrapped or twisted around each other 
in quite intricate ways. Simple examples are provided by the Lorenzequationsand the Rossler equations [4]. In 
appropriate parameter ranges these systemspossess a strange attractor.The main reasons are that they (Lorenz & 
Rossler) arewell known but not completely understood, and as paradigmatic problems they have become test 
problems for almost all new analytical and numerical techniques in computational dynamics [5].Since 1976, the 
Rossler system is wellknown for its simplicity (three differential equations with only one nonlinear term) and its 
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dynamical richness producing chaos [6].The Rossler model is a three-dimensional problem with three dimensionless 
parameters. It is well known that for differentsetsof values of parameters the model exhibits a chaotic behavior, while 
for others a regular behavior. Therefore, a study of the different regions in the parameter space will give some 
interesting results. The attractor of the Rossler system belongs to the 1-scroll chaotic attractor family [7].Some tools 
for exploring time series data for Rossler model. Numerically the bifurcation diagram was used to study the effect of 
differentsetsof values of the parameterson a system. Experimentally, bifurcation diagram of the output voltage are 
constructed using a resistance as a control parameter. The phase space in two and three dimensions was studying of 
the different regions in the parameter space. 
 

METHODOLOGY  
 
Mathematical model of Rossler system 
 
The Rosslersystem is described by three non-linear ordinary differential equations[8]: 
 

 

                                                                      (1)  

 
 
These differential equations define a continuous-time dynamical system that exhibits chaotic dynamics associated 
with fractal properties of the attractor. It have seven term, one quadratic nonlinearity and three parameter, where a, b, 
c ∈ R, and they are dimensionless parameters, and x, y and z are the three variables which evolves with continues 
time.The values of real parameters firstly are studied by Otto. E. Rossler were aand b =0.2 and c=5.7 the systemexhibits 
a chaotic behavior. The first two equations have linear terms that create oscillations in the variable x and y. The last 
equation has only one nonlinear term (xz) so the expected chaotic behavior is appeared from the system. The original 
Rossler paper says the Rossler attractor was intended to behave similarly to the Lorenz attractor, but also be easier to 
analyze qualitatively.By using MATLAB numerical simulation [with fourth-order Range Kutta method] of Rossler 
modelfor different values of awith fixed b and cvalues at 0.2 and 5.7 respectively with initial conditions[x0, y0, z0] = 
[1,1, 0]obtain the figures (1) to (10).  
 
The chaotic behavior in Rossler model can be described by the time series and the trajectories in the phase space 
(attractor). In figure (1), when the control parameter a=0 and keeping b and c fixed at b= 0.2 and c = 5.7, the time series 
is beginning to oscillate and the attractor is convergedas shown in figure (2). At a= 0.1 the time series fordynamics 
become periodic and the attractor convert to a limit cycle (one unique orbit) as shown infigure(3) and (4). When 
a=0.125, the Rossler system is changed to periodic doubling (two distinguish frequencies) and its attractor show two 
unique orbits, as shown in figure (5) and (6) respectively. By increasing more in a value to 0.1479 the Rossler system 
changed and the time series exhibit second periodic-doubling (four distinguish frequencies) and its attractor exhibit 
four unique orbit as shown in figures (7) and (8) respectively.Whena =0.2 the time series shows different spikes with 
high and low amplitudes as shown in figure (9) and the chaotic attractorlooks very strange (strange attractor) that 
called hyper dense (the system displays a homoclinic orbit behavior), as shown in figure (10).In 3D phase space, an 
orbit within the attractor follows an outward spiral close to (x, y) plane around an unstable fixed point. Once the 
group spirals out enough, a second fixed point influences the graph, causing a rise and twist in the z-dimension.  
 
In the time domain, it becomes apparent that although each variable is oscillating within a fixed range of values, the 
oscillations are chaotic. This attractor has some similarities to the Lorenz attractor, but is simpler and has only one 
manifold.Chaos is statically indistinguishable from randomness and yet it is deterministic and not random at all. 
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Chaotic system will produce the same result if given the same inputs, it is unpredictable in the sense that you cannot 
predict in what way the system's behavior will change for any change in the input to that system. A random system 
will produce different result when given the same inputs. The fast Fourier transformation spectra (FFT)of chaotic 
system is shown exponential decay behavior with frequencies range from 0 to 1 (a.u.) in x and y dynamics, while 0 to 
3 (a.u.) in z dynamics, as shown in figure (11), while the FFT of random system is showing Gaussian spectrum.  
 
The bifurcation in Rossler system occurs if any of the three parameters value is varied while other two parameters are 
fixed, as shown in figure (12). The data of Rossler system was analyzed using MATLAB program to obtain the 
bifurcation diagram, which has a period and period-doubling route to chaos. Firstly we will demonstrate the 
bifurcation diagram for Rossler system by changing the value of parameter a as a function of the orbit points y, here b 
and c are fixed at 0.2 and 5.7, respectively, where avalue is changed (see figure 12a). We clearly see the system is 
changing from state to another one. The chaoticbehavior of attractor increases by increasing avalue until a=0.187, 
where the system back to regular with three distinguish frequencies as shown in figure 12a, so we can conclude that 
not all avalues gives chaotic behavior, where some ranges of the system may be back to regular state and this 
behavior is shown in b and c values.   Secondly a and cvalues is fixed at 0.2 and 5.7 respectively and the parameter b is 
changed with local peaks of x, as shown in figure (12b). Varying b produces 3- period orbits and 6- period orbits 
accurse.Finally by fixing a and b at 0.2 the bifurcation diagram occurs when the parameter c increasing. The dynamic 
is periodic atc≤ 2.7, as c increases the period doubling behavior of the system is observed 2.7 ≤c≤ 4. Second period 
doublingbehavior occurs at 4 <c<4.2.Higher order periodic orbits (chaotic system) obtained as c increases as shown in 
figure (12c). Through the above, we conclude the Rossler system presents stationary, periodic, quasi periodic and 
chaotic attractors depending on the value of the parameters (a, b, c). 
 

RESULTS  
The complete implementation of the Rossler chaotic circuitis shown in figure (13). The circuit employs simple 
electronic elements, such as resistors, capacitors, and operational amplifiers, where,one nonlinearity is a piecewise 
linear function made from op amp U4 with diode. The amplifier is switched on when the voltage exceed 3V. The 
output voltage x, y, and z are register with an oscilloscope (Tektronix, TD2024B).The variable resistor Rv(R14)is a 
control parameter, which varied from (0-200) kΩ, the system displays a period -doubling route to chaos. When the 
variable resister Rv equal 94.5 kΩ the dynamic system of Rossler shown periodic signal as shown in figure (14) and 
the attractor will be one orbit shape. With decreasing the Rv value to 77.7kΩ the dynamics exhibit period doubling 
(see figure (15)) and its attractor exhibit two orbits. The dynamics system is changing with many states with 
decreasing the Rv until 60.9 kΩ, as shown in figure (16), where system exhibit second periodic doubling with four 
orbits attractor. With decreasing the control parameter to Rv= 54.4kΩthe dynamic exhibit chaos and Rossler attractor 
obtained as shown in figure(17). The time series of z dynamic in chaotic state at Rv =54.4kΩ is illustrate in figure (18). 
It exhibit spikes shape where different of x and y dynamics behavior. 
 
The real images of attractors that register from oscilloscope of experimental work are showing in the following 
figures (19-21). Again figure (19) presented chaotic homoclinic trajectory in phase space (x,y). A homoclinic chaotic 
orbit has the property that its phase trajectory fluctuates near a critical point in phase space.The FFT spectra that 
obtained from experimental work for x, y, and z dynamics is shown in figure (22), where these spectra also exhibit 
exponential decay behavior and the bandwidth ranging around( ). Again, through the above the numerical results 
match well with the experimental results. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper the numerical and experimental of Rossler system has been presented. The resulting chaotic attractor 
has a single lobe and is referred to as spiral type chaos, which mainly manifests itself in irregular amplitude for the 
oscillations. Numerically the Rossler attractor at a = 0 converged. By Increasing in value of a from (0 – 0.2) we noticed 
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that the attractor change with itfrom periodic to chaotic behavior. The bifurcation diagram for Rossler system shows 
the period doubling rout for changing parameterb andc, also not all a, b, and c values in chaotic range can give chaotic 
behavior. Experimentally,the Rossler circuit described three-dimensional continuous autonomous chaotic system 
with nonlinearities involving piecewise linear functions often can be applied electronically using only diodes, 
capacitors, resistors, and op amps. The circuit displayed different states from behaviors by decreasing the control 
parameter (Rv). The system display chaotic behavior at Rv=54.5 kΩ. Finally the numerical results match well with the 
experimental results.    
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Fig.1.: Time series at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0, 0.2, 5.7 respectively. 
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Fig.2: Rossler Attractors at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0, 0.2, 5.7 respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.3.: Time series at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0.1, 0.2, 5.7 respectively (parodic-

one frequency). 
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Fig.4: Rossler Attractors at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0.1, 0.2, 5.7 respectively (one 

unique orbit). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.5: Time series at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0.125, 0.2, 5.7 respectively (parodic-

two frequency). 
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Fig.6: Rossler Attractors at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0.1, 0.2, 5.7 respectively (two 

unique orbit). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.7): Time series at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0.1479, 0.2, 5.7 respectively 

(parodic-four frequency). 
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Fig.8: Rossler Attractors at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0.1, 0.2, 5.7 respectively (four 

unique orbit). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.9: Time series at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0.2, 0.2, 5.7 respectively (chaotic 

behavior). 
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Fig.10: Rossler Attractors at x0, y0, and z0equal 1, 1, 0 respectively and a, b, and c equal 0.2, 0.2, 5.7 respectively, 
where homoclinic orbits in (y-x) and hyper dines. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.11: FFT spectra of x, y, and z dynamics. 
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Fig.12: Bifurcations diagram for a, b, and c parameters. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.13: Schematic of the Rossler chaotic circuit 
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Fig.14.:(a) x and y vs. time at 94.5 kΩ (periodic signal), (b) attractor (one orbit). 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.15:(a) x and y vs. time at 77.7 kΩ (periodic doubling), (b) attractor (two orbit). 

 

 

 

 

 
 Fig.16:(a) x and y vs. time at 60.9 kΩ (second periodic doubling), (b) attractor (four orbit). 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig.17:(a) x and y vs. time at 54.4 kΩ (chaotic system), (b) strange attractor. 
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Fig (19): Chaotic homoclinic 
trajectory in phase space (x-y) 

Fig .20:Chaotic homoclinic trajectory in 
phase space (y-z) 

 

   

  
Fig.21.: Chaotic homoclinic trajectory 

in phase space (x-z) 

Fig.22: FFT spectra of x, y, and z dynamics respectively 
 

  
Fig .18.: Time series of z dynamic 

(chaotic signal) at Rv=54.4 kΩ. 
Fig.19: Chaotic homoclinic trajectory 

in phase space (x-y) 
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In this study, two active galaxies (NGC4725, NGC4639) have been chosen to study their morphological 
and photometric properties, by using the IRAF ISOPHOTE ELLIPS task with griz-filters. Observations are 
obtained from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) which reaches now to the DATA Release (DR14). The 
data reduction of all images (bias and flat field) has been done by SDSS Pipeline. The surface photometric 
investigation was performed like the magnitude. Together with isophotal contour maps, surface 
brightness profiles and a bulge/disk decomposition of the images of the galaxies, although the disk 
position angle, ellipticity, and inclination of the galaxies have been done. Also, the color of galaxies was 
studied, where chromatic distribution and extraction of chromatic processes were studied. 
 
Keywords: Active Galactic Nuclei,Spiral Galaxy, Surface Photometry, and individuals: NGC4725, 
NGC4639. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Surface photometry is a bidimensional broadband technique to quantitatively describe the light distribution of 
protracted objects like galaxies and HII regions. It is a technique rather than a distinct field of research [1].Was the 
first one to try applying surface photometry on galaxies so it is considered as one of the oldest techniques in modern 
astronomy Surface photometry is extremely important since it helps us to get information on galactic colors and its 
implied ages and metallicity gradients, stellar populations, dust content and its extinction, and structure, 
formation,and evolution of galaxies [2]According to Hubble, galaxies can be divided into the following types: 
elliptical(E), lenticular(S0), spiral or barred spiral(S, SB), and irregular(I).His original two-dimensional classification 
was known as the "tuning –fork" [3]. In this study, two active galaxies have been chosen, which is as follows: 
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NGC4725 
 
The only barred spiral galaxy in our group of four is NGC4725. Shining at a dim magnitude of 9.2, this barred spiral 
is also a Seyfert galaxy as indicated by its bright nucleus. this galaxy is a distant 40 million light years and is a class 
SBa type galaxy-evident by the lightly wound spiral structure. What is fascinating about this galaxy is the 
determination of the distance to this galaxy was made possible by the use of 20 Cepheid variable stars [4]. 
 
Though most spiral galaxies, including our own Milky Way, have two or more spiral arms, NGC 4725 has only one. 
In this sharp color composite image, the solo Spiral mirabilis seems to wind from a prominent ring that kind of blue, 
newborn star clusters and red tinted star-forming regions. The odd galaxy also sports obscuring dust lanes a 
yellowish central bar structure composed of an older population of stars. NGC 4725 is over 100 thousand light-years 
across and lies 41 million light-years away in the well-groomed constellation Coma Berenices[5]. See Fig.1. 
 
NGC4639 
 
Is a barred spiral galaxy of some 45.000 light-years across that lies about 78 million light-years away from Earth in the 
constellation of Virgo, while it is moving away from us at roughly 1018 kilometers per second. It is a member of the 
Virgo Cluster of galaxies (also known as the Messier 87 Group), consisting of approximately 1300 (and possibly up to 
2000) galaxies.NGC 4639 is a so-calledSeyfert 1 Galaxy, which are galaxies with extremely bright nuclei that produce 
spectral line emission from highly ionized gas. The centers of Seyfert galaxies have active galactic nuclei, and usually, 
contain supermassive black holes with masses between 10 and 100 million solar masses. Seyferts are classified as 
Type I or II, depending upon whether the spectra show both narrow and broad emission lines (Type I), or only 
narrow lines (Type II). The blue dots in the galaxy’s outlying regions indicate the presence of young stars. Among 
them are older, bright stars called Cepheids, which are used as reliable milepost markers to obtain accurate distances 
to nearby galaxies. Astronomers measure the brightness of Cepheids to calculate the distance to a galaxy[6]. 
 
This barred galaxy exhibits a notable inner ring. The outer gaseous distribution is furthermore reminiscent of an 
outer pseudo-ring. This outer structure is visible in the B-band image but hardly in the NIR image, which principally 
shows the bar and the bulge. The velocity field is rather regular, consistent with a flat circular velocity pattern of the 
disc. It also shows streaming motions in the ring. A steep velocity rise is seen in the galaxy core[7]. See Fig.2.  

 
METHODOLOGY  
 
Basic Formulations  
 
The datafor the two galaxies is obtained from the seventh Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release (DR7), which 
reaches now to (DR14)[8]. The bias and flat fieldwere corrected for all images by SDSS pipeline. The succeeding 
reduction of the data was carried out at National ResearchInstitute of Astronomy and Geophysics (NRIAG), using 
the standard procedures in the 1IRAF Package. All raw images were overscan modified, bias subtracted, 
and flat-fielded using the standard 1IRAF tasks "quadprocess". The main reduction steps are as follows: 
 
1.The sky contextualvalues arededucted by choosing empty regions in the image frame far from objects and measures 

its average intensity value. 
2.Masking the superimposed and nearby objects, stars or galaxies as shown in Figure 3.  
3-The IRAF ISOPHOTE ELLIPSE task is applied to obtain the intensity and structural profiles. 
4.Transform pixel units into arcsec2: by dividing on the scale (1 pixel = 0.396arcsec for Apache Point 2.5m Observatory 

(APO)). 
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5- Dividing frames by the exposure time value given in the header (the value is the same for all filters, it equals 
53.907456 seconds). 
6- Correct all frames for atmospheric extinction, galactic extinction, and   transform to the standard system (using the 
zeropoint, atmospheric extinction and airmass of the SDSS photometric system at the time of observation) by 
multiplying the counts by the factor (f) where: 
 

                                                          1   
Where zp and k are the zeropoint magnitude and the atmospheric extinction, respectively.Table 1 lists these values for 
the galaxy in each filter. 
 
7- Convert to magnitude units by the formula[9]: 

     2 
 

Where  is the apparent magnitude and is the intensity.Throughout this work Hubble constant was assumed to 
H0 = 73±4kms−1 Mpc−1for NGC 4725 and 73kms−1 Mpc−1 for NGC 4369. Given the adopted distance to NGC 4725from 
the Tully et al. (2013), which is about 16.53 Mpc[9], and 13.34MpcwithTully-Fisher (1988) from NASA/IPAC 
EXTRAGALACTIC DATABASE (NED) to NGC 4369. The image scale for NGC4414was0.29pc/arcsec and 
0.23pc/arcsecfor NGC 4369. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Analysis Morphological  
 
The griz– image of NGC4725 barred galaxy where shown in Fig 1. The galaxy has a disky system with a bright bulge 
to about 20.4arcsec ,The neglect of the small bar in our fit resulted in a corresponding residual feature .this galaxy  is 
like a ringed barred spiral galaxy because a prominent ring of stars encircles a bar of stars at its center .the brightness 
increase  at the disk regions until it dissolves with the sky at end of disk to about 147.8arcsec.Fig.2. shows the griz-
images of barred galaxy NGC4639 exhibits a remarkable inner ring. The galaxy has a disky system with a bright 
bulge to about 8.27arcsec.the ends of the stellar bar and in a ring 30arcsec from the nucleus.The griz - isophotal 
contour maps of the NGC4725 active galaxy is shown in fig 4&5. The surface brightness levels are listed in table 2. 
 
Analysis of Photometric Results 
1-Position Angle, Ellipticity, and B4 Profiles 
 
The position angle (PA), ellipticity (ε) and 4th harmonic deviations from ellipse (B4) of the two galaxies 
isophoteswere obtained as a function of the radius (r), the distance from the center of the galaxy using the ellipse task 
of the STSDAS library in IRAF image-reduction system. The dependences of the position angle, ellipticity and B4 
profiles on the distance from the center of the galaxyr are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8, respectively. It is noticed that 
the profiles show more or less similar behavior and consistency in the different bands. 
 
For NGC 4725PA is Clearly fluctuated between the four filtersto about  26.9arcsec reaches to about 54o, then become 
constant at approximately 47o   with some fluctuation at the end of the disk at about 200arcsec. the ellipticity profiles 
of NGC4725 increase from 0.06 in the center to about 0.62 at 58.9arcsec, decreases to 0.65 at the end of disk region 
(g=146.5arcsec).The B4(4th harmonic deviations from ellipse)profile illustrated in fig8a and presented in table 3 shows 
that the general trend of the galaxy is disky. 
For NGC 4639 the PA fluctuates, then decreases to about 102.3º, after this, it increases gradually, up to 156.4° at about 
55.2", then became almost constant to the end of the disk. The ellipticity profile of NGC 4639 decreases from 17.3 at 
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0.5arcsec to about 43.9 at 0.2arcsec, then increases rapidly to 71.8 at 0.43 arcsec.The mean value of the B4 profiles is 
0.0083, and illustrated in Fig8a and presented in Table 3 shows that the general trend of the galaxy is a disky system 
 
Dissolution of Surface Brightness Profiles  
 
The surface brightness profiles of the NGC 4414 and NGC 4369 galaxies have been decomposed to all griz-Filtersinto 
a bulge which described by ″r1/4 law″ proposed by de Vaucouleurs (1948)[10] to a good approximation (Eq.3) while 
the disk follows an exponential brightness profile (Eq.4). 
 

         3 

                         4 

Here,  is the surface brightness at the effective radius  which is defined such that half of the brightness is emitted 
with in . The central surface brightness and the scale-length of the disk are denoted by and , respectively. 
The results of the decomposition, fitting and the residuals values from fittingwere shown in figure 9 andfigure 10 of 
griz-Filters from upper left to right. The resultswere also summarized in Tables 4, the surface brightness profiles of 
the two galaxies show that the outer disk of these galaxieswere of type II Freeman [11]. 
 
Color Profiles and metallicity gradients 
 
Wirth (1981) and Wirth and Shaw (1983) obtained colors and color gradients for a moderate sample of spirals, using 
aperture photometry. They find that bulges show negative color gradients, which are small in earlier-type galaxies 
(E, S0, Sa) and several times larger in later types (Sb, Sc); Theyinterpret these gradients in terms of 
metallicitygradients [12]. 
 
For NGC 4725: Profiles of g-r, r-i and i-z color indices, along with the radius, were shown in figure 11. This galaxy has 
a star-burst galactic nucleus with (r = 13.6 arcsec); its effect is evident on the rest of the galaxy, where g-r = -
0.454±0.259, r-i= -0.007±0.42and. i-z = 0.943±0.215. 
 
And for NGC 4369: Profiles of g-r, r-i,and i-z color indices, along with the radius, were shown in figure 12. This galaxy 
has a star-burst galactic nucleus with (r = 5.7 arcsec); its effect is evident on the rest of the galaxy, where g-r = 
0.183±0.18, r-i= -0.0014±0.14 and i-z = -1.52±0.16. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
1-Data reduction was carried out using the procedures in the IRAF image-reduction Package, like sky 
subtracting,masking the superimposed and nearby objects, transform pixel units into arcsec2, dividing frames by the 
exposure time value, correct all frames for (atmospheric extinction, galactic extinction, and transform to the 
standardsystem) and finally, convert to magnitude units by the formula 2. 
2-The spiral galaxy NGC 4725 is a disky system with a very small, extremely bright nucleus in a faint,the  galaxy has 
a symmetrical shape with the brightness increases at the disk, where the barred spiral galaxy NGC4639 is a disky 
system withbright regions of active star formation with non symmetrical bar shape and faint disc component. 
3-from the photometric parameters, the spiral galaxy NGC 4725 tilted with approximately 46o from the north, with 
semi-elliptical shape, with a disk inclined to about 54o, while the barred spiral galaxy NGC 4639 is tilted with 112o 
from the north, with semi-spherical shape, and the disc isinclined to about65o.From the 4th harmonic of a Fourier 
expansion(B4), the general trend of the two galaxies is a disky system. 
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4-From the results of theDissolutionand fittingwas found that the type of the surface brightness profiles for the outer 
discs of the two galaxies is of type IIFreeman. 
5-The color indices action in the inner and in the outer regions of these two galaxieswere showed anomaly for the 
color of normal spiral galaxies. 
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Table 1 Correction Values: air masses, zero points, and atmospheric extinctions 
 

Galaxy Band Air mass Zero point Atmospheric Extinction 

NGC 4725 

g 11.008 -24.350 0.1684 
r 1.0092 -24.0003 0.07035 
i 1.0089 -23.657 0.04544 
z 1.0086 -23.39 0.0487 

NGC 4639 

g 1.11307 -24.4 0.194 

r 1.11113 -24.06 0.095 

i 1.1183 -23.69 0.0567 

z 1.026 -21.965 0.0453 
 

Table 2 Outer isophotal level and steps of the contours of NGC 4414 and NGC 4369galaxies. 

Galaxy Band Outer isophot level 
(mag) 

Outer isophot level 
(mag/arcsec2) 

Steps 

NGC4725 

g 25.063 23.051 1.269 
r 24.812 22.801 1.117 
i 24.494 22.801 1.269 
z 24.485 22.474 1.458 

NGC 4639 
g 26.139 24.128 2.131 
r 25.354 23.343 1.938 
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i 25.581 23.57 2.429 
z 23.814 21.802 1.549 

 
Table 3 Isophotal position angle, Ellipticity,andInclination ofNGC 4414, NGC 4369. 

Galaxy Band PA(o) Ellipticity(ε) Inclination(o) B4 

N
G

C
 4

72
5 

g 48.7±4 0.32±0.09 65.8±6 0.00344 
 r 44.6±6 0.28±0.1 44.8±9 0.01759 
 i 33.5±0.1 41.2±9.3 44.7±9 0.00243 
 z 40.6±0.15 50.5±4.3 61.04±7 0.00174 
 global value 41.85±5.2 92.5±3.6 54.085±7.7 0.00630 

N
G

C
 4

63
9 

G 138.9±11 0.32±0.09 48.8±7 -0.03646 
r 142±12 0.32±0.08 48.5±7 1.79E-02 
i 142±8 0.32±0.09 48.8±8 0.02 
z 141±9 0.31±0.08 47.5±7 0.02199 

global value 140.9±10 0.32±0.08 48.4±7.25 0.001686 
 
Table 4 Dissolution parameters of NGC 4725 and NGC 4639. 
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N
G

C
 5

72
5 

g 4.5-25.1 24.033 48.002 0.034 22.62 72.14 0.068 12.23 0.23 

r 4.59-24.6 21.3 44.8 0.03 19.5 44.2 0.104 9.698 0.386 

i 4.59-24.6 21.34 48.206 0.028 19.142 36.243 0.248 9.54 0.441 

z 4.59-24.3 23.938 44.359 0.028 22.48 52.2 0.048 12.314 0.559 

N
G

C
 4

63
9 g 3.22-12.26 25.76 79.07 0.015 21.4 13.6 0.108 12.8 1.219 

r 4.61-14.05 23.92 95.9 0.013 19.9 17.174 0.097 10.62 1.54 
i 3.551-12.26 24.24 85.5 0.013 19.8 13.5 0.11 11.1 1.288 

z 4.53-13.98 26.30 86.85 0.013 22.98 22.58 0.153 13.22 1.311 
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Figure 1 false-color image of NGC4725an intermediate barred spiral galaxy with griz-Filters, from left to right. 
North is up and East is at left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.Fuzzycolor images of NGC 4369 active galaxy with griz-Filters, from left to right. North is up and East is 
at left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.griz-Filters mask region, left NGC4725 and right NGC4639. 
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Figure 4 Isophotal Contour Maps of NGC 4725 Galaxy in gri and z-bands, North is up and East is at left. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 Contour Maps of NGC 4639 Galaxy in gri and z-bands, north is up and East is at left. 
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Figure 6 Position angle profiles of a-NGC 4725,b-NGC 4639 in griz-bands 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Ellipticity profiles of a-NGC 4725,b- NGC 4639 in griz-bands. 
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Figure 8. B4 profiles of a- NGC 4725,b- NGC 4639 in griz-bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. ProfilesDissolutionof griz-Filters and the observed data for NGC 4725.griz-Filters from upper left to 
right. 
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Figure 10. Profiles Dissolutionof griz-Filters and the observed data for NGC 4639.griz-Filters from upper left to 
right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11.Color profiles of NGC 4725. 
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Figure 12. Color profiles of NGC 4639. 
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The present study was designed to evaluate the possible intraocular pressure lowering effect of corneal 
instillation of metformin  in experimentally corticosteroid induced ocular hypertensive eyes of rabbits, 
and to explore the possible anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory activities and the possible  side effects of 
the tested drugs on eyes after instillation. Group of (40)adult male of New Zealand rabbits,were divided 
to 3 groups: isotonic buffer group (8 normotensive rabbits), this group was instilled with isotonic buffer 
solution in the right eye and DW in the left eye to show if there is any effect of the vehicle (isotonic 
solution) on the eye, latanoprost group(8 rabbits) were both eyes of this group have been induced for 
ocular hypertensive,the right eyes instilled with latanoprost (0.005%) drop once daily which considered 
as a positive control group, while the left eyes instilled with DW once daily which considered as a 
negative control group., metformin  group (24 rabbits), divided in to (3) subgroups 8 rabbits in each to 
evaluate the effect of metformin (0.5%, 1%&2%) drop that instilled twice daily. The present day study 
demonstrated that metformin has a significant intraocular pressure lowering effect and a significant anti-
oxidant and anti-inflammatory activities. 
 
Keywords: intraocular pressure, metformin and latanoprost. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Glaucoma defined as a group of optic neuropathies characterized by progressive retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) 
degeneration (weinrebet al,2014), resulted from fluid builds up in the front part of the eye. That extra fluid increases 
the pressure in the eye(keristan,2017). According to The World health Organization, glaucoma accounted for 2 
percent of visual impairment and 8 percent of global blindness in 2010(WHO,2017). It is a family of related diseases 
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frequently associated with elevated IOP which is exceeds 21 mmHg and may be as high as 70 or 80 mmHg during the 
attack(jay and Murdoch,1993).many factors lead to Retinal ganglion cell death (RGC death) include; elevated 
intraocular pressure  , vascular dysregulationand oxidative stress(kaushiket al,2003)..the production and drainage of 
aqueous humor must be in Equilibrium  to maintain the intraocular pressure  within the normal range despite that 
disruption in aqueous inflow, outflow, or both, results in raise of intraocular pressure , which is a major risk factor in 
the pathogenesis of glaucoma(Goelet al,2010)..Open-angle glaucoma which  is the most common form of glaucoma, 
accounting for at least 90% of all glaucoma cases(Glaucoma research foundation,2017). 
 
Reduction of intraocular pressure is the primary goal in patients with glaucoma (Chang and Goldberg,2012). 
However, even with treatment to lower IOP and even in normal tension glaucoma optic nerve damage may 
progress(Mckinnonet al,2008) . There is an excessive formation of free radicals and oxidative stress is recognized as an 
etiopathogenetic factor and a significant depletion in antioxidant potential in glaucoma-affected patients (Ferriera et 
al,2004) .Neuroprotection in glaucoma is aimed at protecting those neurons that are damaged or likely to be damaged 
in glaucomatous optic neuropathy which consists of neurons along the entire visual pathway, chiefly the RGC axons. 
This strategy is an addition to that achieved by IOP lowering alone. Even though any treatment approach that 
preserves RGCs in glaucoma could be described as neuroprotective(Weinreb and Levin,1999).the intraocular 
pressure lowering effect of Metformin may be AMPK activationwhich in turn  activates neuronal nitric oxide 
synthase (nNOS )and endothelial nitric oxide synthase eNOS(Fryer et al,2000),  Enhanced NO levels facilitate outflow 
of aqueous humor in the TM to contribute to the normalization of the IOP accompanied by an up-regulation of iNOS 
gene expression(Lei,et al,2015) 
 
 
Activation of AMPK leads to phosphorylation of Rho kinase(Gayardet al ,2011) which  serine/threonine kinases that 
regulate smooth muscle contraction in which selective ROCK inhibitors could increase aqueous humor drainage 
through the TM, leading to a decrease in IOP(Rao and Epestin, 2007). Metformin decreased interaction with ROCK 
and subsequent decrease in ECM deposition. With decreased extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition in the TM and 
weaker intracellular actin stress fibers, aqueous humor outflow facility is enhanced and IOP is consequently 
reduced(Ayanet al,2014).the anti-oxidant effect of metformin may be via  AMPK activation leading to reduce ROS 
production and then increase GSH levels(A.C et al,2003).Metformin also ameliorates ischemia-reperfusion injury by 
increasing the level of glutathione peroxidase (GPx), super oxide dismutase (SOD), catalase and MDA levels in 
cerebrum(Lukasz et al,2016) and the anti -inflammatory effect of metformin may be related to the  inhibition of 
neuclear factor kappa b (NFκB) activation in  macrophages so rducingpro-inflammatory cytokines (interleukin (IL)-
1β, IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α production (Hyun et al,2013) 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Group of (40) adult male of Zealandrabbits weighing 1.5 to 2 kg with no signs of ocular inflammation or gross 
abnormality were used in this study. Isotonic buffer group (8 normotensive rabbits),this group was instilled with 
isotonic buffer solution in the right eye and DW in the left eye to show if there is any effect of the vehicle (isotonic 
solution) on the eye. Latanoprost group(8 rabbits) both eyes of  this group have been induced for ocular hypertensive 
,the right eyes instilled with latanoprost0.005% drop (1-2drop) once daily which considered as a positive control 
group,While the left eyes  instilled with DW which considered as a negative control group. Metformin group (24 
rabbits), divided in to (3) subgroups.  (8 rabbits): instilled with metformin 0.5% drop. (8 rabbits): instilled with 
metformin 1% drop. (8 rabbits): instilled with metformin 2% drop.   
 
 
The right eyes of these groupswere induced for ocular hypertensive and instilled with (1drop) of metformin 
droptwice daily for 7 days. These concentrations were chosen after doing a pilot study on 6 animals using different 
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concentrations of the tested drugs and the used concentrations were chosen depend on the effect and adverse effect. 
Animals were housed individually in aplastic cages; all rabbits were maintained conventionally during the study 
with regulated air temperature (15-21 c), an artificial light cycle (12 hours light /12 hours darkness) and good 
ventilation. They fed a standard rabbit diet and had free access to drinking water(Mohammad et al,2018). 
 
Induction of ocular hypertension 
 
According to Melana( (1998) and co-workers who found that this model of induction of Ocular hypertension  is 
mimic human chronic open angle glaucoma(Melanaet al,1998). the procedure as following: After proper 
anesthetization of  eyes by local instillation of  2% lidocaine HCL , a subconjunctival injection ( by using a micro-fine 
syringes, 30 gauge × 1/2 inches) of 0.7 ml of betamethasone suspension containing betamethasone sodium phosphate 
(3 mg/ml)and betamethasone acetate (3 mg/ml).using this formulation providesa readily accessible (sodium 
phosphate) and a sustained release(acetate) fraction of  betamethasone. measures of  IOP repeated twicea week to  
avoid corneal epithelium damage through too-frequent tonometry.  the first measure being taken immediately 
beforethe weekly betamethasone subconjunctival injection and the secondtaken after 3 days. Three base-line IOP 
measures were recordedduring the week before betamethasone treatment. The valueobserved at zero time (first 
betamethasone injection) was consideredthe starting pressure. The animals received weekly subconjunctival 
injections of betamethasone over a period of 21 days (four doses given). The instillation of the tested drugs 
wasstarted at the 24th day of corticosteroid treatment (3 days afterthe fourth subconjunctival injection).. Tested drug 
was instilled in the right eyes as one drop (50µl) for 7 days twice formet form in  (only after the ocular hypertension 
was definitely established) . 
 
Preparation of Metformin ophthalmic solution 
         
In the preparation of aqueous ophthalmic drops, a careful consideration of the need for isotonicity, a certain 
buffering capacity, the desired pH, the addition of antimicrobial agents and/or antioxidants, the use of viscosity-
increasing agents, and the choice of appropriate packaging(The international pharmacopeia,2016). Ophthalmic 
solutions are isotonic, sterile, free from foreign particles, and specially prepared for instillation in the eye 
(Hecht,2000). 
 
IOP measurement 
 
After local anesthetization of the cornea with 1-2 drops of 2% lidocaine HCL ophthalmic solution, the animal was 
hold and Schiotz tonometer is placed on the cornea. A control or zero time value of IOP was taken 15 minutes (min) 
before the administration of tested drug . One drop of freshly prepared tested drug was instilled in the middle of 
inferior conjunctival sac followed by lid closure. Thereafter, IOP was measured after (1 hour) of topical application of 
tested drug. Metformin  instilled as one drop (50µl) for 7 days twice daily and IOP measured daily at about the same 
time to avoid diurnal IOP fluctuation.cleansing the instrument  with diethyl ether after each measurement  properly 
to suppress growth of bacteria and other microorganism being introduced by the device  or during drug 
administration, ophthalmic eye drop preparation containing a suitable antibacterial agent (chloramphenicol eye drop 
about 1-2 drops) were instilled in the eye rabbits at the end of each experiment(Mosses,1997). 
 
Pupil diameter 
 
Pupil diameter measurement was done by using the pupil gauge. The obtained  results  represented  in millimeter 
unit (Ahuja,2003). 
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Light reflex 
 
Pupillary response or the light reflex of both eyes was tested by swinging flashlight to detect a relative afferent 
papillary defect. The obtained results would be presented as either it was intact or absent (Jampel,2001).  
 
Corneal reflex 
 
Both eyes were tested by using wisp of cotton wool it applied from the side and award of its approach. The obtained 
results would be presented as either it was intact or absent (Ahuja, 2003). 
 

Conjunctival redness 
 
Both eyes was tested to detect by inspection of conjunctiva . The obtained results would be presented as either it was 
present or not (Macdonald,2000) . 
 
Lacrimation  
 
It could be detected by inspection of conjunctiva of both eyes. The obtained results would be presented as either it 
was present or not (Macdonald,2000). 
 
Aqueous humor collection (AH): 
 
This step will done for the measurement of the antioxidant and the anti-inflammatory effect of the tested drugs. 
aqueous humorwas collected carefully from the anterior chamber of rabbit's eye using 27-gauge needle after 
administration of diazepam 1 mg/kg i.v. and ketamine 25 mg/kg i.v. without causing any injury to the iris or lens 
throughout the procedure (Gupta et al,2011). the onset of anesthesia provided by ketamine begin after six minutes 
and the peak effect after ten minutes which persist about forty minutes (Green and Knight,1981), the combination of 
ketamine with diazepam produce surgical anesthesia in rabbit that continue for up to 30 minutes (Flecknell,2009). 
After collection, samples were immediately stored at temperature (−20°C) till the performance of various biochemical 
analysis from AH (Gupta et al, 2001). 
 
Glutathione (GSH) determination in aqueous humor samples 
 
This test was performed for the determination of the glutathione (GSH) levels in rabbit’s aqueous humor. 
Assay principle: The ELISA kit was used is a Competitive-ELISA. 
 
Tumor necrosis factor alpha determination (TNF-α) in aqueous humor samples 
 
This test was performed in mini market research and consumer center laboratories for the determination of the tumor 
necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α)   levels in rabbits aqueous humor. Assay principle: The kit was used based on sandwich 
enzyme-linked immune-sorbent assay technology 
 
 Statistical analysis  
 
The results were presented as means ± standard error of mean(SEM). One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
followed by Tukey test comparison was utilized to compare between groups. The differences between the means are 
studies as significant at the P< 0.05. This done by Microsoft excel 2016 and SPSS version 23.  The concentration that 
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decreases 50% of the IOP this value was analyzed by linear regression equation and logarithmic equation. The level 
of significance was set at P<0.05 as significant (Daniel and Yu, 2008) 

 
RESULTS  
 
Effect of Isotonic buffer solution and DW on normotensive rabbits eyes 
 
Response of mean IOP 
 
The effect of isotonic phosphate buffer (vehicle) used for preparation of ophthalmic solution of the tested drugs on 
mean IOP of rabbits right eyes did not reach the level of statistical significant (P ≤ 0.05) during the time course of the 
experiment (7 days). 
 
Effect of Distilled Water  
 
Response of mean IOP 
 
Effect of DW on mean IOP of rabbits left eyes nearly remained constant during the time course of experiment (P = 
0.949).Fig 1 Isotonic buffer solution and DW application in the present study had no effect on pupil diameter and no 
effect regarding other possible side effect (i.e. light reflex, corneal reflex, conjunctival redness and lacrimation). 
 
Effect of latanoprost (0.005%) Drop 
 
Response of mean IOP 
 
Post induction of ocular hypertension , the mean IOP was (33.1 ± 2.88mmHg). After one hour of latanoprost 0.005% 
application the mean IOP decreased by (5.19mmHg) with significant effect compared to distilled water that the 
decrease started from the first day of treatment till the last 7th day with highly significant decrease (p<0.001).Fig 2 
latanoprost drop application in the present study had no effect on pupil diameter and no effect regarding other 
possible side effect (i.e. light reflex, corneal reflex, conjunctival redness and lacrimation). 
 
Effect of Metformin (0.5%, 1%,2%) Ophthalmic drop 
 
Response of mean IOP 
 
Mean IOP of Metformin(0.5%) 
 
Post induction of ocular hypertension, the mean IOP was (32.05±1. 98mmHg),after one hour of metformin 0.5% 
instillation(twice daily),  the mean IOP reduced by (0.5mmHg) which found non-significant (p>0.05). in the 3rd day 
the reduction of the mean IOP started (30.91±1.65 mmHg) with statistical significant (p<0.05 )and reach maximum 
reduction in 7th day (25.4750±1.94) which consider highly significant (p<0.001)when compared with latanoprost and  
distilled water. Fig 3 
 
Mean IOP of Metformin (1%) 
 
In the 1st day, there was significant difference (p<0.05). whereas from the 2nd day to the 7th day a high significant 
decrease in the intraocular pressure noticed (p<0.001)when compared with DW, and there was no significant 
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differences in the reduction of the mean IOP between metformin 1% and latanoprost 0.005% from 2nd day to the 6th 
day (p>0.05).Fig 4 
 
Mean IOP of  Metformin  (2%) 
 
Post induction of ocular hypertension, the mean IOP  was (32.06±1.97mmHg),after one hour of metformin 2% 
instillation the mean IOP reduced by (3.98mmHg) which found  highly significant (p<0.001).maximum reduction 
achieved till the 7th day of treatment 15.50±2.72(p<0.001). Fig 5 in the present study,metformin (0.5%,1%,2%) had no 
effect on pupil diameter and no effect regarding other possible side effect (i.e. light reflex, corneal reflex, conjunctival 
redness and lacrimation). 
 
Percent of intraocular pressure reduction  
 
Comparing to latanoprost 0.005%  IOP  reducing effect  ,metformin 2% , metformin 1% and metformin 0.5% showed 
the higher IOP reducing effect in the trial study . Fig 7 
 
Determination of the antioxidant activity of metformin by measuring glutathione (GSH) levels in rabbit’s 
aqueous humor 
 
The result here indicated that there was a significant elevation  in GSH levels among the metformin groups 
regardless the positive and the healthy group (p<0.008) .Maximum elevation of glutathione (GSH) levels was found 
in metformin 0.5%  group (p=0.007).table 1, Fig 9 
 
Determination of the anti -inflammatory   activity of metformin by measuring tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-
α) levels in rabbit’s aqueous humor  
 
There was a significant decrease in the TNF- α level in all metformin   groups (p<0.05). Maximum reduction in TNF- 
α level   accrued in  group G(metformin 1%) group . Which was found to be highly   significant (p<0.001).table 2, Fig 
10 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
In the present study, the distilled water could not changed the mean of   IOP  in normotensive eyes of the rabbits 
after 7 days of instillation, and there was no significant effect (P > 0.05) when compared mean of IOP during trial 
period with pre-treatment mean of IOP.this agreed with (Heijlet al,2002).  In  the  present  study,  the  eye  drops  
formulation  of tested drugs ( Metformin)were used inactive ingredients  which include : sodium chloride, 
benzalkonium chloride, ethanol, phosphate buffer. Furthermore, these inactive ingredients did not changed the mean 
of IOP in normotensive eyes of the rabbits eyes after 7 days  of inactive ingredients instillation  and there was no 
significant effect (p>0.05) when compared  mean of IOP during pre-treatment mean of IOP with trial period,this 
agreed with (Allen et al,2005). In present study , the effectiveness of betamethasone as an inducing agent for ocular 
hypertension could not counteracted by the distilled water.  
 
Furthermore, distilled water had no effect on the tested parameters in this study thus; it could be accepted as a 
negative control group regards study of effect of tested drugs. This effect confirmed by(Urcolaet al,2002).   In present 
study, latanoprost   had a noticeable ocular hypotensive effect on induced hypertensive eyes.Latanoprost  (0.005%) 
eye drop was used as positive control to test the ocular hypotensive effect of most experimented drugs and its 
preferred in chronic open glaucoma(Achilles and pappano,2007).Latanoprost (0.005%) produced (45.23%) reduction 
in mean IOP at day 7, these results are strengthened by (Patelskaet al,1997,Gupta and yucel ,2007.Perry et 
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al,2003)Latanoprost 0.005% drop application in the present study had no effect on pupil diameter and no effect 
regarding other possible side effect (i.e. light reflex, corneal reflex, conjunctival redness and lacrimation).the present 
study demonstrated that single drop of metformin 0.5% produce an  obvious  hypotensive effect  and reduce the 
mean IOP by (19.26%) after 7 day treatment when compared with that of  DW group, and there is a comparable 
hypotensive effect when we compared metformin(0.5%) to  that of latanoprostgroup.Also the present study clearly 
demonstrated that metformin (1%) was  able to decrease  mean IOP  in ocular hypertensive rabbits by (43.81%) after 7 
day treatment. Also the present study demonstrated that metformin (2%) was able to reduce the IOP by (44.79%)after 
7 days treatment . Metformin drop application in the present study had no effect on pupil diameter and no effect 
regarding other possible side effect (i.e. light reflex, corneal reflex, conjunctival redness and lacrimation). Regarding 
the anti-inflammatory and the anti-oxidant activities of metformin ,the present study demonstrated that topical 
instillation of metformin (0.5%,1%,2%) produce a significant elevation in glutathione (GSH) levels (p=0.008) and a 
significant reduction in tumor necrosis factor –alpha levels in rabbits aqueous humor via dose independent AMPK 
activation(Gao ,et al,2013).(p=0.028). 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The topical instillation Metformin has a significant intraocular pressure lowering effect as compared with negative 
control group (DW group) and positive control group (Latanoprost group).  and  have a significant  antioxidant 
activity 3)and  anti-inflammatory  activity also it was  found  to  be  Safe in their   applied  doses . 
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Table 1: Glutathione levelsoflatanoprost ,healthy group  with metformin  groups by unpaired t-test. 
 

Glutathione 
(Mg/ml) 

Control+ve     
(latanoprost0.005%) 

treated group 

Control-ve(healthy 
untreated group) 

Metformin 
0.5% 

Metformin 
1% 

Metformin 
2% 

Mean±SD 5.3±2.05 5.7±2.31 13.41±5.54 6.04 ±0.21 5.03 ±2.83 

P value  0.755* 
0.007* 0.633* 0.854* 

0.008** 
* p value of comparison between control +ve and metformin  groups by unpaired t- test,  
** p value of comparison between metformin groups (apart from control) by ANOVA. 
 
Table 2:tumor necrosis factor –alpha e levels of  latanoprost ,healthy group  with metformin  groups by unpaired 
t-test 

Tumor 
necrosis factor 
–alpha (Pg/ml) 

Control + ve     
(latanoprost0.005%

) treated group 

Control -ve 
(healthy 

untreated group) 

Metformin 
0.5% 

Metformin 
1% 

Metformin 
2% 

Mean± SD 15.1±3.46 13.3±0.49 11.6±4.52 5.83±1.96 10.45±4.53 

P value  0.315* 
0.162* <0.001* 0.073* 

0.028** 
* p value of comparison between control +ve and metformin  groups by unpaired t- test,  
** p value of comparison between  metformin groups (apart from control) by ANOVA. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Effect of Isotonic Buffer & Distilled water groups regarding the response of mean IOP in ocular 
normotensive rabbits 
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Fig.2. Effect of latanoprost (0.005%) and DW on mean IOP of ocular hypertensive rabbits 

Fig. 3. Effect of metformin (0. 5%) ,latanoprost 0.005% and DW on mean IOP of ocular hypertensive  rabbits . 

Fig. 4. Effect of metformin (1%) ,latanoprost 0.005% and DW on mean IOP of ocular hypertensive  rabbits n=8 
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Fig. 5. Effect of metformin (2%), latanoprost 0.005%  and DW on mean IOP of ocular hypertensive  rabbits n=8. 

 
Fig. 6. Effect of different conc.ofmetformin and DW with latanoprost (0.5%) on mean IOP of ocular hypertensive 
rabbits n=8. 

Fig.7.The percentage of  IOP reduction of metformin 
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Fig. 8. Dose response curve of Metformin 
this figure showed that 0.06 g/l of metformin  to produce 50% decrease in IOP. 

                y=-16.663x+2.76       when y= 50             x= 0.06 g/L 

Fig. 9. The mean of glutathione levels after 7 days treatment metformin groups 

Fig. 10 The mean of  tumor necrosis factor alpha  levels after 7 days treatment metformin  studied groups. 
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The isolation and recovery of Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) in human is very important 
due to the absence of sufficient molecular studies of non-O175 STEC in Iraq particularly and the world. 
The objective of the current study is to detect the prevalence of non-O157 STEC in Baghdad hospitals.The 
samples were collected from children and adults above 65 years in different hospitals of Baghdad during 
November 2017 to May 2018. The results of pathogenic isolates from CHROM agar was 21 out of 176 
human diarrheal samples, followed by staining single colony from the growth by gram stain, biochemical 
tests were done to confirm the diagnosis of non-O157 STEC.Then they were processedby PCR for 
serotyping (wzxO26, wzxO45, wzxO103, wzxO111, wzxO121, and wzxO145) using targeting wzx(O 
gene).The positive results were furtheranalyzed to determine the prevalence of the main virulent genes 
(stx1, stx2and eae). Theresults showed that the prevalence of non-O157 STEC was 20 out of 126(15.87 %) 
samples collected from children and 1out of 50 (2%) from adults.Furthermore, the serotyping showed 
that the serotype O26 wasdetect in (9.5%) of children samples and (2%) of the adults samples while the 
serotype O111 was (5.55%).The O145 was detected as (0.7%) in children samples. The O45 and O121 gave 
negative results in both. In conclusion, STEC O26 was the most frequent serotype among the other non-
O157 STEC.Also stx2gene was higher in children with hemorrhagic diarrhea than others with watery 
diarrhea. 
 
Keywords: Shiga toxin producing E.coli (STEC), O-serogroups (wzx), stx,eae gene 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC) is one of the eight important pathogens strains of E. coli, which are divided into 
two serogroups O-157, and nonOI-157 STEC.  In recent years, numerous studies and investigations of STEC bacteria 
have been observed since it’s one of the causes of food poisoning outbreaks that leads to serious diseases (Stromberg, 
2015),such as Hemolytic uremic syndrome, hemorrhagic colitis, Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura ) and renal 
injury. The STEC O157, O26, O103, O111, O145O and 121, named as a top six strains of non‐O157 STEC .The 
pathogenicity of non‐O157 serotype has been raised in worldwide (EFSA and ECDC, 2014) . Recently in Iraq, the 
infection has been reported in the calves and human (Jarad, 2016; Ramadhan, 2017), the reports were published the 
high infection rate in children for both genders (Rehman, 2014). The infection has been take place during the summer 
and winter months when the STEC shedding rate by cattle  israised (Dewsbury et al., 2015). This severity associated 
with virulent factors especially shiga toxin stx, eae, and heamolysin genes. Cattle have been recognized as the major 
reservoir for human infections (Wang, 2015). 
 
The STEC isolates were frequently in the feces of animals, such as small ruminant, birds and swine. The transmission 
of STEC has been  occurred through the consumption of contaminated food or water, person-to-person and animal-
to-person (Conrad et al ., 2016 ). The most important feature of bacteria is its ability to survival outside of 
theintestines.In addition, STEC is tolerant to low acidic conditions and to undulating grade of heat. Nevertheless, a 
few numbers of bacteria after ingested could cause severe pathogenicity in humans (Dewsbury et al., 2015). The 
STEC strains are under the recognition in laboratory due to similarly of the nonpathogenic strains of E .coli by 
fermentation of sorbitol (Fruth et al., 2015).  There is no gold based examination to STEC strains, in recent years a 
molecular methods such as the conventional or real-time PCR based protocols have been established t, to detected 
the stx1 stx2 eae genes and other virulence factor successfully and sensitively 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Samples Collection 
 
Hemorrhagic and watery diarrheal stool samples were collected of both sexes hospitalized in, Alawi children 
hospital, Ibn AL-Bladi hospital for children, Fatima EL-Zahraa hospital, AL-Sadar hospital, AL –Imam Ali Hospital, 
Child protection hospital and BaghdadGeneral Hospital. Samples were collected by sterile swabs with transport 
medium in soy broth and incubated at 42o c for 18-24 hr. 

 
Bacterial isolation and cultivation 

 
The samples were cultivated on different selective media such as EMB agar , TC- SMAC agar ,TC-RMAC AGAR , 
SMAC –BCIG, chromogenic STEC and CHROM O175 agar. For identification STEC colonies, the samples were 
subjected to biochemical tests such as IVIMIC test, Urea, motility and Simmons citrate, colonies that gave mauve 
color on the CHROM O-157 agar were identified by PCR. 

 
Molecular detection ofnon-157 STEC 
 
DNA extraction 
 
Genomic DNA of non-O157 STEC isolate was extracted using (Presto™ Mini g DNA Bacteria KitGeneaid. USA) 
according to the manufacturer instruction. The amplified DNA products was done from isolated bacteria. The 
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conventional PCR technique was applied with electrophoresis on 1% agarose gels stained with2 μl red safe stain of 
20000 u/ml and visualized by UV recommendation geldepending on DNA marker (100-10000 bp DNA ladder). 

 
PCR Detection of O-serogroups (wzx) 
 
The detection of O-serogroups associated with targeting thewzx O genes was done according to DebRoy et al. (2011), 
primers in Table (1). 

 
Molecular Detection of virulence factors (stx1, stx2, and eae, genes) 

 
The stx1, stx2, and eae  primers in this study was prepared according torelated researches (Paton et al ., 1998; ÇadIrc et 
al., 2010; Loo et al., 2013 ),while eae AFN primers wasredesigned to prevent the loop constriction by deletion one base 
pare (G, C) for both forward and reverse as shown in Table(1).  For molecular detecting of stx1, stx2 andeaeA genes, 
the PCR  amplification mixture 25μl includes green master mix5 μl(Invitogen, Germany), 3 μl of template DNA, 0.6 
μl of each forwarded and reversed primers and 14.8μl of nuclease free water the thermocycler, program showed in 
the Tables (2, 3, 4) . 
  

RESULTS 
 
The pathogenic isolates from CHROM agar were 21 out of 176 human diarrheal samples. They cultivation results of 
pathogenic showed blue color colonies after incubation at 37˚C for 24 hrsin CHROM O-157 media. The molecular 
results ofwzxserogroubs and the percentage of virulent genes (stx1, stx2, eaeA) among non-O157 STE serogroupare 
detailed in Tables ( 5, 6) and Figures (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

The bacterial isolation approved that CHROM agar STEC showed a high sensitive and effective in detection and 
differentiation of top six STEC strains. These results agreed with Verhaegen(2015) and Ramadan (2017). The usage of 
CHROM agar O157 in thisstudy have amended the diagnostic efficacy of O157 STEC strains that is consistent with 
results obtained by Church (2007).This study provided useful information about the prevalence of STEC non-O157 
serogroups which was greater in children under 5 years old who sufferings from bloody diarrhea than watery 
diarrhea. The results showed that E. coli O26 serotypes was the most strain followed by O111and O145. There was no 
singlesample was positive for serotypes; O103, O45 and O121 serotypes in children. The results of the present study 
agreed with other results obtained by some researches(Efsa and Ecdc, 2014; Jared,  2016; Ramadhan, 2017).The 
present study showed that in children thestx1 gene was detected in (40%), Stx2gen in(30%). Similar results were 
obtained byFriedrich (2002) Melton-Celsa, (2014), Fruth (2015) and Ramadan (2017). On the other hand, the results of 
this study disagreed with Bonyadian (2009), who found that all non-O157 STEC which were isolated from human 
stool did not carry eae. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Non-O157 STEC was an important cause of diarrhea in children, and E coli O26 was the most surveillance with 
childhood population in Baghdad hospitals. The isolated strain of non-O157 STEC carried various virulence factors. 
The Stx2 was more harboring gene than stx1 and showed most prevalence with hemorrhagic diarrhea than watery 
diarrhea. 
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Spectral fluctuations in 138Ba nucleus are studied by the perspective of the shell model, using the isopspin-
conserving N28K as an effective interaction for 6 particles in the N82-model space with a 132Sn core. To 
examine the effect of the interaction strength )(  on the spectral fluctuations in 138Ba, we perform shell 
model calculations using various strengths to the off-diagonal matrix elements of the N82K. The level 
density for considered class of states is found to have a Gaussian shape, which is in agreement with the 
prediction of other theoretical studies for a many-body system with two-body residual interaction. Both 
statistical measures of the nearest neighbor level spacing distribution )(sP  and the Dyson-Mehta 

statistics ( 3  statistics) are found to have a regular dynamic at ,0  a chaotic dynamic at 3.0  

and an intermediate situation at .3.00    
 
Keywords: Quantum chaos; Regular to chaos transition; Spectral fluctuations; Shell model calculations in 
the N82-model space .PACS number(s): 24.60.Lz, 21.60.Cs, 21.10.Ky 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Statistical fluctuations in many-body quantum system were examined extremely during the last three decades [1]. 
Bohigas et al. [2] suggested a relation between chaos in a classical system and the spectral fluctuations of the 
analogous quantum system, where an analytical proof of the Bohigas et al. conjecture is found in [3]. It is now 
typically known that quantum analogs of most classically chaotic systems demonstrate spectral fluctuations that 
agree with the random matrix theory (RMT) [4,5] while quantum analogs of classically regular systems reveal 
spectral fluctuations that agree with a Poisson distribution. For time-reversal-invariant systems, the suitable form of 
RMT is the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE). RMT was first used to describe the statistical fluctuations of 
neutron resonances in compound nuclei [6]. RMT has become a usual tool for studying the universal statistical 
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fluctuations in chaotic systems [7-10].Chaotic performance of the single particle dynamics in the nucleus may be 
examined through the mean field approximation. However, the nuclear residual interaction mixes different mean 
field configurations and affects the statistical fluctuations of the many particle spectrum and wave functions. These 
fluctuations may be investigated with different nuclear structure models. The statistics of the low-lying collective 
part of the nuclear spectrum were studied in the framework of the interacting boson model [11, 12], in which the 
nuclear fermionic space is mapped onto a much smaller space of bosonic degrees of freedom. Because of the 
relatively small number of degrees of freedom in this model, it was also possible to relate the statistics to the 
underlying mean field collective dynamic. At higher excitations, extra degrees of freedom (such as broken pair) come 
to be important [13], and the effects of interactions on the statistics should be examined in larger model spaces. The 
nuclear shell model offers an attractive context for such studies. In this model, realistic interactions are presented and 
the basis states are labeled by exact quantum numbers of angular momentum ( J ), isospin (T ) and parity ( ) [14]. 
 
The eigenvector components distribution [15-19] was studied by the context of the shell model. Brown and Bertsch 
[17] found that the basis vector amplitudes are consistent with Gaussian distribution (which is the GOE prediction) in 
regions of high level density but deviated from Gaussian behavior in other regions unless the calculation employs 
degenerate single particle energies. Later studies [19] also suggested that calculations with degenerate single particle 
energies are chaotic at lower energies than more realistic calculations.The intensities of electromagnetic transition in a 
nucleus are observables that are sensitive to the wave functions, and the study of their statistical distributions should 
complement [11, 12] the more common spectral analysis and serve as another signature of chaos in quantum systems. 
Hamoudi et al carried out [20] the fp-shell model calculations to study the statistical fluctuations of energy spectrum 
and electromagnetic transition intensities in A=60 nuclei using the F5P [21] interaction. The calculated results were in 
agreement with RMT and with the previous finding of a Gaussian distribution for the eigenvector components [15-
19]. 
 
Hamoudi [22] analyzed the effect of the one-body hamiltonian on the fluctuation properties of energy spectrum and 

electromagnetic transition intensities in Xe136  using a realistic effective interaction for the N82-model space. A clear 
quantum signature of breaking the chaoticity was observed as the values of the single particle energies are increased. 
Later, Hamoudi et al [23] achieved full fp-shell model calculations to investigate the regular to chaos transition of the 
energy spectrum and electromagnetic transition intensities in 44V using the interaction of FPD6 [24] as a realistic 
interaction in the isospin formalism. The results exhibited that the transition from the regular to chaos can occur 
through applying different interaction strengths to the off-diagonal matrix elements of the considered interaction. 
Recently, Hamoudi et al [25] have performed sd-shell model calculations to examine the chaotic properties of energy 
spectra in 32A (32S, 32P and 32Si) nuclei adopting the interaction of W [26] as a realistic interaction in the isospin 
formalism. The results have been well described by the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble of random matrices. Besides, 
they show no dependency on the spin J  and isospin .T  Subsequently, Hamoudi et al [27] have accomplished shell 
model calculations adopting the realistic effective interaction of WPN [26] in the proton-neutron formalism to 
examine the statistical fluctuations of nuclear energy spectra in 32A nuclei. The spectral fluctuations have been found 
to have an intermediate behavior between Wigner and Poisson limits. Moreover, they move gradually toward the 

GOE limit when going over PS 3232 ,  and Si32  nuclei, correspondingly. Besides, they are independent of the spin 

.J  
 
In present study, we examine the influence of the interaction strength )(  on the spectral fluctuations through 
doing shell model calculations for 6 protons in the N82-model space with a 132Sn core using the effective interaction of 
N82K [28] together with realistic single-particle energies. The present statistical analysis is performed by applying 
different interaction strength to the off-diagonal matrix elements of the N82K. We find that the level density for the 
considered class of states have a Gaussian shape, which agrees the prediction of other theoretical studies for a many-
body system with two-body residual interaction. We also find that both statistical measures of the nearest neighbor 
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level spacing distribution )(sP  and the Dyson-Mehta statistics ( 3  statistics) have a regular dynamic at ,0  a 

chaotic dynamic at 3.0  and an intermediate situation at .3.00     
 

THEORY 
 
The effective shell-model hamiltonian, which describes the many-body quantum system, is given by [14] 
 

,0 HHH                                        (1) 

where 0H  and H   are the one-body part and the residual two-body interaction of .H  The unperturbed 

Hamiltonian 
 

 


 aaeH 0                                      (2) 

 
describes non-interacting fermions in the mean field of the appropriate spherical core. The single-particle orbitals 

  have quantum numbers )(  ljm  of orbital ( l ) and total angular momentum ( j ), projection mj z   and 

isospin projection .  The antisymmetrized two-body interaction H   of the valence particles is expressed as 

  .
4
1

;  aaaaVH                              (3) 

The many-body wave functions with good spin J  and isospin T  quantum numbers are constructed via the 
m scheme determinants which have, for given J  and ,T  the maximum spin and isospin projection [14], 

,;, 3 mTTJM                                    (4) 

where m  span the m scheme subspace of states with JM   and .3 TT   

The matrix of the many-body Hamiltonian 
 

 
k

JT
kk kJTHkJTH ;;                                  (5) 

is eventually diagonalized to obtain the eigenvalues E  and the eigenvectors 


k

k kJTCJT ;;                                  (6) 

Here, the eigenvalues E  are the main object of the present investigation. 

 
The spectral fluctuations of nuclear energy spectrum are obtained via two statistical measures: the nearest-neighbors 
level spacing distribution )(sP  and the Dyson-Mehta or 3  statistics [4, 29]. The staircase function of the nuclear 

shell model spectrum )(EN  is firstly build. Here, )(EN  is defined as the number of levels with excitation 

energies less than or equal to .E  In this study, a smooth fit to the staircase function is performed with polynomial fit. 
The unfolded spectrum is then defined by the mapping [12] 
 

)(~~
ii ENE  .                                                (7) 

The actual spacing reveal strong fluctuations whereas the unfolded levels iE~  have a constant average spacing. 
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The level spacing distribution (which exemplifies the fluctuations of the short-range correlations between energy 
levels) is defined as the probability of two neighboring levels to be a distance s  apart. The spacing is  are 

determined from the unfolded levels by .~~
1 iii EEs    A regular system is forecasted to perform by the Poisson 

statistics 
)exp()( ssP  .                                              (8) 

If the system is classically chaotic, we foresee to get the Wigner distribution 

),4/exp()2/()( 2sssP                                               (9) 

which is consistent with the GOE statistics. We have fitted the calculated )(sP  to a Brody distribution 
 

)exp()1(),( 1   sssP ,                                                                       (10) 
where 

1

1
2
























                                                                                                (11) 

 
The Brody distribution interpolates between the Poisson distribution ( 0 ) and the Wigner distribution ( 1 ). 
The parameter   can be used as a simple quantitative measure of the degree of chaoticity. 
 
The 3  statistic (which characterizes the fluctuations of the long-range correlations between energy levels) is 

utilized to measure the rigidity of the nuclear spectrum and defined by [4] 

 



L

BA EdBEAEN
L

L




 ~)~()~(1min),(
2

,3 .                                          (12) 

It measures the deviation of the staircase function (of the unfolded spectrum) from a straight line. A rigid spectrum 

corresponds to smaller values of 3  whereas a soft spectrum has a larger .3  To get a smoother function ),(3 L  

we average )(3 L  over several n  intervals ( L , ) 

 ).,(1)( 33 L
n

L 

                                         (13) 

The successive intervals are taken to overlap by .2/L  

In the Poisson limit, .15/)(3 LL   In the GOE limit, 15/3 L  for small ,L  while Lln2
3

   for large 

.L  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Chaotic properties of the energy spectrum in 138Ba nucleus are probed by the context of the nuclear shell model. This 
nucleus is considered to possess a 132Sn core with 6 valence protons in the N82-model space defined by 

2/12/112/72/5 3,1,1,2 shgd  and 2/32d  orbitals. The isospin-conserving N82K interaction [28] is chosen as an 

effective interaction together with realistic single particle energies. Shell model calculations for Ba138  nucleus are 
performed by the code OXBASH [30] employing different strength ( ) to the off-diagonal matrix elements of N82K 
interaction. The chaotic properties of the nuclear energy spectrum are investigated for states which have the same 
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spin ( J ), parity ( ) and isospin (T ). In this study, we commonly use the classes of states 33,31 TJ   and 

,35  where the total numbers of states in these classes (included in the present analysis) are 1281, 2602 and 3110, 

respectively. Fig. 1 displays the calculated level density )(E  (histograms) for the 31  class with different 

interaction strength ( ). The dashed line which describes the Gaussian fit [31] is also presented for comparison. The 
histogram in Fig. 1(a) is related to the result when the off-diagonal residual interaction is not considered in the 
diagonalization (i.e., with ).0  The histogram in Fig. 1(b) is connected to the result obtained with the 

diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian (i.e., with ).1  It is clear that the histograms in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are 
identical, except for a shift in energy as a whole. This figure shows that the level density abruptly progresses along 
with excitation energy, reaches its maximum at the intermediate of the spectrum and then diminishes again for the 
highest energy. This presentation of the high energy, and the rough symmetry with respect to the middle of the 
spectrum, are non-natural features of models with restricted Hilbert space which is in contrast to real many-body 
systems. This figure also illustrates that the evaluated level density (histograms) )(E  has a Gaussian shape, which 
is in agreement with what is predicted in the study [7] for a many body system with two-body residual interaction. In 

Figs. 2 and 3, we repeat the computations as in Fig. 1 but this time for the classes 33  and .35  These figures 
provide similar argument as that obtained in Fig. 1.   
 

Fig. 4 reveals the computed level spacing distributions )(sP  (histograms) for the unfolded 31  levels with different 

strengths .  The GOE distribution (which describes chaotic systems) is shown in the above figure by the solid line. 
The Poisson distribution (which corresponds to a random sequence of levels and indicates regular systems) is shown 
by the dashed line. Fig. 4(a) displays the unperturbed hamiltonian result (the non-interacting particles case) for the 

)(sP  distribution evaluated with .0  The computed histogram in Fig. 4(a) illustrates regular behavior (in 
accordance with the Poisson distribution) as a result of the nonexistence of mixing and repulsion between levels 
caused by the absence of the off-diagonal residual interaction whereas the histograms in Figs. 4(b)-4(i) (evaluated 
with 10   ) transfer obviously away from the Poisson distribution. This figure shows that the level repulsion at 
small spacings (which is a distinctive feature of chaotic level statistics) progresses progressively with increasing the 
value of ,   as a consequence the computed histograms transfers commonly towards the GOE limit. To indicate the 

degree of chaoticity for the )(sP  by a parameter, we display in Figs. 4(b)-4(h) the fitted distributions of Brody (the 
red dash-dotted lines) with their fitted parameters .  It is recognized from Fig. 2 that the transition from order to 
chaos happens at relatively weak interaction strength of about  0.3.  Nevertheless, the result of Fig. 4 approves 

the works done by Zelevinsky et al. [14] (for the )(sP  distribution of 12 particles in the sd shell model) and 

Hamoudi et al. [23] (for the )(sP  distribution of 4 particles in the full fp shell model). In Figs. 5 and 6, we 

replicate the calculations as in Fig. 4 but this time for the classes 33  and .35  Here, the same argument is gained 
as that in Fig. 4. Fig. 7 demonstrates the influence of the strength   on the spectral rigidity [ )(3 L statistics]. Here, 

the computed distribution of the )(3 L statistics (denoted by open circles) for the unfolded 31  levels is 

demonstrated with various strength .  The Poisson distribution (denoted by the dashed line) and the GOE 
distribution (denoted by the solid line) are also demonstrated for comparison. It is clear that the computed 
distribution of )(3 L  statistics in Fig. 7(a) (which is evaluated with )0  exhibits very well accordance with the 

Poisson limit while those in Figs. 7(b)-7(i) (which are evaluated with )10    reveal significant deviation from 

the Poisson distribution. Enlarging the strength   through Figs. 7(a)-7(h) leads to relocate the distribution of 
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)(3 L  statistics on the way to the GOE limit. Fig. 7 also exhibits that the )(3 L  statistics grows to the GOE limit 

at slight interaction strength of approximately  0.3. This as well confirms the outcome that we have gained in 

Fig. 4 from the study of the )(sP  distribution. On the other hand, the result of Fig. 7 also confirms the works 

achieved by Hamoudi et al. [23] for the distribution of )(3 L  statistics with 4 particles in the full fp shell 

model). In Figs. 8 and 9, we do again the calculations as in Fig. 7 but this time for the classes 33  and .35  In these 
figures, we have obtained the same argument as that in Fig. 7. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The spectral fluctuations in 138Ba nucleus are studied by the context of the nuclear shell model, using the isospin-
conserving N82K as an effective interaction for 6 protons move in the N82 model space with a 132Sn core. The 
transition from regular to chaos is searched by doing shell model calculations with various interaction strengths   
to the off-diagonal matrix elements of the N82K. The level density for considered class of states is found to possess a 
Gaussian shape, which is in accordance with the prediction of the other studies for a many-body system with two-
body residual interaction. The statistical measures, of the nearest neighbor level spacing distribution )(sP  and the 

Dyson-Mehta statistics ( 3 statistics), of considered classes of states are found to have a regular dynamic at ,0  

a chaotic dynamic at 3.0  and an intermediate limit at .3.00    
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Fig. 1. The level density in 138Ba nucleus for the 31TJ   class of levels: (a) corresponds to the result with the 
absence of the off-diagonal interaction; (b) demonstrates the result with the full Hamiltonian. 
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Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the 33TJ   class of levels. 
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Fig. 3: Same as in Fig. 1 but for the 35TJ   class of levels. 
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Fig. 4: The nearest neighbor level spacing  distributions in 138Ba nucleus for the unfolded 31TJ   
states (histograms) calculated with interaction strength 0  (a), 02.0  (b), 04.0  (c), 06.0  

(d), 08.0  (e), 1.0  (f), 2.0  (g), 3.0  (h), and 1  (i). The solid and dashed lines are the 
GOE and Poisson distributions, respectively. The dash-dotted line is the best-fitted Brody distribution with the 
quoted .  
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Fig. 5: Same as in Fig. 4 but for 33TJ   states 
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Fig. 6: Same as in Fig. 4 but for 35TJ   states. 
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Fig. 7. The average 3  statistic in 138Ba nucleus for the unfolded 31TJ   states (open circles) calculated 

with interaction strength 0  (a), 02.0  (b), 04.0  (c), 06.0  (d), 08.0  (e), 1.0  

(f), 2.0  (g), 3.0  (h), and 1  (i). The solid and dashed lines are the GOE and Poisson 
distributions, respectively. 
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Fig. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 but for 33TJ   states. 
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Fig. 9: Same as in Fig. 7 but for 35TJ   states 
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The application of control charts in auto correlated processes is one of the important methods in 
controlling the statistical process, including time series models. When estimating these models for actual 
data, there are often errors in the estimation process. The design of the control charts by the presence of 
these errors leads to the average run length is much shorter than required in the statistical process.On the 
practical side, the ARMA models that were produced by Box – Jenkins were used for the sample 
representing the weekly sales of Apple Computers, and then the EWMA chart is used in three methods: 
the traditional chart (Roberts, 1959), the chart when the residuals are autocorrelated, and the modified 
charts to improve the quality of production processes and to detect changes of structural deviations in the 

process. It has been shown through the application that there is an effect of the parameter ( ) and the 
variance of the three using methods when calculating the average run length. It was found that there was 
an improvement in these averages when using the adjusted EWMA, followed by the EWMA when the 
residuals were correlated. In addition, the traditional EWMA was outside the statistical control limits at 
all values for ( ) and (L). 
 
Keywords: Quality Control charts, EWMA chart, Residual chart, ARIMA Model, Average Run 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Control charts in time series are important methods of monitoring autocorrelated statistical processes. The techniques 
of these charts have been widely used to monitor and improve the quality of production processes. The main 
purpose of monitoring these processes is to detect changes or structural deviations in the process over time that may 
result from the inability to control the process. The Statistical Process Control (SPC) and in particular the traditional 
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process depends on the assumption that the observations of the process are independent, however, result in some 
cases where large amounts of highly autocorrelated in process data are available for process monitoring. Various 
research (see e.g., schewart [11], [12], page [8] and Goldsmith & Whitfield [5]) has investigated applying schewart, 
CUSUM, EWMA, and other type of control charts to the residuals of the models. Some of them using the Monte 
Carlo method in CUSUM chart. 
 
At the end of the eighties, the problem of dependency became the subject of interest to most researcher. Alwan [2] 
analysed a large number of data and found that about 85% of control limits were inappropriate and did not match 
the dependency of statistical operations. Of the half of these cases, which neglect the correlation, the influential factor 
was within the control of those groups. Therefore, the impact of correlation in control charts should be reviewed as 
quality control tools. In 2014, Knoth and Schmind [6] studied autocorrelated statistical process charts of control charts 
for time series, also referred to as residual – based control charts. In addition, Siqueira [13] and others examined the 
application of control of the seasonal time series of the Nuclear acid (RNA) sample of children in Belem. 
 
Search Problem 
 
The application of control chart in the production processes and other assumes that the observations of the process 
are independent, and that the application of these charts in time series may lead to a violation within the control 
chart, because of the dependency of the time series observations, thus addressing the problem of dependency to 
obtain the limits of convincing control. 
 
Objective of Research 
 
The objective of research is to apply the EWMA chart based on the residuals of time series models described in the 
ARMA model for weekly sales of Apple computer for the period (1/9/2012 – 31/12/2015) by using three methods of 
control chart (EWMA) and the comparison between them to detect the structural deviations in estimated series of 
residuals. 
 
Theoretical Side 
 
The most widely method in the statistical process chart of autocorrelated processes is the control charts for time 
series, which also referred to as control charts based on residuals. 
Assume that the process  tX  is subject to ARMA model as [4]: 

 
)1(......... 22112211 qtqtttptpttt XXXX     

 
Where s'  and s'  are the parameters of autoregressive and moving average components respectively, )( p  and 

)(q  are the order of these components, and  t  is the random process which distributed independently with mean 

of zero and the variance of 
2
  , i.e. ),0(~ 2

 Nt  

 
Using the backshift operator (B) in eq. (1), it can be written: 
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Whereas: 
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The basic idea of using the charts based on the residuals is to directly monitoring the series of residuals in the model 
of the time series generated by: 
 

)3(...)()(1
tt XBBe   

 

In practice, the ARMA model evaluates of process observations. On the assumption that 
pq
11 }{,}{ 


 and 

2
  

represent the estimated parameters of the ARMA model and )(ˆ B  and )(ˆ B  are defined as the polynomials of 
the (AR) and (MA) respectively. To simplify, assume that p  and q  are known, then the residuals can be generated 
using the estimated model through: 
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With estimation error, the residuals follow the  model and no longer )(iid  residual 
autocorrelation due to modelling errors can have a significant effect on the (ARL) [1], [7]. 
 
Traditional Ewma Chart  
 
This chart was proposed by Robert [9], and its formula as follows: 

)5(...1)1( 1   tXZZ ttt   

The initial value 0Z  is equal to )(  ,   is the smoothing parameter and its value shall be within the period [0, 1]. 

In the EWMA chart, the averages of the subgroups are taken to form  tZ  as follows: 

)6(...)1( 1 ttt XZZ     

And using the iterative replacement for  tZ  when nt ,...,2,1  result that: 

)7(...)1()1( 0

1

0
ZXZ t

t

j
jt

j
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Thus, the variance formula is: 

  )8(...)1(1)
2

()var( 2
2

2 t
zt n
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And when the eq. (5) is used to compute EWMA based on residuals, this is done as follows: 
)9(...)1( 1 ttt eZZ     
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For any specific value to )(  ,the typical design of the (EWMA) when the model is optimal is to set the control limits 
as follows: 

)10(...
1
1ˆ0, v

vLL z 


   

 

Where   is selected to determine the value of in-control (ARL) and 1v  , as well as be: 

 

)1/()1(ˆ 22
0, vvz    

 
And it is a variance under the assumption that there are no errors for the model. It should be noted that there are 
special tables that give values of )(L  which then produce different values to (ARL) and different values to )(  . 
 
Using the (Ewma) Variance in Case of Autocorrelated Residuals [3, 4] 
 

Sometimes the residuals of model are autocorrelated, so the real variance of  tZ  may be very different from 2
0,z  . 

By combining equation (4) and (9), then tZ  is modelled as  with the following 

formula: 
 
 
 
 

 
And when the estimates of the parameter are random estimates, the variance of the (EWMA) is itself random 

variable. And 2
z  is the expected value of (EWMA) variance, which is related to the distribution of random estimates 

of the parameter, then 2
z  will be a function of the common variance matrix of parameters }{ i


 where 

pi ...,,1  and  where qi ...,,1  . And according to equation (10), the basic idea would be to use the 

control limits of (EWMA) based on the residuals, where 
2
z  is always greater than 

2
0,z  because of the uncertainly 

of the diagnosis and estimation of the ARMA model. 

If assume that a time series  tX  is subject to   model, and that the parameters of model were 

estimated by using common estimation methods (non – linear least squares and approximate ML). The common 
variance matrix of the model is as follows: 
 

   1
2

yn





 

 

Where the  y  the matrix of variance – covariance of the vector defined as: 

 
 1111 ......  qtttptttt vvvuuuy  
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Thus, the matrix    in the case of ARMA (1,1) is as follows: 
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And from equation (11), it is clear that the variance of  tZ  depends on )ˆ(  which 
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To find the variance of  2
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ˆ/ z  , equation (11) should be linearized about  )()(ˆ BB    and 
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Represent the errors of estimation of the two parameters. 
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Assuming that the ...,2,1,0wj  , represent the coefficients of the impulse response function, then: 
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The parameters of the response function depend on *,, v  when   ˆ*  . Then the conditional and 

unconditional variance of )( tZ  become: 
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To find an (EWMA) variance of ARMA (1,1) , it should be found )(
0

2


j
jwE  as follows: 

The impulse response in equation (13) represents the sum of responses to three transform functions: 
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And by equating the coefficients on the right and left sides of the equations (18, 19, 20) and substituting these into 
equation (17), gives: 
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Where   ,,  represents the variance of   and   and the covariance of   respectively. 

Summing equation (21) term by term for ....,2,1,0j  gives: 
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And substituting equation (22) into equation (16) gives: 
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Modified Ewma Chart 
 
The idea of modifying this chart is to generalize the control of the traditional charts when the data is correlated. The 
modified EWMA chart presented by Schmid [10] and Knoth & Schhmid [6] and based on the formula: 
 

1,)1( 1   tXZZ ttt   

Assume that the process  tZ  is stationary on the mean )(  , and the )( v  represents the autocovariance 

function, then: 
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For example, for AR (1) model, the variance is: 
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And when 01  , then the variance of independent variables will be obtained. 
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Applid Side 
 
A sample of (171) observations representing the weekly sales of Apple Computers were used for the period (1/9/2012 
– 31/12/2015) shown in Table (1)  and then the time series as shown in Figure (1). The graph shows that the series is 
free of high fluctuations indicating that it is stationary in the variance, and in order to know its stationarity on mean, 
the coefficients of autocorrelation function (ACF) were calculated and therefore these coefficients were plotted in 
Figure (2). It is shown in Figure (2) that the ACF coefficients were significant at the lags (1, 2, 3, ……, 8). This 
indicates that the series is non – stationary on mean. Thus, the first difference of the series shown in Figure (3) was 
obtained and the coefficients of the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) of differencing series were determined as 
shown in Figures (4) and (5) respectively. As shown in Figure (4), the (ACF) coefficients decreases exponentially and 
decays to zero. And the (PACF) coefficients were irregular in their behaviour, but the first lag was significant differed 
from zero. Therefore, the initial diagnosis of the model is first order autoregressive model ARI (1,1). The maximum 
likelihood method )(MLE  was used to estimate the parameters of the proposed model. The initial estimate of the 
model was as follows: 
 

tt aXBB  )5227.01)(1(  

 
Where the mean square error (MSE) for the model was equal to (298.1). To examine the suitability of the model, the 
(ACF) coefficients of the residuals were calculated. Figure (6) shows the plot of these coefficients, and it is clear that 
all these coefficients fall within the confidence level )151.0(  with significance level (0.05). In addition to the 
original series was plotted with the estimated values as shown in Figure (7). The value of the (Ljung – Box) statistic 

was calculated as equal to (29.3) and compared with the value of tabulated 2  with (48) degrees of freedom and 
(0.05) significance level, which is equal to (65.152), indicating that the calculated value was less than the table value. 
This means that the series of risduals being random and the proposed model was appropriate. 
 
Application Control Charts 
 
After calculating the residuals series as shown in Table (2), it was plotted as in Figure (8). Thus, the values of the 
smoothing parameter )(  were selected as in Table (3). Therefore, the variance of the methods were calculated. The 

variance of the traditional (EWMA) 
2

0,z  , the variance of the (EWMA) when residuals were calculated 
2
z  and the 

variance of the modified (EWMA) 
2
e  were calculated according to equations (10, 23 and 24) respectively. As 

shown in Table (3), the values of these variance increase as the value of )(  increases. It is noted that the values of 

variance 2
e  were greater than the values of variances for other charts for different values of )(  . The control limits 

of the three methods were also calculated. Table (4) shows the values of the control limits 
)(,)(,)( 0,zze LLL    at (0.01) and (0.05) significance level, when the values of L  equal to (2.616) and 

(2.814) respectively. It is also shown in Table (4) that the control limit of modified (EWMA) chart was greater than the 
control limit of the other methods with various value of )(  . In addition to, the ARL has been calculated for the 
three methods as shown in Table (5) as follows: Six different cases were then selected to plot the control limits for the 

residual series of the estimated model when (L= + 2.216) and 40.0,25.0,05.0  as shown in Figures (9, 

10, 11) and L= + 2.814, 40.0,25.0,05.0  as shown in Figures (12, 13, 14). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The studied time series was non – stationary in the mean and the first difference was taken. The optimal model 

for the series observation was ARI (1,1). 
2. The variance of the modified EWMA was the largest compared to the variance values of traditional EWMA and 

EWMA in case the residuals were calculated to the different values of ( ) as in Table (4). 

3. There was an effect of the ( ) values and variance of the used methods when calculated the (ARL). The use of 

modified EWMA chart gave the largest value of ( ), especially when L= + 2.814 , and only one when    L= + 2.216 

and 15.0  . 
4. Through the figures of control charts for all methods, the values of residuals were found to be within the control 

limits of modified EWMA when L= + 2.216, 40.0  as shown in Figures 12 and 13 respectively. For the 

traditional EWMA, most of the residuals were out of the control limits for all ( ) and ( ) values. 
 
Recommendation  
 
1. Using the modified control chart (EWMA) method for the residuals series of seasonal and non – seasonal models. 
2. Making a theoretical comparison between the three control charts (EWMA). 
3. Studying the effect of outliers in time series on the control charts (EWMA). 
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Table 1. Time series observations of Apple Computers sales 

 

t 
 

t 
 

t 
 

t 
 

t 
1415.24 141 1432.89 106 1531.22 71 1241.68 36 1200.13 1 
1404.25 142 1435.10 107 1532.90 72 1261.38 37 1202.78 2 
1429.64 143 1430.72 108 1535.33 73 1246.87 38 1207.49 3 
1423.65 144 1426.22 109 1537.93 74 1263.83 39 1215.75 4 
1420.24 145 1423.72 110 1539.67 75 1311.19 40 1228.38 5 
1427.29 146 1418.59 111 1539.86 76 1342.48 41 1227.63 6 
1461.77 147 1419.11 112 1540.85 77 1386.09 42 1241.17 7 
1492.04 148 1420.07 113 1541.35 78 1398.17 43 1263.46 8 
1512.97 149 1421.13 114 1543.13 79 1426.83 44 1283.54 9 
1504.67 150 1422.77 115 1539.56 80 1460.21 45 1307.67 10 
1504.01 151 1424.39 116 1537.40 81 1499.73 46 1333.26 11 
1512.23 152 1427.53 117 1535.12 82 1510.82 47 1361.92 12 
1512.59 153 1430.85 118 1535.16 83 1522.61 48 1353.22 13 
1487.52 154 1432.71 119 1533.35 84 1511.35 49 1332.85 14 
1438.74 155 1434.77 120 1530.89 85 1521.90 50 1347.53 15 
1443.35 156 1435.20 121 1529.94 86 1547.91 51 1346.33 16 
1433.68 157 1434.23 122 1528.13 87 1587.26 52 1295.17 17 
1409.35 158 1429.72 123 1523.46 88 1591.10 53 1287.76 18 
1387.84 159 1428.69 124 1516.27 89 1589.64 54 1297.09 19 
1350.91 160 1427.24 125 1516.09 90 1586.02 55 1299.59 20 
1360.85 161 1428.76 126 1512.57 91 1577.74 56 1305.33 21 
1386.82 162 1429.95 127 1510.46 92 1576.66 57 1327.88 22 
1372.53 163 1433.41 128 1508.35 93 1578.39 58 1387.07 23 
1349.23 164 1439.65 129 1506.21 94 1580.16 59 1374.05 24 
1320.89 165 1440.55 130 1505.15 95 1577.79 60 1394.55 25 
1289.56 166 1437.53 131 1504.73 96 1570.37 61 1407.62 26 
1276.93 167 1439.84 132 1505.74 97 1561.17 62 1429.29 27 
1269.77 168 1442.77 133 1508.03 98 1550.42 63 1424.20 28 
1268.63 169 1444.31 134 1509.97 99 1548.84 64 1406.69 29 
1276.03 170 1445.39 135 1512.77 100 1551.44 65 1392.74 30 
1280.46 171 1446.31 136 1509.29 101 1549.85 66 1374.92 31 

  1445.27 137 1496.06 102 1545.00 67 1356.01 32 
  1439.11 138 1484.06 103 1538.87 68 1314.04 33 
  1428.65 139 1456.30 104 1531.34 69 1261.74 34 
  1411.73 140 1438.19 105 1528.85 70 1243.17 35 

 
Table (2) Residuals series of ARI (1,1) model 

 

t 
 

t 
 

t 
 

T  
 

t 
12.3528 141 4.1664 106 3.6714 71 8.2158 36 * 1 
-12.8251 142 4.9756 107 0.4413 72 20.4788 37 1.9261 2 
11.1340 143 -5.5280 108 1.5519 73 -24.0164 38 3.3249 3 
-19.2603 144 -2.2104 109 1.3299 74 24.2438 39 5.7983 4 
-0.2793 145 -0.1566 110 0.3811 75 18.4957 40 8.3128 5 
8.8323 146 -3.8137 111 -0.7194 76 6.5368 41 -7.3512 6 
20.7952 147 3.1921 112 0.8907 77 21.2560 42 13.9320 7 
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12.2487 148 0.6884 113 -0.0174 78 -10.7132 43 15.2132 8 
5.1091 149 0.5638 114 1.5187 79 22.3463 44 8.4299 9 

-19.2393 150 1.0819 115 -4.5003 80 18.4006 45 13.6350 10 
3.6781 151 0.7709 116 -0.2941 81 22.0736 46 12.9782 11 
8.5650 152 2.2856 117 -1.1511 82 -9.5655 47 15.2851 12 
-3.9363 153 1.6779 118 1.2317 83 5.9937 48 -23.6794 13 
-21.3582 154 0.1293 119 -1.8309 84 -17.4222 49 -15.8229 14 
-23.6769 155 1.0863 120 -1.5140 85 16.4352 50 24.3259 15 
20.1054 156 -0.6427 121 0.3357 86 20.4959 51 -8.8727 16 
-12.0795 157 -1.1998 122 -1.3135 87 18.7556 52 -20.5328 17 
-19.2759 158 -3.9985 123 -3.7240 88 -16.7267 53 19.3293 18 
-8.7937 159 1.3206 124 -4.7492 89 -3.4670 54 13.2029 19 
-25.6876 160 -0.9120 125 3.5779 90 -2.8569 55 -2.3764 20 
20.2419 161 2.2874 126 -3.4259 91 -6.3880 56 4.4333 21 
20.7748 162 0.3894 127 -0.2702 92 3.2476 57 19.5499 22 
-22.8635 163 2.8331 128 -1.0072 93 2.2945 58 17.4040 23 
-15.8312 164 4.4417 129 -1.0372 94 0.8658 59 -18.9563 24 
-16.1620 165 -2.3681 130 0.0585 95 -3.2951 60 17.3050 25 
-16.5178 166 -3.4898 131 0.1340 96 -6.1813 61 2.3555 26 
3.7450 167 3.8870 132 1.2295 97 -5.3219 62 14.8388 27 
-0.5588 168 1.7217 133 1.7621 98 -5.9415 63 -16.4161 28 
2.6022 169 0.0137 134 0.7431 99 4.0386 64 -14.8497 29 
7.9958 170 0.2780 135 1.7860 100 3.4258 65 -4.7982 30 
0.5623 171 0.3469 136 -4.9434 101 -2.9489 66 -10.5289 31 

  -1.5127 137 -11.4111 102 -4.0190 67 -9.5962 32 
  -5.6220 138 -5.0852 103 -3.5951 68 -16.0865 33 
  -7.2428 139 -21.4881 104 -4.3261 69 -14.3639 34 
  -11.4479 140 -3.6009 105 1.4456 70 8.7651 35 

 
Table.3. The variance of methods used 

2
e 2

Z 
2

0,Z  

22.722 7.777 7.644 0.05 
43.564 15.946 15.689 0.10 
62.819 24.540 24.170 0.15 
80.731 33.593 33.122 0.20 
97.505 43.159  42.586 0.25 
113.314 53.272 52.606 0.30 
128.312 63.988 63.233 0.35 
142.629 75.364 74.525 0.40 
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Table.4. Control limits of methods used 
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 5. ARL comparison of the standard EWMA, dependent EWMA, and modified EWMA for the ARI (1,1) 
model 
 

eL zL 0,zL  
 

L=2.814 L=2.216 L=2.814 L=2.216 L=2.814 L=2.216 
113 111 94 90 94 90 0.05 
129 128 109 108 109 107 0.10 
128 130 116 112 115 110 0.15 
146 140 124 120 123 118 0.20 
148 147 128 126 128 125 0.25 
151 148 131 130 130 129 0.30 
153 151 139 132 138 130 0.35 
158 153 143 139 143 139 0.40 
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Figure.1. Original time series of Apple Computers sales 

eL 
zL 0,zL 

 
L=2.814 L=2.216 L=2.814 L=2.216 L=2.814 L=2.216 

13.414  10.563 7.847 6.180 7.780 6.127 0.05 

 18.573  14.626  11.237 8.849  11.146  8.778 0.10 
22.303 17.564 13.941 10.978 13.835 10.895 0.15 
25.284 19.911 16.311 12.845 16.195 12.754 0.20 
27.787  21.882 18.850   14.558  18.364   14.461  0.25 
29.955 23.589 20.534 16.174  20.410  16.076  0.30 
31.876 25.102 22.510 17.726 22.377   17.621  0.35 

33.607  26.465 24.439  19.238  23.293   19.130  0.40 
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Figure 2. ACF of original time series 
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Figure 3. Time series of Apple Computers sales after 1st difference 
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Figure 4. ACF of time series after 1st difference 
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Figure 5. PACF of time series after 1st difference 
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Figure 6. ACF of residuals series of ARI (1,1) model  
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Figure 7. Original and estimated observations of time series Apple Computers sales according to ARI (1,1) model  
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Figure 8. Residuals series of ARI (1,1) model 

  

  
Figure 9. Residuals series and EWMA statistics )( tZ  for ARI (1,1) model with 

 05 and L= + 2.216 
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Figure 10. Residuals series and EWMA statistics )( tZ  for ARI (1,1) model with  

25 and L= + 2.216 

  
Figure 11. Residuals series and EWMA statistics )( tZ  for ARI (1,1) model with 

 40 and L= + 2.216 

  
Figure 12. Residuals series and EWMA statistics )( tZ  for ARI (1,1) model with 

 05 and L= + 2.814 
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Figure 13. Residuals series and EWMA statistics )( tZ  for ARI (1,1) model with 

 25 and L= + 2.814 

  
Figure 14. Residuals series and EWMA statistics )( tZ  for ARI (1,1) model with 

 40 and L= + 2.814 
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Planning for the activities and estimating and evaluating the time of a project can be done by Pert network 
method. In this paper, we calculate the time and cost of completing a construction of the College of Basic 
Education at Diyala University using Pert network in the Operations Research. Also, determining the critical 
path for the construction project network is done in this paper. 
 
Keywords:  Pert: Network Pert, QSB: Quantitive System for Business, Critical Path Method: CPM 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The network is used in programmingthe constructional and industrial projects, such that, programming the projects 
includes planning and inspection that consider as of the main jobs for the management office.[1]Hence, there is an 
urgent need to follow the models of network analysis, for example, Pert network is the method for evaluation and 
reviewing the projects and the critical path method, CPM, which used in making the decisions process such as 
planning and inspection of the engineering projects.[2]. In this paper,we discussed the cost and time of construction 
the College of Basic Education at Diyala University, which is located in Baqubah city the capital of Iraq's Diyala 
Governorate, about 50 km to the northeastto the northeast of the capital Baghdad. 
 
Basic Concepts for the represented project 
 
An activity [2]:It is part of the project and is expressed as an arrow that is the necessary work to accomplish a 
certain task. That task requires human and financial resources and durationof time (a beginning time and an end) to 
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be accomplished, such as constructing the base of the buildings, passing the students for the course and so on. An 
event [3]: It is a moment of time, and it is a node is expressed as( ). Also, it does not require time or resources and 
appears at the beginning and end of each activity. The event that requires an activity (an arrow) is called the start or 
previous event, while the event that the arrow ends to is called the end event or the subsequent event. Any diagram 
must begin with a node taking number one and ending with another node taking the largest number in that diagrams 
shown in the diagrams. 
 
A path[4]: It is a set of interrelated and differentiated activities connects the events starting with the start event and 
ending with the end event. The paths are divided into two types, the first one is called the Critical Path and the rest 
arecalled the non-critical paths or the Slack paths. The identification of these two paths is the most important goals of 
network analysis. A project[5]: It is a set of activities and processes characterized by having a specific starting point 
and a specific ending point, for example, obtaining a bachelor's degree, doing a scientific research, participating in 
the preparation of a training program, building a bridge and so on. A network[4]: It is a graphical representation of a 
set of related and sequential activities that a particular project is consisting of, such as, the sequence of activities and 
events to complete the project is shown according to their logical technical sequence. In order for the network to be 
built, it is necessary for the technical authorities to identify all the activities that comprise the project, indicating 
which activities should be started first then moving to the next activity and so on. 
 
Optimal Costs[6]: One of the most important factors that identify the effectiveness of a project's performance is the 
amount of costs that affords by management when each project activity is completed to achieve the final goal. Thus, 
entering the cost element into project planning helps the management to monitor the costs accurately and effectively 
in a unified framework that combines time and costs.Entering the cost element into project scheduling provides the 
basis for determining the type of exchange relationships that can occur between the time on one hand and the costs 
on the other. Thus, the administration can compare the different alternatives for the time and cost relationship that is 
related to each activity according to the situations and circumstances. Then, determining the possibility of reducing 
the duration of  implementing the project in return for the administration to bear some of the additional costs that 
result from an increase of the required materials in order to accelerate the implementation of some activities. To study 
the relationship between the time and cost, it is necessary to identify the different types of the costs, so the costs of 
implementing the project can be divided into: 
 
Direct Costs of the Activity [7] 
 
The direct costs of the activity include the required costs to implement the activity directly, such as the equipment, work, 
etc. These costs change depending on the period of time taken to implement the project, for example, when the activity is to 
be implemented for a shorter period, then the equipment, work and so on are required to be increased resulting an increase 
in the direct cost. Thus, these costs are assumed to be inversely proportional to the time required to carry out the activity. 
 
Indirect costs [7] 
 
They include the fixed costs associated with the project as a whole and are realized regardless of the work's progress 
of the project, for example, administrative costs (Rent or insurance) etc. These costs are general so it is difficult to 
allocate them to the activities, and these costs are assumed to increase directly with the completion time of the 
project. 
 
Estimating the activity completion time and its cost  
 
Since the cost of completing each activity is affected by the time of its completion, then there are several estimates of 
the cost as follow: 
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1. Normal time: The time required to implement the activity under the normal (natural) circumstances. 
2. Normal cost: It represents the direct costs required to implement the activity under the normal time. 
3. Crash time: It is the least possible time for the activity to be completed in the case of additional materials is used 

at the implementation. 
4. Crash cost: It is the direct cost associated with the achievement of the activity under the crash time. 
Through these points, we can get that point of time that we achieve at it the optimal situation in terms of the total cost 
of the project and these points achieve a balance between: 
 
i. Increasing the direct costs as a result of accelerating some activities. 
ii. Reducing the indirect costs as a result of reducing the overall project completion time. 
 
Critical Activity 
 
Is the activity or all of the activities that fall on the critical path that starts from the first event and ends with the last 
event, and the total completion time of the project depends on it. The feature of this activity (critical) is that the delay 
in its implementation affects the total time of completion of the project. The critical path is represented by double 
lines or a zigzag line. There are two methods to identify the Critical Path:  
 
Graphical Method (Paths) 
 
In this method, we find the possible paths for the network from the start event to the end event. The required time for 
each path is calculated by summing the times of the activities in that path. Thus, the longest path (in time), which 
represents the completion of accomplishing all activities, is called the critical path. Also, the duration of this path is 
considered as the lowest expected time to complete the project.The features of this method are it is easy to be used, 
and it is usually applied in simple networks with few activities, while in the large networks, it may be difficult to find 
all the possible paths of the network; therefore, the second method (Float Time) is used. 
 
The mathematical method (Float Time)  
 
The first method to calculate the critical path may be impossible to be applied, only in the case of small projects with 
no more than 10 paths. Therefore, a more efficient and easy method to identify the path (or critical paths) must be 
used, and then to identify the required time to complete the project on time.To identify the critical path according to 
this method, we must calculate the earliest possible start time (Earliest Start Time) and the allowed delaying time 
(Latest Finish Time) to accomplish each activity in the Project.The Early Start time, of an activity , which is the time 
that an activity, say,  cannot begin before due to specific considerations of the predecessor activities.For example, 
suppose that the required time to complete the activities  and  are 12 and 18 days respectively, and if both of them 
can be started immediately, then the activity  cannot be started unless  is completed (i.e. the activity that requires 
longer time). That is,  will be started after18 days.The Latest Finish Time, on the other hand, is the time that the 
finishing time of the activity cannot be delayed after it (by delaying the starting time). Thus, the activity time itself is 
constant at this stage without affecting the total time required to complete the project. 
Now, we give below the definitions that can be used to calculate the early and latest time for an activity and also, and 
to determine the float time.  . 
 
Definition 1: Early Start Time (ES). It is the earliest time for a certain event to be started, and it is the total time 
required to complete the previous activities of this event.  
Definition 2: Latest Finish Time (LF).It is the latest time that the work leading up to a certain event can be completed 
without affecting the total time of the critical path. 
Also, there are other two definitions that we give below. 
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Definition 3: Latest Start Time (LS).It is the latest time allowed for the activity to be started, in which the activity 
cannot be delayed anymore. It is given as ,where,  is the previous activity time.  
Definition 4:  Earliest Finish Time (EF) 
It is the earliest time for the entire project to be completed, and it can be calculated as follow   ,where, D is 
the previous activity time. 
 
PERT Method [2] 
 
Bert method was reached in 1958 and through the research that carried out by the staff to schedule various events for 
the purpose of finding a way to plan, review and evaluate the Polaris missiles program for the US Navy. The staff has 
achieved a great success in applying the new method (PERT) to complete the new activities of that program by 
giving estimates of the expected time and to estimate the completion time of each activity on which the network 
worked (Network Diagram) and write it on the arrow that represents the activity.There may be only one completing 
time of the activity called the exact time, but if the expected time to complete the activity is an estimated time (i.e. the 
completion time of each activity is a random variable), then the best way to determine the completion time of the 
activities is to express them through probability distribution. Regarding this, Beta Distribution is the best distribution 
for this purpose and therefore instead of expressing the time required to complete the activity in an only one single 
time, we have three estimates: 
 
The Optimistic Estimate 
 
Under this estimate, the completion time of the activity is the time that can be the shortest of times, such that, the 
actual time is less than the time of optimism by (1%) of the time.This means that under this estimate, the best 
conditions that allow the implementation to happen are assumed. 
 
The Most Likely Estimate  
 
It is the expected time that the activity takes under normal circumstances, and it is the most realistic and probable 
time to complete the activity. It is usually determined technically or by the experience in estimating the most likely to 
achieve.  
 
The Pessimistic Estimate  
 
Under this estimate, the completion time of the activity is the time that can be the longest, such that, the actual 
completion time is greater than this time by (1%) of the time.This means that under this estimate, the worst 
conditions that allow the implementation to happen are assumed. 

In order to calculate the scheduling of a least cost to complete the project, the following steps must be taken:  
1. The network diagram must be drawn 
2. The critical path must be identified, and set the duration value above each activity. 
 
Practical Part 
 
We provide the tableof working stages of building the project, College of Basic Education at Diyala University taken 
from the engineering department at the university. The table includes the working stage of each activity, the cost in 
Iraqidinar, the duration in days and the weight in ton, see Table 1 below. Also, we provide a table includes the 
duration with the normal time and cost and the crash time and cost for each activity, see Table 2 below Moreover, we 
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provide network diagrams for normal time and costs and crash time and cost for the construction of the project. 
These figures show the critical paths for the normal and crash (time and cost) and they are 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The calculation of the least cost of completing the construction of the College of Basic Education at Diyala University 
has been calculated, and it has been found that it was less than the cost approved by the engineering department at 
the University. The duration of time for completing the project was also calculated and equals to 470 day, and it was 
less than the duration approved by the engineering department where it was done by using the programs (Microsoft 
Word and Qsb program). However, the issue of reducing the cost of constructing the project in order to achieve the 
desired revenue is considered as the main problem in the project because the reasons for high construction cost are 
several and overlapped, for example, the constant rise in the prices of the various essential materials or 
supplementary required for construction in addition to the high cost of shipping and transportation of imported 
construction materials such as reinforcing steel. Also, there is no realistic connection between the wages and salaries 
paid and the real value of efforts in the work, and also there is lack of the necessary laborers for various construction 
processes. 
 
Moreover, there is lack of the attention to the quality control imposed on the essential materials,and weak of 
supervision of construction with poorof planning and proper organizing at the administrative and engineering levels 
cause high construction cost.Finally, the critical path is calculated and it is possible to notice that it is 1, 2, 3, 5 ,6 and 7 
as shown in the network diagrams. In order to reduce the completion time and cost we recommend that several 
matters need to be done.  Firstly, improving the work conditions in terms of heat, humidity and lighting and paying 
attention to the safety of laborers by providing them working clothes to keep them safe can help to raise the 
performance of work and laborers. Secondly, specifying the standard time required to complete the project and 
simplifying the work by excluding unnecessary work and applying more efficient methods can reduce the lost time 
and effort.Thirdly, as a result of the continuous evaluation of work and laborers, training the laborers on the correct 
scientific working methods, providing counseling sessions for the employees and setting a correct system of financial 
incentives help to increase the laborers' efforts and then increase the work's production. Finally, controlling the cost 
of construction materials by the regular and accurate studies that help to get rid of the unnecessary high-cost ones, 
and also inspecting the construction quality regularly in order to record the notes and analyzing them to determine 
their differences from the required specifications.  
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Table 1: Table shows the working stages of the project 
 

No. Project's Stage The cost 
Iraqi dinar 

Duration 
Days 

The weight 
Ton 

1 
Brick construction above the 
base with the cost of designs 

and drawings 
166000000 365  

2 Concrete slab (ceiling) 48000000 21 9 

3 
covering the exterior of the 

walls with cement 1 1840000 42 4.8 

4 
covering the exterior of the 

walls with cement 2 800000 14 1.7 

5 Gypsum Plaster 66000000 49 15 
6 Stonework 60800000 56 17 
7 Painting works 23100000 14 5 
8 Ceramic tiles works 7000000 28 5 
9 Floor tiles works 83900000 35 17 
10 Restrooms works 34000000 14 7 
11 Electrical works 80000000 56 18 
12 Total 571440000 329 99.5 

 
Table 2: The table shows the way of finding the critical path by the mathematical method 
 

An Activity Normal Time 
Days 

Crash Time 
Days 

Normal Cost 
Iraqi dinar 

Crash Cost 
Iraqi dinar 

1 – 2 365 320 166000000 166000005 
1 – 3 21 19 48000000 48000003 
1 – 4 42 40 1840000 18400002 
2 – 5 14 12 800000 800002 
3 – 4 49 45 66000000 66000004 
3 – 7 56 54 60800000 60800002 
4 – 5 14 12 23100000 23100002 
4 – 6 28 25 7000000 7000003 
5 – 6 35 30 83900000 83900005 
5 – 7 14 12 34000000 34000002 
6 – 7 56 54 80000000 80000002 
Total 694 623 571440000 588000032 
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Figure 1. The figure shows the network diagram (the normal time and cost time) of the College of Basic Education 
at University of Diyala. 

 
Figure 2. The figure shows the network diagram (the crash time and cost) of the College of Basic Education at 
University of Diyala. 
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Functionally graded polymer nanocomposites were prepared by Hand lay–up technique by addition 
graphene and carbon nanotubes particles with different weight fraction (1 and3) wt.% to epoxy.flexural 
properties of functionally graded polymer nanocomposite for each weight fraction were determined the 
by three-point bending test, withloading from pure and composite side. The results show that flexural 
strength and Young's modulus loaded from pure epoxy side was higher than when samples loaded from 
composites side. 
 
Keywords:  polymer, grapheme, weight, modulus, samples. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The term “functionally graded materials” contains two important words: “functionally” and “graded.” The word 
“functionally” modifies “graded.” These refer to not only simple functional materials but also to graded materials. 
The general concept of functionally graded materials is materials with graded functions inside them. Functionally 
graded materials are abbreviated as FGMs hereafter [1]. Functionally Graded Material (FGM), a revolutionary 
material, belongs to a class of advanced materials with varying properties over a changing dimension 
[2].Functionally graded material eliminates the sharp interfaces existing in composite material which is where failure 
is initiated. It replaces this sharp interface with agradient interface which produces smooth transition fromone 
material to the next. One unique characteristics of FGM is the ability to tailor a material for specific application 
[3]..number of studies have been undertaken about graded nanocomposites 
 
Tsotra and Friedrich investigated flexural properties of functionally graded epoxy-resin/carbon fiber composites, the 
centrifugation technique was used to create a graded distribution of carbon fibers in an epoxy resin matrix Flexural 
strength and modulus of the FGM were affected by graded structure[4]. Wang et.al studied the distribution, 
mechanical properties, electrical properties and microwave shielding properties of functionally graded multiwalled 
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carbon nanotube (MWCNT) reinforced epoxy matrix composites are fabricated using a centrifugal method. they 
successfully modified the surface of MWCNTs and produced s-MWCNT polymer based FGMs using a centrifugal 
method. The gradual incorporation of the s MWCNTs in the epoxy resin resulted in the formation of deep-
penetrating gradients in all properties that studied. The promising grading capabilities of the s- MWCNTs indicated 
that it is possible to tailor the gradient of nanofillers by carefully modifying their surfaces, thus enabling grading of 
the properties and microstructure of the final composite material using a simple centrifugal method. The present 
results strongly suggest that treated nanomaterials should be considered as novel high-performance filler candidates 
for the design and preparation of graded functionalities and properties compared with those used in conventional 
polymer composites [5]. Rihan and El-Bary studied graded silica/epoxycomposites and homogenous compositesthat 
prepared by gravity molding processto investigate the effect of silica content on the wear characteristics. wear 
resistance and electrical conductivity increased by increasing the wt % content of silica compared with the pure 
epoxy[6]. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Materials Used 
1- Epoxy and hardener type (HT 2000 were provided by Renksan Group, turkey) were in the ratio of 3:1 for curing as 
a matrix. 
2- The materials used as filler like Multi-wall carbon nanotubes(CNTs) (Cheap Tubes Inc., USA) purity 90% with 
particle size < 10 nm, graphene (GR) (sky spring nanomaterials, Inc., USA) purity 99%with particle size 40-60 nm. 
 
Preparation of Nanocomposites 
 
The mixing process consisted of three steps. Firstly, graphene and carbon nanotubes were stirrer mixed with the 
epoxy resin, with different weight ratios (1and 3) wt. %, the mixing was done at 40 oC with a magnetic stirrer for 45 
min to have good distribution and the mixture left to cool then hardener was added to the mixture then the sample 
were kept in container under vacuum to remove the bubbles before cast the composites.   
 
Preparation of Graded Nanocomposites 
 
Hand lay–up technique was used to prepare graded nanocomposites, subsequently the first layer which was poured 
into mould. Then succeeding layers with different content were poured into the mould. Before pouring succeeding 
layers,the gelation time were one hours were made to allow pre-curing of previous layer. 
The list ofsamples prepared with different composition are shown in Tables (1) and (2). 
 
Flexural Strength Test 
 
In engineering mechanics, flexure (or bending) characterizes the behavior of a structural element subjected to an 
external load applied perpendicular to the axis of the element [7]. Flexural strength represents the strength at the 
fracture of the beam section when tested. The flexural strength can be calculated by “Three- Point Test”,this test is 
performed according to (ASTM D790) at room temperature. The flexural strength in this test can be calculated by the 
following equation[8]: 

Flexural strength (N/m2) =   ……………………… (1) 

Where: 
P: the load at fracture (N). 
L: Length of sample (m). 
d: Thickness of sample (m). b: Width of sample (m). 
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The support span (distance between the support) was depending on the sample thickness, the load was applied on a 
sample at the middle of support span.Two cases were compared in which the samples were center loaded during 
three-point bending, i.e. either at the composites side (a) or at the pure side (b) 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The properties of bending usually depend on the nature of the bonding between the filler and the matrix materials 
.The figure (4) illustrates that theflexural strength increases with increasing weight fraction of nanoparticles, 
maximum increment at 3% wt. fraction ([CNT3%]1 and [GR3%]1) ,this behavior in nanocomposites is due to the role 
of nanoparticles, the particle size is very small, resulting in larger surface area and high interaction between particles 
and polymer matrix also which decreasing in space distance between chains crosslink caused by adding 
nanoparticles which createVan der-waals bonding between chains and particles lead to increase constrained between 
particles/ polymer chains, and polymer chains itself [9]. There is similar trend for the Young’s modulus of 
nanocomposite, as shown in figure (5),polymer matrix composites filled with organic particles shows improvement 
in Young's modulus,this is because of particles agglomeration where it leads to increasing the constrained between 
polymer chains [10]. This improvement of mechanical properties is resulted by change in the morphology of polymer 
matrix due to the combination of organic components on nanometer level[11]. In this case, improvement in Young’s 
modulusis due to the high quality of interfacial interaction between epoxy resin and nanoparticles. [CNT3%]1 has 
highest value was due to higher fillers content of CNTs which resistant the crack movement and give high toughness 
to nanocomposites. 
 
The highest value recorded for CNTs composites to the presence of a weak van der Waals force between individual 
graphene shells causes easy slip between the shells. Therefore, by the application of load, the CNTs in the polymer 
matrix can be drawn layer by layer providing toughness tothe samples suggesting that the small agglomerates are 
behaving as rigid particles in their interactions with the advancing crack [12]. Figure (6), shows a higher force were 
required for nanocomposites compared to epoxy and reduction in the elongation at break of nanocomposites for pure 
epoxy with increasing the filler loading because the formation of Vander-Waals bonding, the nanoparticles with 
chains leads to increase restriction between chains of epoxy and chains of nanoparticles/epoxy, will decrease free 
volume space and decreases the length of epoxy chains [13]. 
 
From figures (7) , (8) (9) and  (10),  the flexural strength and Young's modulus of the graded nanocomposites are 
higher when loaded from the pure epoxy side due to the lowest layer i.e. composite layer that has highYoung's 
modulusas compared to pure epoxy, it was observed that flexural strength and Young's modulus for non-graded 
nanocomposites was higher than pure epoxy, due to presence of nanoparticles. On the other hand, flexural strength 
and modulus is lower when graded nanocomposites was loaded from composites side. In this case, lowest layer pure 
epoxy layer has the lowest flexural strength and modulus that causing reduction in the strength and modulus of 
graded nanocomposites [14].  
 
Thus, the stiffer and stronger layersin non-graded nanocomposites in the three-point bending test contribute in 
enhancing the flexural properties of graded nanocomposites. Higher flexural strength was for [CNT1%,3%]3 pure 
side due to elongation in samples in lower part (i.e. tensile mode), because high modulus means a material require 
higher stress to stretch. Higher Young's modulus was observed for [CNT1%,3%]3 as compared to [GR1%,3%]3 , 
which means as a stiff material while flexible material have a low Young's modulus. Figures(11)and (12) show 
elongation at break for nanocomposites which is considerably decreased with increasing of fillers loading as it is 
shown, as the elongation is reciprocal of the stiffness of a material, the result shows that the fillers impartin a higher 
stiffness,graded nanocomposites loaded from pure side have high stiffness than from composites side[15]. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Flexural strength and Young's modulus of non- graded nanocomposites increase with increase weight fraction of 
nanoparticles, highest value was for carbon nanotubes. In graded nanocomposites, flexural strength and Young's 
modulus increase with number of layers of composites and with weight fraction. 
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Table 1. non-graded composites. 
 
Sample no. Sample ID Composition 

1 Ep Epoxy 
2 [CNT1%]1 Epoxy+1%wt. CNTs 
3 [CNT3%]1 Epoxy+3%wt. CNTs 
4 [GR1%]1 Epoxy + 1% wt. GR 
5 [GR3%]1 Epoxy + 3% wt. GR 
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Table 2. functionally graded nanocomposites. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

(a) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 
Figure 1. (a) and(b) Functionally graded and non graded graphene and carbon nanotubes composites samples 
respectively for bending test. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. SEM photo to cross section of functionally graded nanocomposites sampleto show the layers. 
 

 
 
 

SampleNo. Samples ID 
Composition 

1st    layer 2nd    layer 3rd   layer 
1 [CNT1%]2 Epoxy Epoxy+1%wt. CNTs / 
2 [CNT3%]2 Epoxy Epoxy+3%wt. CNTs / 
3 [CNT1%,3%]3 Epoxy Epoxy+1%wt. CNTs Epoxy+3%wt. CNTs 
4 [GR1%]2 Epoxy Epoxy + 1% wt. GR / 
5 [GR3%]2 Epoxy Epoxy + 3% wt. GR / 
6 [GR1%,3%]3 Epoxy Epoxy + 1% wt. GR Epoxy + 3%wt. GR 
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Figure 3. Flexural test of the functionally graded nanocomposites. 
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Figure 4. Flexural strength of non-graded graphene, carbon nanotubes composites. 
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Figure 5. Young’s modulus of non- graded graphene and carbon nanotubes composites 
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Figure 6. Force – Displacement of non-graded carbon nanotubes composites 
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Figure 7. Flexural strength of functionally graded graphene composites. 
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Figure 8. Flexural strength of functionally graded carbon nanotubes composites. 
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Figure 9.Young's modulus of functionally graded graphene composites. 
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Figure 10. Young's modulus of functionally graded carbon nanotubes composites 
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Figure 11. Force – Displacement of functionally graded graphene composites. 
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Figure 12. Force – Displacement of functionally graded carbon nanotubes composites. 
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In this work, cadmium oxide (CdO) thin films doped with 0.1% Al were deposited onto glass substrates 
using alow-cost and simple pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) technique. The structural characteristics of 
these films wereintroduced by the x-ray diffraction (XRD).The optical and electrical parameters were also 
studied. Further, the surface morphology of the deposited films was determined by the atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). The optical absorbance spectra for samples showed a good value of thin film. 
Moreover, the optical energy gap, refractive index, extinction coefficient and absorption coefficient of 
CdO thin films are determined. 
 
Keywords: Cadmium oxide; Pulsed-laser deposition; Thin films; Al-doped CdO. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Cadmium oxide CdO is considered as a compound semiconductor including cadmium and oxygen [1]. CdO is 
generally used extensively as TCOs in different physical applications, especially in the production of opto-electronic 
devices as in n-type window layer in thin films for solar cell as well as a result of its high transparency in the visible 
region of the solar spectrum. CdO has a high electrical conductivity (low resistivity), that is resulted as an effect of 
moderate electron mobility and higher Carrier concentration arising from native defects of oxygen anionic vacancies 
and cadmium interstitials [2], in addition CdO includes an intermediate direct band gap ranging from 2.2 - 2.5 eV as 
thin films, and 2.5 eV as bulk [3]. Pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) is a very important and powerful technique for the 
growth of thin films of complex materials. It consists of three major parts, laser, vacuum system and chamber [4]. 
PLD setup is simple and economical compared to other thin film deposition techniques [5]. Most of the applications 
of PLD do not require ultra-high vacuum (UHV) deposition conditions (<10-7 Torr) [6 -7]. 
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The main advantages of PLD are [7]: As the laser source is outside the deposition chamber, it introduces minimal 
contamination to the grown film. With high power densities obtained by focusing the laser beams, high melting point 
materials can be vaporized at high deposition rates. Independent control of deposition parameters such as target to 
substrate distance, substrate temperature, deposition gas pressure, laser energy etc. Stoichiometry of target is 
maintained in thin films. Small Target Size the PLD technique is also flexible, because the spot size of the focused 
laser beam is small and, therefore, the target area may even be less than 1cm2. Thin film formation process in PLD can 
be divided into the following four stages [1, 4]: 
 
1. Laser radiation interaction with the target. 
2. Dynamics of the ablated materials. 
3. Deposition of the ablation materials on the substrate. 
4. Nucleation and growth of a thin film on the substrate surface. 
 
Target preparation 
 
Thin films of CdO can be grown either through the ablation of pure Cd targets in an oxygen environment, or through 
the ablation of pure Al targets, For the present study, sintered polycrystalline CdO targets was used . According to 
standard Sieve charts the small particles mean that there is more surface area, and that means there are more 
opportunities for atoms to diffuse out to neighboring particles, which is how the sintering process works. Pure CdO 
and powder with high purity (99.999%) pressing it under 6.5 ton to form a target of 3 cm diameter and 0.4 cm 
thickness. It should be as dense and homogenous as possible to ensure a good quality of the deposit. The substrate 
used to deposits of CdO: Al thin films in this work are microscope glass slides (boro-silicate glass) with dimensions 
(3×2) cm2. The substrates are first cleaned in distilled water in order to remove the impurities and residuals from 
there surface. 
 
Then cleaned in alcohol ultrasonically for 15 min and subsequently dried by blowing air prior to film deposition 
experiment.The most important features of a substrate holder are its movement relative to the target and plasma 
plume and ability to heat the substrate up to 400○C. The adjustment of the target-substrate-distance provides an 
opportunity to control the deposition rate, as well as the energy of the particles hitting the substrate. In this system, 
the arrangement is placed parallel to the target surface at a suitable distance. In this system we used to connect to the 
deposition chamber to get a vacuum up to 10-3 Torr and monitoring the pressure inside the chamber by using the 
pirani gauge. Nd: YAG laser, with wavelength of 1064 nm, and pulse energy of 100-1000 mJ. (Huafei Tongda 
Technology-DIAMOND-288 pattern EPLS) is used for the deposition of CdO: Al on substrate. X-ray diffraction 
measurements were performed according to the ASTM cards using Philips PW 1050 X-ray diffractometerof 1.54 Å 
from Cu-kα. 
 
Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) Technique 
 
The pulsed laser deposition experiment is carried out inside a vacuum chamber generally at (10-2 Torr) vacuum 
conditions and Kept at low pressure of a background gas for specific cases of oxides and nitrides.Photograph of the 
set-up of laser deposition chamber, is shown in figure (1), which shows the arrangement of the target and substrate 
holders inside the chamber with respect to the laser beam. The focused Nd: YAGSHG Q-switching laser beam 
coming through a window is incident on the target surface making an angle of 45° with respect to the normal to the 
target. The substrate is placed in front of the target with its surface parallel to that of the target. Sufficient gap is kept 
between the target and the substrate so that the substrate holder does not obstruct the incident laser beam. 
Optimization of the deposition technique was done by many investigators from time to time with the aim of 
obtaining optimum quality films by this process. These included rotation of the target, heating the substrate, 
positioning of the substrate with respect to target. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PART 
 
The X-ray Diffraction (XRD) investigation has been carried out for the prepared films of CdO doped Al. The results 
are illustrated in figure (2). According to (ASTM) cards, the structure of these films showed a polycrystalline, and 
exhibited tetragonal structure. The majority of the thin films are oriented in the (110), (211) and (200) were also 
exhibited. The XRD shows peaks whose position was shifted slightly form the data of (ASTM) card. The inter planner 
spacing (dhk1) was determined using Bragg relationship. The (ASTM) values of inter-planner spacing and the miller 
indices (hkl) were tabulated in table. Also evaluated are the grain sizes using the well-known Scherer's equation 
given below [8]:   
 
D = 0.94 λ /β cos θ 
 
where D is the grain crystallite diameter (average crystalline grain size), λ is the wavelength (1.5406 Å), θ is the 
Bragg's diffraction angle of the XRD peak in degree and β is the half-width of the diffraction peak at half height 
(FWHM) in radian.The doping of CdO seems to have no effect on position of the characteristic peaks. The observed 
effect of doping CdO is the change of peak broadening which increases slightly with the increase of doping ratio. For 
the purpose of examining the CdO: Al thin film, Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) figure (3) tests were devoted to 
examine the deposited film homogeneity, surface roughness, and morphology. For many studies, AFM was applied 
together with another optical characterization or morphological technique. The surface roughness of the thin films is 
an important parameter which besides describing the light scattering at the surface gives a significant indication 
about the quality of the surface under investigation. The increase in surface roughness of the films leads to increase in 
efficiency for sensing properties; therefore, it is very important to investigate the surface morphology of the films. 
The absorption coefficient is defined as the ability of a material to absorb the light of a given wave length, and is 
measured quantitatively by the absorption coefficient presented in units of reciprocal distance [9-10]. 
 

 
 
Where A is the absorption at certain were length,  is the correction factor, and d is the thickness of the film. The 
absorption coefficient was calculated using the above equation. Figure (4) shows the relation between absorption 
coefficient and photon energy for all undoped and doped samples under Investigation. It is clearly seen that the 
absorption edge is not sharp and this may be related to the polycrystalline structure of thin films. The extinction 
coefficient was figure (5) shows that the variation of extinction coefficient as function of photon energy for all the 
undoped and doped CdO samples. It is obviously seen that k0 for undoped sample increase approximately 
exponentially with photon energy and then increases rapidly in the high photon energy. The data of (k0) for the 
doping samples shows that the value decreases as the doping percentage increases. The refractive index versus 
photon energy is plotted as function of doping percentage in figure (6). This figure illustrates the decrease of 
refractive index when increasing Al concentration. The same behaviors were reported by illustrating the refractive 
index decreases by doping An approximate expression was reported by Freeman and Paul relating the refractive 
index and electronic band stricture [11]: 
 

 
 
where N is the density of the valence band per unit volume and m is their mass. From the above expression, it could 
be seen that there is an inverse relation between the refractive index and the band gap. Our result is good agreement 
with the above expression. Real and imaginary part of dielectric constant sowed in figures (7, 8). The plots of real and 
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imaginary part of undoped and doped samples were illustrated in figures. The optical conductivity was also 
determined, and we notice that the variation of optical conductivity varies in a similar way as the variation of the 
imaginary part of dielectric constant, because it depends on it. This might be due to the improvement of crystallinity 
which laid to the increase in the concentration of charge carriers. Figure (9) illustrate conductivity versus photon 
energy for all undoped and doped samples. 
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Figure 1:  Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) system set-
up. 

Figure 2: XRD for CdO: Al. 
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Figure 3.  2D, 3D AFM topography images, and Granularity cumulating distribution of CdO: Al. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Absorption Coefficient versus photon 
energy for CdO: Al. 

         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Extinction coefficient versus photon energy 
for CdO: Al 

Figure 6. Refractive index versus photon energy for 
CdO: Al. Figure 7. Real part of dielectric constant versus 

photon energy for CdO: Al. 
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Figure 8. Imaginary part of dielectric constant versus 
photon energy for CdO: Al 

Figure 9. Optical conductivity versus photon energy 
for CdO: Al. 
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Idiopathic or immune thrombocytopenia purpura (ITP) is a common hematologic disease in children. ITP 
is subdivided into an acute, persist and chronic forms based solely on the duration of thrombocytopenia. 
This retrospective study was conducted on 118 patients with ITP, who were treated in the Hematology 
and Oncology center in Al kut for a period of 9 years from 2008 to 2017. Data including: name, age, sex, 
address, blood group, weight, height, date of birth, chief complaint, presenting signs, place of diagnosis, 
mode of diagnosis, mode of treatment, platelet count at time of diagnosis, platelet count in the last visit, 
family history, consanguinity, outcome. For both data entry and data analysis Statistical package for social 
science version 24 (SPSS24) was used. Out of the 118 patients with ITP there were 60 males (50.8%) and 58 
females (49.2%) aged from 2 months to 321 months. Good response to treatment was found in 45 (38.1%) 
patients while 47 (39.8%) has not responded to treatment and 23 (28.7%) patients has unknown response. 
41 (34.7%) patients developed chronic ITP. Out of 3 patients had splenectomy 1 with good result and 2 are 
not improved. The benefits of splenectomy in markedly symptomatic chronic ITP far outweigh the risks. 
The majority of patients with acute ITP had good response after corticosteroids therapy. Bone marrow was 
done in 53 (44.9%) patients. Immune thrombocytopenia purpura is one of main clinical problem which 
need more attention and to put under focus in developing countries  
 
Keywords: Platelet, bleeding, steroid. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The most common cause of acute onset of thrombocytopenia in an otherwise well child is immune  
thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP).ITP seems to occur more often in late winter and spring after the peak season of 
viral respiratory illness.(9)Immune thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) is an autoimmune bleeding disorder in children, 
presenting itself with petechiae, easy bruising, and mucosal bleeding (1). ITP is characterized by isolated 
thrombocytopenia (platelet count of <100,000/ul with normal white blood cell count and hemoglobin(1-2). While the 
acute form of ITP often follows an infection and usually resolves spontaneously within 12 months, chronic ITP 
persists longer than 12 months without a specific cause. The cause of ITP is still unknown in most cases, but it can be 
triggered by vaccines or exposure to viral antigens via respiratory or gastrointestinal infections (1, 3, 4). Although the 
disease is more common in children aged 1 to 4 years old , it occurs in other age groups as well . In children with ITP, 
the risk of serious bleeding and intracranial hemorrhage (ICH) is about 3 and 0.5 percent, respectively. (5) It remains 
unproven that pharmacologic therapy reduces the risk of ICH and other life-threatening complications of ITP. 
Approximately 20 percent of affected children will develop chronic ITP, defined as ongoing thrombocytopenia, 
lasting more than 12 months from presentation (6-7). As the disease resolves spontaneously in many cases, treatment is 
rather of a more prophylactic type, with medical intervention necessary only in cases where dangerously low platelet 
counts increase the risk of life-threatening spontaneous bleeding. Standardized treating options include 
corticosteroids, immunoglobulins and anti-D antibodies in various regimens (8).  

Why some children develop the acute presentation of an ITP is unknown. Although in chronic ITP, many patients 
demonstrate antibodies against the platelet glycoprotein complexes, αIIb-β3 and GPIb. Afer binding of the antibody 
to the platelet surface, circulating antibody-coated platelets are recognized by the Fc receptor on splenic 
macrophages, ingested, and destroyed. (9) Infantile ITP is reported to be characterized by different clinical features 
including: higher prevalence in male patients, lower rate of chronicity, less frequently preceded by infection, more 
severe clinical course and less favorable response to treatment(4,8).Despite the importance of ITP in children under 2-
years old, a few publications are available in the literatures.  

Aim of the study 
 
To evaluate the effects of various treatment modalities on the clinical course, and long term outcome in children with 
ITP. 
 
Patients and methods  
 
The current study sought to undertake a retrospective study to investigate the clinical symptoms, laboratory 
findings, history of viral infections, vaccination history, and treatment efficacy in children under 2-years old with 
ITP. 
 
ITP Diagnosis 
 
The diagnosis of ITP was determined by the physicians based on history and physical examination; complete blood 
count presented isolated thrombocytopenia (platelet count <100,000), normal hemoglobin, white blood cell count, 
peripheral blood smear, absence of underlying conditions such as familial thrombocytopenia, HIV, systemic lupus 
erythematosus, or malignancy. Bone marrow aspirate and serological studies were used to rule out infectious and 
rheumatic diseases. Coagulation studies were also performed as clinically indicated. Eventually, the diagnosis was 
confirmed by bone marrow aspiration (BMA) 
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ITP Classification 

Chronic ITP was defined as cases with platelet count of less than 100,000/µl for more than 12 months despite 
treatment. Newly diagnosed (Acute) ITP was defined as thrombocytopenia within 3 months from diagnosis. 
Persistent ITP was defined in patients with duration of thrombocytopenia between 3 to 12 months from diagnosis. 
Chronic ITP was defined in patients with duration of thrombocytopenia more than 12 months from diagnosis Active 
mucosal bleeding was defined as bleeding from the nose and gums, gross hematuria, gastrointestinal bleeding, and 
brain hemorrhage. Response to therapy was defined as platelet count of ≥ 30 × 109/L and at least 2-fold increase in the 
baseline platelet count and absence of bleeding. Complete response (CR) to treatment was reported when platelet 
count was ≥ 100 × 109/L and absence of bleeding (1, 4). An easy to use classification system has been proposed from the 
United Kingdom to characterize the severity of bleeding in ITP on the basis of symptoms and signs, but not platelet 
count: 
 
1. No symptoms 
2. Mild symptoms: bruising and petechiae, occasional minor epistaxis, very little interference with daily living 
3. Moderate: more severe skin and mucosal lesions, more troublesome epistaxis and menorrhagia 
4. Severe: bleeding episodes—menorrhagia, epistaxis, melena— requiring transfusion or hospitalization, symptoms 

interfering seriously with the quality of life 
 

The presence of abnormal findings such as hepatosplenomegaly, bone or joint pain, remarkable lymphadenopathy 
other cytopenia, or congenital anomalies suggests other diagnoses (leukemia, syndromes). (9) 

Statistics 
 
Calculations of means, medians and routine statistical measureswere performed by the mathematical component of 
the MicrosoftExcel spreadsheet program. 
 

RESULTS 
 
In our study data was collected from 118 patients as shown in Table (1), 60(50.8%) of them were males and 58 (49.2%) 
of them were females. Regarding age 23 (19.5%) patients were less than two years, 41 (34.7%) patients were from two 
to five years, 40 (33.9%) patients were from five to ten years, 8 (6.8%) patients were from ten to fifteen years and 4 
(3.4%) patients were above 15 years, 2 (1.7%) were unknown age at diagnosis. Regarding consanguinity 59 (50%) 
patients their parents were positive consanguinity state, 34 (28.8%) patients their parents were negative 
consanguinity state and 25 (21.2%) patients their parents were unknown consanguinity state. Regarding family 
history 85 (72%) patients were negative family history of any bleeding, 8 (6.8%) patients were positive bleeding 
family history and 25 (21.2%) patients were unknown family history of bleeding. Regarding ITP type there were 39 
(33.1%) patients had acute ITP, 10 (8.5%) patients had persistent ITP, 41 (34.7%) had chronic ITP and 28 (23.7%) 
patients had unknown ITP type. 
 
Sixty patients (50.8%) were males, there were 18(30%) had acute ITP, 4(6.7%) had persistent ITP and 20(33.3%) had 
chronic ITP and 18(30%) had unknown data. While there were 58(49.2%) females, 21(36.2%) of them had acute ITP, 
while 6(10.3%) of them had persistent ITP , while 21(36.2%) of them had chronic ITP and 10(17.2%) of them had 
unknown state, as shown in Table no. (2).Table (3) shows that 82 (69.5%) were treated with only steroids,10 (8.5%) 
were treated with steroids and Anti-D, 6 (5.1%) were treated with steroids and immunoglobulin, 4 (3.4%) were 
treated with steroids, immunoglobulin and Anti-D, 3 (2.5%) with immunoglobulin only, 2 (1.7%) were treated with 
steroids, Anti-D and splenectomy, 1 (0.8%) was treated with steroids and splenectomy, 1 (0.8%) was treated with 
steroids, rituximab and Anti-D, 1 (0.8%) was treated with steroids, blood transfusion and Anti-D, 1 (0.8%) was treated 
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with steroids, immunoglobulin, rituximab, blood transfusion and Anti-D, 7 (5.9%) patients were on no treatment  and 
21 (17.8%) patients unknown data. Table (4) shows that from the 39 patients with acute ITP there were 8 (20.5%) 
patients aged less than two years old, 16 (41%) patients aged from two to five years old, 12 (30.8%) patients aged 
from five to ten years old, 1 (2.6%) patients aged from ten to fifteen years old, 2 (5.1%) patients aged above fifteen 
years old. Ten patients with persistent ITP no one of them aged less than two years old, 5 (50%) patients aged from 
two to five years old , 3 (30%) patients aged from five to ten years old , no patients from ten to fifteen, 2 (20%) 
patients aged above fifteen years old Fourteen  patients with chronic ITP 8 (20%) patients were less than two years 
old , 12 (30%) patients were from two to five years old , 15 ( 37.5%) patients were from five to ten years, 5 (12.5%) 
patients were from ten to fifteen years old , no patients above fifteen. 
 
Table (5) shows that there were 85 (72%) patients with negative family history, 26 (30.6%) of them had acute ITP , 6 
(7.1%) of them had persistent ITP , while 32 (37.6%) had chronic ITP and 21 (24.7%) of unknown ITP type.  Also there 
were 8 (6.77%) with positive family history, 1 (12.5%) had acute ITP , 3 (37.5%) had chronic ITP and the remaining 
4(50%) had unknown ITP type. Also there were 22 (18.6%) patients of unknown family history , 11 (50%) of them had 
acute ITP , 4 (18.2%) had persistent ITP , 4 (18.2%) had chronic ITP and 3 (13.6%) of unknown About one third of the 
thrombocytopenic patients 39 (33.1%) presented with multiple ecchymosis, 38 (32.2%) patients was presented with 
ecchymosis, 11 (9.3%) was a known case of ITP diagnosed outside the hematology center, 5 (4.2%) was presented 
with epistaxis, 4 (3.4%) was presented with pallor, 2 (1.6%) presented with conjunctival hemorrhage, , 2 (1.6%) 
presented with petechia, 1 (0.8%) was presented with gum bleeding, 1 (0.8%) was presented with bluish 
discoloration, 8 (6.7%) was presented with mixed symptoms, 7 (5.9%) patients with unknown presentation, as shown 
in table no (6). Table (7) shows the response to treatment by each type of ITP 24 (61.5%) patients with acute ITP,  5 
(50%) patients with persistent ITP, 16 (39%) patients with chronic ITP has responded to treatment but 15 (38.5%) 
patients with acute ITP, 5 (50%) patients with persistent ITP, 25 (61%) patients with chronic ITP, 2 (7.1%) patients 
with unknown ITP type has not responded to treatment, 26 (92.9%) patients with unknown ITP type has unknown 
response to treatment. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
The study was made to analyze all available data (which was taken from Hematology center at Al-karama teaching 
hospital, in Al-Wasit,  Iraq. This retrospective study was conducted on 118 patients with ITP for a period of 9 years  
from 2008 to 2017. Data that was analyzed in relation to our study including: age, sex, chief complaint, Type of ITP, 
mode of diagnosis, mode of treatment, response to treatment, family history on Statistical package for social science 
version 24 (SPSS24) to be categorized in tables and charts for comparing with other studies and textbooks.As a result 
of our study in Iraq sampling (Al-Kut) the range of age was from 2 months to 26 years with peak of age below 5 years 
in comparison with Nelson Textbook (9) in which the and peak was 1-4 years but peak was 2-5 years in Lanzkowsky's 
Manual of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology(13). Male to female ratio in Iraq according to our study is nearly 1:1 
and also it was equally in (9,11) and in Lanzkowsky's Manual of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology (13) there was no 
sex predilection. 
 
Regarding the chief complaint the most presenting symptom in our study is multiple ecchymosis (33.1%) and single 
ecchymosis (32.2%) while petechia , gum bleeding and epistaxis is less common while in Nelson Textbook (9) is 
bruising and petechiae is the main presenting chief complaints and Often there is bleeding from the gums and 
mucous membranes but in Manual of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology(13) is petechiae, purpura and nonpalpable 
ecchymoses, and less commonly hematuria, hematochezia, menometrorrhagia, or epistaxis, and in Fleisher et al, & 
Ludwig et al Textbook of Pediatric (10) the main chief complaint is ecchymoses and petechiae that may be 
accompanied by gingival bleeding, epistaxis, and hematuria, In comparison with Turkish study (12)  The most frequent 
chief complaint  were petechia and ecchymosis (71%). Regarding Type of ITP most of our patients were chronic ITP 
34.7% while acute ITP  33.1% persistent 8.5% which was in Nelson Textbook (9) acute 70-80% chronic 20% , and in 
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comparison with Turkish study (12)  acute and persistent ITP was 69.2% and chronic ITP was 29.8% And most of our 
ITP patients was diagnosed by bone marrow examination in addition to complete blood count which was 54.6% and 
complete blood count only 45.4% due to family refusal to do bone marrow examination which is compared with 
Iranian study (11) 60.6% of their patients done bone marrow examination Regarding treatments )69.5) of our patients 
was treated with steroids only comparison with Iranian study (11)  which was (16.2%), and in Turkish study (12)  study 
(35%),(2.5%) of our patients treated with IVIG  only in comparison with Iranian study (11)  it was  (3.2%),and in 
Turkish study (12)  study it was (65%), (5.1%) of our patients received both steroid and IVIG in comparison with 
Iranian study (11)  which was  (78.4%), (5.9%) of our patients received no medications only follow up in comparison 
with Iranian study (11)  which was  (2.3%) while in Turkish study (12)  study (49%), (2.5%) of our patients needed 
splenectomy in comparison with Turkish study (12)  (3%) of their patients needed splenectomy and according to 
Iranian study (11)  rarely (0.9%) splenectomy are used to treat ITP Among our patients (50%%) were born from 
consanguineous marriages in comparison with Iraniain study (11) it was (9.9%). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Immune thrombocytopenia purpura is one of main clinical problem which need more attention and to put under 
focus in developing countries. More developed referral system required to achieve real statistical view to put local 
applicable guidelines  
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Prostate cancer (Pca) is the third most common cancer with 1.3 million diagnosed cases worldwide in 
2018. HOXB13 is localized exclusively in prostate luminal epithelial cell and also acts as a tumor 
suppressor. This study was designed to investigation the role and expression of HOXB13 protein in 
initiation and development of PCa as well as in benign hyperplasia. The study included sixty tissue were 
collected from samples of  prostate tumors patients, twenty nine of them were diagnosed as  PCa  and 
thirty one were recorded as a benign.Thosepatients samples then compared with twelve non-tumors 
prostate tissues as control group. This study was carried out in Laboratories of the College of Science/ 
Department of Biology, Wasit University, during period between October 2017 and May 2018. The study 
of HOXB13 expression was done by immunohistochemistry staining technique. Results showed HOXB13 
expression significant (p≤0.05) increasing in cancer patients comparing with control group and benign. 
While ,no significant (p≥0.05) different between benign patients and control in the expression and 
staining intensity of HOXB13,  also showed significant (p≤0.05) correlation between HOXB13 expression 
with overlapping effects of histopathological variables (age and grade ) in prostatic cancer patients. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Prostate cancer (Pca) is the third most common cancer with 1.3 million diagnosed cases worldwide in 2018 after 
breast and lung cancers and it’s the second most common cancer in men after lung canceraccounting for 13.5 % of the 
cancers diagnosed in men during that year with 6.7% mortality rate [1]. It is the fifth cause of death from cancer in 
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men worldwide with estimated 307000 deaths representing 6.6% of the total male cancer mortality and it’s more 
common in men above 50 years of age [2]. However, prostate cancer incidence is increased and it’s estimated that 
new cases will be 78,468 in 2020 [3]. Prostate cancer is an adenocarcinoma that may be slow growing, aggressively 
evolving and metastising predominantly in the bones and lymph nodes [4]. Also prostate cancer has a multifactorial 
origin with environmental as well as genetic factors[5].  Aging increases prostate cancer risk in different ways [6]. As 
with almost all cancers, aging allows for more time for accumulation of DNA damage in the prostate both due to 
internal and external carcinogens, Inflammation processes have been linked to initiation and progression of prostate 
cancer, and immune system function is altered with aging [7]. Additionally, there is evidence to support an increased 
risk of prostate cancer among men whose biological mother had breast cancer [8]. 
 
Multiple molecular events control PCa initiation, growth, invasion and metastasis, therefore, some genes are 
considered as biologic markers to diagnose and develop prostate cancer,Homeobox (HOX) family genes encode key 
transcription factors for embryogenesis and may be correlated with carcinogenesis [9]. The HOXB13 protein has 
characteristic homeobox region called the homeodomain locate in chromosome 17 at position 21.32 and play a role in 
the development and maintenance of the skin [10]. HOXB13 gene is unique in the prostate because it’s highly 
expressed into adulthood in multiple species, within the normal adult human prostate, HOXB13 is localized 
exclusively in prostate luminal epithelial cell  [11]. It also acts as a tumor suppressor, which means that it keeps cells 
from growing and dividing too fast or in an uncontrolled way [12]. HOXB13 G84E variant is associated with a 
significantly increased risk of hereditary prostate cancer[13]. HOXB13 G84E mutation also confers 3.4 times higher 
risk of developing prostate cancer, but other mutations conferring similar risk increases haven’t been detected 
[14].Recent studies showed  over expression of HOXB13 was correlated high grade of prostate cancer in compared 
with benign hyperplasia [15].  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Patients and tissue samples 
 
All specimens of patients were collected from Al-Zahraa and AL-Karama Teaching Hospitals in Wasit Province, and 
form Ibn Al-BitarPrivate Laboratory in ThiQarProvince.Fixed paraffin embedded tissue blocks were cut into 4-5μm 
thickness from each tissue block. 
 
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) 
 
HOXB13 antibody and ABC staining system (rabbit monoclonal antibody) were provided by AbcamBiotech. Inc. 
Serial tissue sections were cut 4- 5μm thick and positioned on positive charged slides. The slides were baked in 60-
65˚C oven overnight.The tissue sections were deparaffinizedby xylene(100%); then the slides were rehydrated by 
graded ethanol concentration (100%, 95%,70% and 50%) and distal water.The slides were treated withTris/EDTA 
buffer (PH=9 for 30 minutes, and then washed twice in distal water for 2 minutes. After preparation of tissue sections, 
slides were incubated in 3% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) diluted in D.W. for 10 minutes.Each slide was washed in PBS 
twice for 3 minutes. The slides were incubated in 3% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) for 10 minute. Then, the slides were 
washed in 2x PBS, for 3 minute. The tissue sections were incubated in protein block serum solution for 10 minutes at 
room temperature in humidity chamber. Then, the slides were washed in 2x PBS, for 3 minute Incubating the section 
with primary antibody for 60 minutes. Or Overnight at 4°C in humidity chamber, slides were in PBS for 3 minutesfor 
three times. The slides were incubated in biotinylated secondary antibody for 10 min, and washed in PBS for 3 
minutes 3 times. Applied Streptavidin Peroxidase and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. The slides were 
rinsed 4 times in buffer. Add 30 μl (1 drop) DAB Chromogen to 1.5 ml (50 drops) of DAB Substrate, mix by swirling 
and apply to tissue. Incubate for 1-10 minutes. Rinse 4 times in buffer. Applied counterstainHematoxylin on slides for 
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1minutes, washed slides in running tap water for 2 minutes. The cover slips were located on slides utilize DPX 
solution, slides were observed by light microscope. 
 
Ethical consent  
 
The study was submitted and approved by the College of Science, University of Wasit in collaboration with AL-
Karama and AL-Zahraa Teaching Hospitals, Wasit – Iraq. 
 
Statistical analysis  
 
For all statistical analyses, the SPSS system for personal computer was used, and p values of 0.05 or less were 
regarded as statistically significant. Sensitivity and specificity of the tests (with 95% exact confidence intervals) were 
determined in studied group. Comparison between groups was carried out using Chi-square test.  
 
Scoring system 
 
Based on the percentage of stained cells and the intensity of nuclear stain.The staining of  HOXB13 were scored as 
follows: The percentage of positive staining (P) was scored as 0 for negative, 1 for 1-25%, 2 for 26-50%, and 3 for 51-
100% staining, and the levels of intensity of staining (I) were scored as 0, negative; 1, weak staining; 2, moderate 
staining; and 3, strong staining. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
HOXB13 expression and intensity in prostatic cancer and control group 
 
Table (3.1) explains the expression of HOXB13 in prostatic cancer patients in comparison with control 
group.Expression of HOXB13 was reported positive in 21 (72.4%) of prostate cancer patients out of 29 casesand the 
rest 8 (27.6%) cases were showed negative staining, while in control group 3 (25%) out of 12 cases were showed 
positive staining for HOXB13 and the rest 9 (75%) cases were showed negative staining. There was significant 
(P≤0.05) difference between patients of prostate cancer and control group in relation to HOXB13 expression. Intensity 
assessment of HOXB13 expression inprostate cancer patients showed that 9 (42.9%) cases with score +1,7 (33.3%)cases 
with score +2 , 5 (23.8%) cases were scored +3. While in control group 1 (33.3) case with score +1, 1(33.3%) case with 
score+2 , 1 (33.3%)case with score +3.There was no significantdifference (p>0.05) between prostate cancer  and control 
group in the staining intensity of  HOXB13 expression (Table 3.1) and (Fig 1). 
 
Result of Cristina et al., (2015) found HOXB13 immunostaining was seen in 5,278 out of  10,216 (51.7%) interpretable 
prostate tumors 22.3% of them were scored weak, 19.7%  were moderate and  9.6% of  them were strong, while 
normal prostatic glands showed weak nuclear staining, positive staining was limited to theepithelial secretory cells, 
while basal cells were consistently negative [16]. Also Varinotet al. (2013) described strong HOXB13 immunostaining 
in all 400 analyzed prostate cancers and in secretory cells from all analyzed 120 normal prostates. Another study of 
Kim et al., (2010) indicates moderate to strong HOXB13 expression was found in only 30% of 44 prostate cancers 
[17,18]. However, Kim et al., (2010), attributed this overexpression of  HOXB13 in prostate cancer for its role as a cell 
growth suppresser, by inhibition the activation of androgen mediated signals [18]. Also HOXB13 expression was seen 
in 64.4%in prostate cancer metastases patients [19]. Most studies showed that the HOXB13 overexpression in prostate 
cancer becaue of this gene displays a cancer predisposing mutation (G48E) in some males [16,15]. Moreover, Miller et 
al. (2012) founed that mutation in G48E was frequent 1.3% vs 0.4% in control group [20]. Jianfenget al. ( 2012) reported 
when evaluating gremlin mutations of the HOXB13 gene in 2,433 prostate cancer families from the international 
consortium for prostate cancer genetics (ICPCG), that study confirmed the notice that the G84E mutation is 
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significantly associated with prostate cancer in subjects of European descent with family history of the disease [21]. 
Jeonget al, (2012)  showed  HOXB13 expression in 57 from 57 tumors  and showed HOXB13 was mildly expressed in 
normal prostatic epithelial cells, while in cancer HOXB13 appeared to be overexpressed in more invasive tumor cells 
[22]. Finding of Barresi et al. (2016) showed that  HOXB13 is  very sensitive (sensitivity: 100%) marker for prostatic 
derivation in metastatic carcinoma [23]. The same study showed  strong staining in ≥ 75 % of neoplastic cells, finally 
previous study noted that HOXB13 is expressed in normal prostate but it is overexpression in prostate cancer [16].  
 
HOXB13 expression and intensity in prostatic cancer and benign patients 
 
Expression of HOXB13 was reported positive in 21 (72.4%) of  prostatic cancer patients out of 29 cases and the rest 8 
(27.6%) cases were showed negative staining for HOXB13, while in benign patients 12 (38.7%) out of 31 cases was 
showed  positive staining for HOXB13 and the rest 19 (61.3%) cases were showed negative staining for HOXB13. 
There was significant (p≤0.05) difference between prostatic cancer patients and benign group in relation to HOXB13 
expression. Intensity assessment of  HOXB13 expression in prostatic cancer patients showed that  9 (42.9%) cases with 
score +1 , 7 (33.3%) cases with score +2 , 5 (23.8 %) cases were score +3. While in benign patients 4(33.3%)cases with 
score  +1 , +2 and +3. There were no significant (p>0.05) differences between patients of prostatic cancer and benign in 
relation to intensity of HOXB13 expression (Table 3.2).  
 
Kim et al.(2010) observed by using  total RNA  there was no differential expression of HOXB13 between the benign 
and malignant tumors of prostate and they explained it due to the multifocal nature of Prostate cancer [18]. Also 
 Jung et al. (2004) findings showed that HOXB13 expression level was not altered in patient samples of prostate cancer 
compared with matching benign tissues due to the well-known heterogeneous population of prostate cancer [24]. 
WhileLieselet al. (2017) reported increase in HOXB13 expression in malignant compared to benign cells P =0.01) and 
there was no significant difference in HOXB13 expression was observed between the prostate tumors (malignant and 
benign) of G84E variant carriers and non-carriers (P = 0.21) [15].  
 
HoxB13 expression and intensity in benign patients and control group  
 
Expression of HOXB13 was reported positive in  12 (38.7%) out of 31 cases and   the rest 19 (61.3%) cases were 
showed negative staining for HOXB13 in the benign patients, while  in control group 3 (25%) out of 12 cases were 
showed  positive staining for HOXB13 and the rest 9 (75%) cases were showed negative.There was no significant 
(p>0.05) between benign patients  and control  group in the  HOXB13 expression. Staining intensity assessment of 
HOXB13 expression in benign patientsshowed that 4 (33.3) case with score +1, +2 and +3.While in control group,1 
(33.3%) case with score +1, +2 and +3.There were no significant (p>0.05) differences between benign patients and 
control group in relation to intensity of HOXB13 expression (Table 3.3) and (Fig 2). The results Economides et al., 
(2003)  suggested a specific role for Hoxb13 in a differentiation pathway that gives the ventral prostate epithelium a 
unique identity, as well as a more general role in ventral prostate morphogenesis that is redundant with other 
Hoxb13 paralogs [25]. Despite the high expression of HOXB13 in the normal prostate, alteration of HOXB13 
expression during the transformation process remains controversial [26]. Studies of Jung et al. (2004) suggest 
overexpression of HOXB13 in prostate tumors, while others reported no such change [24,27]. 
 
Correlation between HOXB13 expression and overlapping effects of clinic pathological variables in prostatic 
cancer patients 
 
The statistical analysis between HOXB13 expression with age and grade of prostatic cancer using correlation 
coefficient (Person and Spearman’s rho) ,showed highly  significant correlation coefficient in HOXB13 expression 
withoverlapping of age groups (p≤0.001) (p≤0.001), and significant with tumor grade(p≤0.05) (p≤0.05),as shown in 
(Table 3.4). Joenget al. (2012) result reported that no correlation between HOXB13 expression age (r= −0.086 , P=0.299), 
while there were correlation between HOXB13 expression and grade ( r = 0.286, P=0.031) [22]. Athor study done 
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byCristina et al.,(2015), found that HOXB13 were linked to high grade, but indepat from parameter [16]. On the other 
hand , our study found highly correlation between HOXB13expression and age of prostate cancer patients, this result 
confirms that the aging may increase the HOXB13 expression in prostate cancer patients .    
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
HOXB13 was showed over expression in prostate cancer compared with benign and control group. This may be 
because it’s tumor suppressor gene and mutations  such as (G48E) which  increased risk and  aggressive of prostate 
cancer. Also 
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Table 1.HOXB13 expression and intensity in prostatic cancer and control group 

P>0.05,non-significant) () P ≤0.05, significant (*  
 
Table 2. HOXB13 expression and intensity in prostatic cancer and benign patients 
 

* (p≤0.05, significant)                                       (p>0.05,non-significant) 
 
Table 3 .HoxB13 expression and intensity in benign patients and control group 
 

* (P≥0.05,non-significant) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

P 
Value 

Total Intensity 
3               2 1  
No%                     No%     No% 

P value Total Expression 
+        
No %                    No% 

Case 

 
P≥0.05 
 

21 5 
23.8% 

7 
33.3% 

9 
42.9% 

 
P≤0.05 
* 

29 8 
27.6% 

21 
72.4% 

Prostatic 
cancer 
patients 

3 1 
33.3% 

1 
33.3% 

1 
33.3% 

12 9 
75% 

3 
25% 

Control 
group 

24 6 8 10 41 17 24 Total 

P 
 value 

Total Intensity 
3                 2 1 
No%                        No%    No% 

P 
value 

Total Expression 
+ 
No %    No% 

Case 

P≥0.05 
* 

21 5 
23.8% 

7 
33.3% 

9 
42.9% 

P≤0.05 
* 

29 8 
27.6% 

21 
72.4% 

Prostatic  
cancer 
patients 

12 4 
33.3% 

4 
33.3% 

4 
33.3% 

31 19 
61.3% 

12 
38.7% 

Benign 
patients 

33 9 11 13 60 27 33 Total 

P value Tota
l 

Intensity 
3   2 1 
No%       No%    No% 

P value Total Expression 
+ 
No %    No% 

Case 

P≥0.05 
* 

12 4 
33.3% 

4 
33.3% 

4 
33.3% 

P≥0.05 
* 

31 19 
61.3% 

12 
38.7% 

Benign 
patients 

3 1 
33.3% 

1 
33.3% 

1 
33.3% 

12 9 
75% 

3 
25% 

Control 
group 

15 5 5 5 43 28 15 Total 
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Table 4.Correlation between HOXB13 expression and overlapping effects of clinic pathological variables in 
prostatic cancer patients 

 
 
 
 
 

(P≤0.001, highly significant)                    (p≤0.05, significant) 

 

 
Fig 1.HOXB13 IHC staining in prostate patients. A: Cancer (positive) B: Cancer (negative) (40X). 

 
 

 
 
Fig 2. Nkx3-1  IHC staining in prostate patients. A:  Benign (positive)    B: Benign (negative) (40 X). 
 
 
 
 

Spearman's factor   (Rho) Person factor 
Variables Gene 

P R P R 
p≤0.001 -0.910 p≤0.001 -0.874 Age 

HOXB13 
p≤0.05 -0.444 p≤0.05 -0.416 Grade 
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The study will be emphasized on the exploration study and development of Ahab, Badrea, and East 
Baghdad oil fields in East and Middle of Iraq.This study will be based on total petroleum system, 
essential elements and processes and all genetically related accumulation sites and seeps, as well as 
finding their origination (oil families) from an active source rocks, as well reservoirs  properties for 
Zubair, Tanuma, Khasib, Mishrif, Rumaila, Ahmadi, and Mauddud formations in Ahdab, Badra, and East 
Baghdad oil fields.Gas Chromatography GC, Gas Chromatography–Mass spectrometry GC/MS 
techniques used for analysis of the crude oil that taken from (3) producing wells these  (EB21, EB68, and 
EB92) from Zubair, Khasib, and Tanuma formations. The analysis shows that all oil samples are from one 
family, non-biodegraded, marine, and non-waxy deposits, derived from carbonate source rocks deposited 
in anoxic marine environment.  All oil samples of East Baghdad oil field is from Late-Middle Jurassic to 
Early Cretaceous source rocks with similar level of maturity. Hence the most appropriate source for these 
crudes oils may be Chiagara and Zubair Formations.This study discusses how to apply the Jurassic –
Cretaceous petroleum system concept to petroleum exploration in the area study. It defines petroleum 
province, basin, system, play, and prospect and it shows how the system relates to the complementary 
play. It also explains how to use this petroleum system study to reduce exploration risk in the area study. 
 
Keywords: Crude Oil, Total Petroleum System, Gas Chromatography GC, Gas Chromatography–Mass 
spectrometry GC/MS. 
  
INTRODUCTION 
 
This study will be based on total petroleum system, essential elements and processes and all genetically related 
accumulation sites and seeps, as well as finding their origination (oil families) from an active source rocks, as well 
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reservoirs  properties for Zubair, Tanuma , Khasib, Mishrif, Rumaila, Ahmadi, and Mauddud formations in Ahdab, 
Badra, and East Baghdad oil fields.Assessment for the best oil accumulation sites will be done on this scenario in the 
reservoir rocks as well as finding genetic relations with the disseminated organic matters (kerogen) of the source 
rocks. This study discusses how to apply the Jurassic –Cretaceous petroleum system concept to petroleum 
exploration in the area study. It defines petroleum province, basin, system, play, and prospect and it shows how the 
system relates to the complementary play. It also explains how to use this petroleum system study to reduce 
exploration risk in the area study. 
 
The Study Area 
 
Badra oil field is located in the Zagros fold belt province basin, neighboring Iraqi-Iranian border. Badra oil field is 
situated in Wasit Governorate, 160 km South – East Baghdad, and extends across the border with Iran.While East 
Baghdad and Ahdab oil fields are located between longitude (44.5) latitude (33.2) to longitude (44.5) latitude (32.6), 
Baghdad government, central Iraq and detailed map of field is showing in (figure 1). 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Sampling 
 
Seventy  core samples are collected from wells EB-92 of East Baghdad oil field for Zubair, Tnuma, and khasib 
Formations and it is showing in (table 1) as well as six oil samples from the same formations (EB – 01, EB- 10, EB – 21, 
EB -25, EB – 58, EB – 68, EB – 81, EB – 82, EB – 92, AD-2, AD-13, AD-15, BD-4, BD-5, and BD-15) wells.(Table 1) Shows 
the analyzed rock samples: 
(1) Petrographic analysis.  
(2) Geochemical analyses and crude oil samples for gas chromotography mass spectrometer shows in (table 2), at 
GeoMark Research Inc., Houston in Texas, U.S.A. Appendix I. 
 
Geochemical Organic analysis 
 
Geochemical Organic analysis includes the following parts: 
A. Total organic carbon (TOC).                
B. Pyrolysis. Because the instruments and the materials used in performing different analysis arenot available in Iraq, 
The analysis of crude oil and some of the source rock sample were analyzed in the GeoMark Research Inc., Texas, 
U.S.A (Tables 1) and ( Table 2) in addition to making use of information from ministry of oil reports of the field. 
 
Crude oil analysis 
 
Crude oil analyses of this study have been performed according to the aims  of  study  which  include  the  correlation  
between  crude  oil  with  rock kerogen  using geochemical  analysis,  (see   Table  2).  The geochemical analysis were 
performed on six samples of crude oil taken directly from the wells shown in (Table 2) they are done at GeoMark 
Research Inc., in Texas - U.S.A.(Table 2): shows the analyzed crude oil samples. 
1) Gas Chromatography (GC.) 
2) Gas Chromatography - Mass spectrometry (GC/ MS.) 
3)Carbon Isotopes. 
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Petroleum Geochemistry 
 
Crude oils are technically separated to saturate HC (hydrocarbon), aromatic HC with benzothiophenes and then 
analyzed using GC (Gas-chromatography) and GC/MS (Gaschromatography/mass spectrometry) techniques [1]. 
 
Bulk properties and petroleum composition 
 
The crude oils are analyzed in this study and hence characterized by the followings: 
 
API degrees: Crude oils and hydrocarbon compositions relations Sulfur content 
 
of the oil fields in East Baghdad oil field are varying in their API (American Petroleum Institute scale) that is related 
inversely to the density of liquid hydrocarbon and wt% sulfur depending on the depth of the reservoir (Figure 2), the 
oils of Zubair reservoir Formation, with depths more than 3000 meters, are of above and slightly below than 30 API 
with 3.2- 4.0 wt% sulfur and hence could be considered medium to light oil. The oils in the Khasib and Tannuma 
Reservoir Formations, with depths 2060-2179 meters, are ranged between 20-16 with 3-3.5 wt% sulfur and hence 
could be considered heavy oil with increased aromatic (40- 40%), %NSO (13- 22%) relative to paraffin and saturate 
hydrocarbons  (Figure 3). 
 
Asphalts 
 
Petroleum asphalt is either straight- run residues from distilling crude oil or blown asphalt produced by air oxidation 
of crude residues. Asphalt contains heavy oils, resin, asphaltenes, and high molecular weight waxes. Asphaltenes are 
agglomeration of molecules with condensed aromatic and naphthenic rings connected by paraffin chains. High 
variations of asphalt percentage between reservoirs of oil fields might be due to heat increase on the oil within a 
reservoir and hence separated oil into light oil migrated to special reservoirs and asphalt that make heavy oil that 
may stay nearby due to large size of the asphalt or may block the permeability necks in some migration pathways.  
  
Porpherin content 
 
They are complex biomarkers characterized by a tetrapyrole ring, usually containing vanadium or nickels, which 
originate from various sources including chlorophyll and heme [2]that indicate by their presence of marine anoxic 
source according [3]. Plots of these variables on vanadium- nickel diagram (Figure 4) could show facies gathering of 
oil families in the studied fields, with two sub-zones. The first sub-zone represent gathering of the main oil family (A) 
contain 109-117 ppm vanadium with 34-35 ppm of nickel which include oil accumulations in Khasib and Tannuma 
reservoir oil while the second subzone represent gathering of the oil family (A-B) contain 68-97 ppm vanadium with 
1624 ppm of nickel which include oil accumulations in Zubair reservoir oil. 
 
Biodegradation 
 
All the studied oil fields are characterized by Non-Biodegraded oil based on anoxic environment of deposition by 
comparison with [4], greater depth of reservoir (Table 2) with 2060 -3099 meters according [2], temperature of more 
than 80ᵒC according [4], [1] as well as strait line of alkanes of the GC (Figure 5) according [5], medium API, and could 
be considered of light biodegradation (Rank 1) of no destruction by comparison with [6]based on presence of n-
alkanes and n-paraffins (comparison with [2]) as well as other compounds that indicate no microbial attack. 
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Crude oil composition and products 
 
Both crude oils of Khasib and Tannuma Formations reservoirs are non-biodegraded, evidenced by correlating shapes 
of the whole crude gas chromatography with [2]. The bulk properties of the accumulated crude oil in the Khasib 
Formation reservoir [7] indicated from C15+ composition and whole crude gas chromatography (Figure 6) of the oils 
of well EB-51 from depths 2,395–2,410 m areheavy oil of 17.4 API and mainly C12–C23 with abundant aromatic 
materials (44.6%) and less saturates (22.0%) of mainly paraffinic and naphthenic hydrocarbons with ratio of n _ 
Paraffin=Naphthene ¼ 0:69.The heavy compounds are of 15.8% NSO and 17.6% asphaltenes with wax. Hence, the 
main distillated hydrocarbons from this crude oil, accordingly correlating our analysis with [1], are kerosen (C11–
C13), diesel fuel (C14–C18), heavy gas oil (C19–C25), and subsidiary lubricating oil (C25–C40). On the other hand, the 
oil dissipated and accumulated in Tannuma Formation reservoir immediately above the Khasib Formation is lighter 
oil than the Khasib’s crude oil. The whole crude gas chromatography (Figure 6) of the oil of well EB-31 from depths 
2,325-2,325 m is of 18.8 API which contain light alkanes of C4–C12 as well as the ordinary alkanes of C12–C23 which 
overwhelmed the Khasib’s crude oil. This Tanuma’s crude oil is higher aromatic (49.3%) and less saturates (21.4%) 
withn _ Paraffin=Naphthene ¼ 0:46. The heavy compounds are less than Khasib’s crude oil; they are 13.1% NSO and 
16.2% asphaltenes. This last oil could distillate gasoline (C4–C11) as well as the other constituents of kerosin, diesel 
fuel, and heavy gas oil. 
 
Crude Oil Affinity 
 
Source environment and lithology 
 
Plots of tricyclic terpane ratios of C22/C21 versus C24/C23 documented in (table 3) on tricyclic terpane diagram. The 
analyzed data indicate marine carbonate source for all the studied oils by comparison with global standard 
environments of [8]and [9]. These source lithology assumptions are confirmed by plots of hopane C35S/C34S versus 
hopane C29/C30 in the hopane diagram (Figure 7) and hopane C31R/C30 versus tricyclic terpane C26/C25 in the 
hopoterpane diagram (Figure 8) as well as Pristane/Phytane ratios versus Canonical variable (Figure 9). Eh effect in 
the basin of the source rocks could be indicated by trisnorhopane [10 ]and[2] based on Ts (18 (H)-22, 29, 30- 
trisnorneohopane) is more stable than Tm (17  (H)-22, 29, 30-trisnorhopane), and degrades less during diagensis and 
catagensis . Accordingly, Plotting Ts/(Ts+Tm) versus Pr/(Pr+Ph) values from (tables  5and 6) for oils of the studied 
wells of East Baghdad field on Trisnorhopane diagram   (Figure 10) indicate mature oils of Anoxic carbonate source. 
 
Source maturation 
 
Plots of Pristane n/C17 versus Phytane n/C18 on the [1] global diagram (Figure 11) indicate sources of mixed kerogen 
of types II& III of algal marine and strongly reducing environments with some influence of Terrestrial. The plots 
show mature organic matters of low degradation for all the samples in all the studied oil fields. Analysis of the 
aromatics have proved valuable tool for determining comparable numerical Tmax or vitrinite values [11], [12], [4], 
[2]. Accordingly, plots of the values of the East Baghdad field oils as well as source rock Zubair Formation extracts of 
Methyldibenzothiophe ratio (MDR) and Methylphenothrene (MPI) from (Table 6) are plotted on MDR diagram 
(Figure 12) of [12]and MPI diagram (Figure 13) of [11]. They have showed Tmax= 430-435ᵒC  or the source of  the 
studied oils with Ro= 0.6- 0.7 & 0.7-0.9 for Zubair Formation extracts, 0.65-0.85 for Zubair Formation oil that indicate 
early maturation for the hydrocarbon generated from the Zubair Formation and early to late maturation for the oil 
sources in Zubair oils. Khasib and Tannuma oil are of Ro= 0.75-0.95 that indicate late maturation of the source rocks. 
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Source age 
 
The ranges of all the studied oil samples values are; C28/C29 Sterane = 0.65 and 0.52 and in between, the stable 
carbon isotopes of δ¹³C (‰) of C15+Saturate = - 28.03- 27.50, C15+Aromatic= -28.27- 27.56 (Table 5) and Oleanane 
/(Oleanane +Hopane) (equivalent to OL/H) = 0.0- 0.02 (Table 6). They are used to determine the age of the kerogen 
that formed this oil. Plotting of δ13C (‰)on stable carbon isotope age assignment diagram (Figure 14) and the 
calculated average C28/ C29 sterane ratio on [13]source age assignment diagram (Figure 15) of Geomark   Research 
OIL™ database have suggesting oil source ages in East Baghdad oil field to be ranged from Middle Jurassic to Lower 
Cretaceous in general which indicate mixed oil within this petroleum system. This assumption could be confirmed by 
the correlation with ages of biomarker ratios of the specific indicators of angiosperm plants to prokaryotic organism 
(Figure 16) based on first appearance and ranges of the prokaryote (Precambrian – Recent) and the angiosperm 
(Lower Cretaceous – Recent) and the studies of [14] and hence pre-Cretaceous strata of the Jurassic time should have 
no angiosperm with no Oleanane biomarkers with their first appearance is early Cretaceous and increased diversity 
in the late Cretaceous and Tertiary (Figure 16). Detailed age assignment could be obtained from plots of (Figure 15) 
and hence East Baghdad oil field of the Mesopotamian Basin could have their oil sourced from early Cretaceous Chia 
Gara and Zubair Formations and this assumption confirmed by same age of the extracts of the Zubair Formation 
(Figures 13&15). For comparison of oil of this study as well as oils of South Iraq with global petroleum system; the 
stable carbon isotopes of this oil (-27.56 to -28.27) could be about Upper Jurassic- Lower Cretaceous in its generation 
time, younger than Ordovician Texas, Mississippian North Dakota , Permian Wyoming's and Upper Jurassic North 
Sea oil that have lower value of the stable carbon isotope ratios from South Iraq, and older than Cretaceous West 
African and Miocene California oils that have higher value of stable carbon isotope ratios (Figure 17). 
 
The Characters Used for Oil- Source Correlation are the Followings 
 
Age similarity assignment 
 
The age assessment diagram of δC13(%) and C28/C29 ratios of (Figures 14&15) have showed three values for age 
assignment; the first of Zubair Formation extract from depth 3364 meters is showing Lower Cretaceous assessment 
that could be comparable with the Zubair Formation itself according comparison with [16]and [15]. The second from 
depths 3342-3319 and 3068-3099 meters is showing Upper Jurassic Lower Cretaceous assessments that are 
comparable with the Chia Gara Formation according comparison with [17] and [15], and the third with C28/C29 from 
depth 3190-3106 meters is showing Jurassic assessment comparable with the Sargelu Formation according 
comparison with [17]and [15]. Accordingly the first value assessment could indigenous and would be used for oil- 
source rock correlation while the other two values are belonging to contaminant from the migrated and settle in the 
Zubair Formation. No age correlation matched between the oil source and the extracts of the Zubair Formations on 
isotopic and biomarker bases discussed above under oil source affinity and organic matter extracts paragraphs. On 
the other hand, oil generated from Upper Jurassic- Lower Cretaceous Chia Gara and Jurassic Sargelu source rocks 
have charged the Zubair Formation reservoirs. 
 
Environmental similarity assignment 
 
Based on gas chromatography/mass spectrometry, the data of the Steranes C27 ,C28 ,and C  from crude oils are 
almost have similarity to the source extracts indicating same depositional conditions as evident by [18]. Plotting of 
these data on two sterane triangles of C27-C28-C29 that belonging to the oil for the top triangle and to the bitumen 
extracts for the underlying triangle (Figure 18) has showed comparable locations of Zubair Formation Extract with oil 
source of the Khasib and Tannuma Reservoirs to indicate that oil generated from the Zubair Formation had 
contributed to the Khasib and Tannumah reservoirs. 
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Maturation assessment for the correlation 
 
Aromatic hydrocarbon analysis of the Zubair extracted organic matters of this study  of Methyldibenzothiophene 
ratios (Figure 12) and Methylphenothrene (Figure 13) showed mature organic matters that had generated 
hydrocarbons with Tmax 433؛C and  mean Ro=0.6-0.7 and charged some hydrocarbons to the Zubair and the 
overlying formations. In these figures, values of extracted organic matters are close to the values of the Zubair oil as 
well as Khasib and Tannuma oils to confirm charging of these reservoirs by the oil generated from the Zubair 
Formation. 
 
Isotopic diagram 
 
Of carbon isotope ratios    δC13 saturates and δC13 aromatic [19]shows that source rock extract of hydrocarbon 
organic matters deposited in marine under sub-oxic environment. Plot locations of sources from oils biomarkers 
(Figure 19) close to extractable organic matters of Zubair Formation could indicate same genetic sources for the oil 
and the source rocks and hence the reservoir rocks could have been partly charged by the oil generated from the 
Zubair Formation. 
Resins and Asphaltenes: 
Resins and Asphaltenes Compounds: are not discrete compounds but high -molecular-weight heteroaromatic 
molecules that are poorly defined. The difference between Resins and Asphaltenes is defined by their relative 
solubility in hydrocarbons, which roughly corresponds to size [9]. NSO Compounds (resins) molecules are usually 
with less than 40 carbon atoms.   Asphaltenes are not soluble complex molecules with more than 40 carbon atoms. 
The amounts of asphaltenes plus resins generally less than 10% in paraffinic oils and less than 20% in paraffinic -
naphthenic oils; they may   reach   (10 to 40%)   in aromatic-intermediate   [4]. Zubair, Khasib, and Tanuma crude   
oils  is  mainly  aromatic (Figure 2),   where  saturated  hydrocarbon  percentage  is  ranging  from( 21.5%to 32.2%), 
while aromatic is ranging from( 39.8% to 47.4%), and NSO and resin compound is between (16.9%  to 22.5 %) (Table 
3), and by plotting these data on ternary hydrocarbon plot of Aromatic HC, Saturated HC, and NSO  compounds  
could  assess  a normal crude oil of Zubair, Khasib, and Tanuma  with no degradation with abundant aromatic 
compounds (Figure 2). 
 
Oil Source for Mishrif and Mauddud Formationsbasic Biomarkers 
 
1. Pristane/phytane (The Pr/Ph ratio is partially controlled by the oxygen exposure of the chlorophyll phytol side 

chain during Burial/transport.); 
2. C24 Tetracyclic Terpane % relative to C30 Hopane (A high content of the C24 Tetracyclic Terpane (17, 21-

Secohopane) is empirically associated with carbonate/evaporite source rocks and is believed to be from microbial 
alteration of pentacyclic hopanes.). 

3. Hopanes C35/(C34+C35)(The predominance of C35 over C34 Hopanes is associated with highly reducing 
environments (e.g. Carbonate/evaporite) where the C35 Bacteriohopanetetrol precursor is reduced intact rather 
than in less reductive environments where Processes cause chain shortening.). 

4. R22 index (Index of middle parity and odd n-alkanes 2 * C22 / (C21 + C23), or equal to the odd - marine origin). 
5. CPI (the ratio of n-alkanes with an odd number of carbon atoms in the molecule to the amount of n-alkanes with an 

even number of  Carbon atoms in the molecule in different ranges of molecular weight) 
6. In carbonate environments, the relative abundance is believed to be controlled by the balance of green (C29 sterols) 

vs. Red (C27 Sterols) algae. In clear deep water carbonate environments, red algae (C27) dominate, but shallow 
systems favor green algae (C29). 

7. Source rock is the same for oil in Mishrif and Mauddud formations the original organic matter - algae, bacteria that 
have accumulated, probably in upwelling conditions. 
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Maturity of Mishrif and Mauddud Oil Basic Biomarkers 
 
1. Тs/(Ts+Tm) (The ratio of 18α(H)-trisnorneohopane (Ts) to 17α(H) trisnorhopane (Tm) increases with maturity due 

to the greater thermal  Stability of Ts. Starting at low values parameter H6 generally reaches 0.5 at OGT and 0.9 at 
late maturity. Variation in the catalytic effects  of the source rock type will effects the absolute ratios between facies 
for the same level of maturity); 

2. 4-METHYLDIBENZOTHIOPHENE/1-METHYLDIBENZOTHIOPHENE (With increasing thermal stress, the 1-
isomer decreases relative to the 4-methyldibenzothiophene isomer. The ratio varies from 1 in immature sediments 
to above 300 in thermally mature condensates. It is Highly organofacies dependent and this has to be taken into 
account in its interpretation);  

3. MPI [(3ME+2ME)/(PHENANTHRENE+9ME+1ME)]* 1.5 (As maturation progresses there is an increase in the 
relative amount of the 3- and 2- ethylphenanthrenes due to rearrangement to more stable forms. Emperical 
correlations to vitrinite reflectance (Ro)have been Published for MPI-1);  

4. C29 STERANES αββ/(αββ+ααα) (Steranes derived from biological sources inherit a 5α(H), 14α(H),17α(H) ring 
configuration. With  Increasing thermal stress the αββ forms predominate either due to isomerisation from ααα, 
greater stability of the αββ forms or later  Liberation of αββ’s from the kerogen); 

5. C29 ααα STERANES 20S/(20S+20R) (Steranes derived from biological sources inherit a 20R side chain 
configuration. With increasing Thermal stress 20S forms occur either due to isomerisation of 20R, greater stability of 
the 20S or later liberation from the kerogen of the 20S isomer);  

6. Pr/n-C17 и Pр/n-C18 (ratio isoalkanes and corresponding normal alkanes);  
7. Generation of Mishrif and Mauddud oil happened on different stage of catagenesis. Mishrif - early stage MC1, 

Mauddud - later MC2-3. 
 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 
 The geochemical analyses of Zubair, Khasib, Maudud, Ahmadi, Rumaila, Mishrif, and Tanuma reservoir crude 

oils of East Baghdad, Ahdab, and Badra Oil Fields show that oil samples could be related to one family and this oil 
are non-biodegraded, marine, and non-waxy derived from carbonate deposited in anoxic marine environment. 
 The oil samples analysis shows the Muddud crude oil in Badra oil field is light (32-34 API). While the medium 

crude oil from Zubair and Mishrif in East Baghdad, Badra oil fields respectably (28-31 API). The heavy crude oil 
(10-28API) for Tanuma and Khasib formation in East Baghdad, either Khasib Formation only in Ahdab oil field. As 
well as Mishrif Formation in Badra oil field. 
 The source of all oil samples of studied formations from late Middle Jurassic-late Cretaceous source rocks. Hence 

the most appropriate source for this crude oil mainly Sargelu Formation. 
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Table 1. Core sample and kind of analysis. 
 

Kind of analysis Sample Type Oil field Depth (m) Formation Well No. S. No. 

1 core East Baghdad 2029 Tanuma EB92 1 
1 core East Baghdad 2034 Tanuma EB92 2 
1 core East Baghdad 2043.5 Tanuma EB92 3 
1 core East Baghdad 2053.5 Tanuma EB92 4 
1 core East Baghdad 2059 Tanuma EB92 5 
1 core East Baghdad 2064 Tanuma EB92 6 
1 core East Baghdad 2071 Tanuma EB92 7 
1 core East Baghdad 2094 Tanuma EB92 8 
1 core East Baghdad 2098 Tanuma EB92 9 

 1 core East Baghdad 2146 Khasib EB92 10 
 1 core East Baghdad 2157 Khasib EB92 11 

1 core East Baghdad 2161 Khasib EB92 12 
1 core East Baghdad 2170 Khasib EB92 13 
1 core East Baghdad 2175 Khasib EB92 14 
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1 core East Baghdad 2178 Khasib EB92 15 

1 core East Baghdad 2182 Khasib EB92 16 
1 core East Baghdad 2188 Khasib EB92 17 
1 core East Baghdad 2193.5 Khasib EB92 18 

Kind of analysis Sample Type Oil field Depth (m) Formation Well No. S. No. 
1 core East Baghdad 3045 Zubair EB92 19 

1,2 core East Baghdad 3062 Zubair EB92 20 
1,2 core East Baghdad 3066 Zubair EB92 21 
1,2 core East Baghdad 3099 Zubair EB92 22 
1,2 core East Baghdad 3106 Zubair EB92 23 
1,2 core East Baghdad 3110 Zubair EB92 24 
1 core East Baghdad 3174 Zubair EB92 25 
1 core East Baghdad 3181 Zubair EB92 26 

1,2 core East Baghdad 3190 Zubair EB92 27 
1,2 core East Baghdad 3199.5 Zubair EB92 28 
1,2 core East Baghdad 3205 Zubair EB92 29 
1 core East Baghdad 3209 Zubair EB92 30 
1 core East Baghdad 3263 Zubair EB92 31 
1 core East Baghdad 3270 Zubair EB92 32 
1 core East Baghdad 3277 Zubair EB92 33 

1,2 core East Baghdad 3306 Zubair EB92 34 
1,2 core East Baghdad 3331 Zubair EB92 35 
1,2 core East Baghdad 3342 Zubair EB92 36 
1 core East Baghdad 3347 Zubair EB92 37 
1 core East Baghdad 3355 Zubair EB92 38 

1,2 core East Baghdad 3364 Zubair EB92 39 
1,2 core Badra 4486.25 Maudud-A BD-4 40 
1,2 core Badra 4520.31 Maudud-B BD-4 41 
1,2 core Badra 4520.71 Maudud-B BD-4 42 
1,2 core Badra 4523.59 Maudud-B BD-4 43 
1,2 core Badra 4526.57 Maudud-B BD-4 44 
1,2 core Badra 4532.44 Maudud-B BD-4 45 
1,2 core Badra 4535.18 Maudud-B BD-4 46 
1,2 core Badra 4590.4 Maudud-D BD-4 47 
1,2 core Badra 4615.64 Maudud-D BD-4 48 
1,2 core Badra 4619.93 Maudud-D BD-4 49 
1,2 core Badra 4581.32 Maudud-D BD-5 50 
1,2 core Badra 4589.40 Maudud-D BD-5 51 
1,2 core Badra 4595.23 Maudud-D BD-5 52 
1,2 core Badra 4583.20 Maudud-D BD-5 53 
1,2 

 
core Badra 4586.14 Maudud-D BD-5 54 
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1,2 core Badra 4590.85 Maudud-D BD-5 55 
1,2 core Badra 4591.67 Maudud-D BD-5 56 
1,2 core Badra 4593.08 Maudud-D BD-5 57 
1,2 core Badra 4598.18 Maudud-D BD-5 58 
1,2 core Badra 4725.55 Maudud-G BD-5 59 
1,2 core Badra 4514.12 

 
Maudud-B BD-5 60 

1,2 core Badra 4596.79 
 

Maudud-D BD-5 61 
1,2 core Badra 4597.53 

 
Maudud-D BD-5 62 

1,2 core Badra 4600.08 
 

Maudud-D BD-5 63 
1,2 core Badra 4600.95 

 
Maudud-D BD-5 64 

1,2 core Badra 4602.62 
 

Maudud-D BD-5 65 
1,2 core Badra 4603.25 

 
Maudud-D BD-5 66 

1,2 core Badra 4603.56 
 

Maudud-D BD-5 67 
1,2 core Badra 4627.04 

 
Maudud-E BD-5 68 

1,2 core Badra 4627.18 Maudud-E BD-5 69 
1,2 core Badra 4622 Maudud-E BD-5 70 

 
Table 3. The geochemical analysis of crude oil samples 

 
Table 3. Selected source lithology biomarkers for crude oil in East Baghdad oil field 
 

 
 

Latittude and longitude 
Depth 

(m) Formation 
Well 
No. Field name 

Sample 
no. 

N 3705066.48 E 437618.55 3099.5 Zubair EB-92 East Baghdad 1 
N 3705066.48 E 437618.55 3433 Zubair Eb-92 East Baghdad 2 
N 3700559.4 E 441996.4 3042.5 Zubair EB-21 East Baghdad 3 
N 3705159 E 439484 2161 Khasib EB-68 East Baghdad 4 
N 3705159 E 439484 2179 Khasib EB-68 East Baghdad 5 
N 3705159 E 439484 2060 Tanuma Eb-68 East Baghdad 6 

  4252 Mishrif BD-5 Badra 7 
  4589.2 Maudud BD-5 Badra 8 

No Well Formation Depth 
(m) 

Tr. 
C22/21 

Tr. 
C24/23 

Hopane 
C35S/C34S 

Hopane 
C29/C30 

Tr. 
C26/C25 

Hopane 
C31R/C30 0L/H MPI MD R 

1 EB92 Zubair 3099 0.99 0.31 0.92 1.29 0.79 0.31 0.00 0.68 1.76 
2 EB21 Zubair 3042 0.94 0.30 0.97 1.35 0,81 0.33 0.00 0.56 1.82 
3 EB68 Khasib 2161 0.93 0.31 1.05 1.47 0.80 0.32 0.00 0.77 1.61 
4 EB68 Khasib 2179 0.93 0.31 1.02 1.51 0.80 0.33 0.00 0.78 1.63 
5 EB68 Tannuma 2060 0.88 0.32 1.03 1.51 0.78 0.32 0.00 0.74 1.65 
6 EB5 Khasib 2508 0.90 0.31 1.06 1.41 0.78 0.36 0.01 - - 
7 EB31 Tannuma 2441 0.91 0.30 1.02 1.39 0.77 0.31 0.02 - - 
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Table 4. The geochemical analysis of crude oil samples 
 

Sample No. Well  No. formation Depth  (m) Saturated HC Aromatic HC NSO 

1 EB92 Zubair 3099.5 32.3 39.8 16.9 

2 EB21 Zubair 3042.5 29.5 37.6 17.5 

3 EB68 Khasib 2161 22.5 41.2 22.5 

4 EB68 Khasib 2179 22.7 46.2 17.8 

5 EB68 Tanuma 2060 21.5 47.4 17.6 

6 BD-5 Maudud 4593 34.8 42.6 15.7 

7 BD-5 Maudud 4581 33.4 45.3 17.2 

8 BD-4 Mishrif  22.4 27.6 27.5 
 
Table 5. Organic geochemical analysis for rock samples of this study in EB01 
 

Tmax 
S1/TOC 

PP PI HI 
S2 

Mg/g 
S1 

Mg/g 
TOC 
% 

Depth Formation Well No. 
Sample 

No. 
  S1+S2 S1/(S1+S2) S2/TOC    (M)    

-  - - - - - 0.14 3325 Shuaiba EB01 1 
 -  - - - - - 0.21 3406 Shuaiba EB01 2 

431 1.05 2.23 0.35 196 1.45 0.78 0.74 3433 Zubair EB01 3 
429 0.5 0.72 0.83 83 0.45 0.27 0.54 3450 Zubair EB01 4 
433 0.23 2.49 0.19 98 2.01 0.48 2.05 3475 Zubair EB01 5 
429 0.31 2.04 0.14 200 1.76 0.28 0.88 3505 Zubair EB01 6 
419 0.19 13.23 0.07 261 12.37 0.86 4.47 3540 Zubair EB01 7 
427 0.06 2.32 0.3 153 71.62 0.07 1.06 3575 Zubair EB01 8 
418 0.29 0.92 0.22 109 0.72 0.2 0.67 3596 Zubair EB01 9 
437 0.12 1.02 0.09 133 0.93 0.09 0.7 3605 Zubair EB01 10 
431 0.27 1.0 0.22 98 0.78 0.22 0.8 3653 Zubair EB01 11 

- - - - - - - 0.5 3667.2 Zubair EB01 12 
429 0.15 1.51 0.1 142 1.36 0.15 0.96 3710 Zubair EB01 13 
431 0.52 2.02 0.24 167 1.54 0.48 0.92 3763 Zubair EB01 14 
427 0.46 2.01 0.22 233 1.56 0.45 0.70 3809 Zubair EB01 15 
431 0.27 1.65 0.17 138 1.38 0.27 0.99 3832 Zubair EB01 16 
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Table 6. Organic geochemical analysis for rock samples of this study in EB01 
 

Tmax 
S1/TOC 

PP PI HI 
S2 

Mg/
g 

S1 
Mg/g 

TOC  
(Wt)

% 
Depth 

Formatio
n 

 
Well No. Sample 

No. 

(ºC)  S1+S2 S1/(S1+S
2) 

S2/T
OC    (M)    

431 0.38 1.29 0.25 116 0.97 0.32 0.84 3837 Zubair EB01 17 
439 0.25 0.36 0.22 94 0.28 0.08 0.31 38833 Ratawi EB01 18 
431 0.25 0.63 0.21 96 0.5 0.13 0.52 3920 Ratawi EB01 19 
435 0.23 0.65 0.2 95 0.52 0.13 0.55 4250 Ratawi EB01 20 
437 0.23 1.08 0.14 145 0.93 0.15 0.64 4365 Ratawi EB01 21 
431 0.89 2.28 0.36 156 1.45 0.83 0.93 4420 Ratawi EB01 22 
431 1.25 5.59 0.33 260 3.77 1.82 1.45 4427 Ratawi EB01 23 
438 0.57 4.75 0.12 403 4.16 0.59 1.03 4430 chiagara EB01 24 
434 1.95 6.34 0.38 320 3.94 2.40 1.23 4441 chiagara EB01 25 
432 1.81 6.80 0.33 366 4.55 2.25 1.24 4450 chiagara EB01 26 
443 1.43 10.72 0.25 421 8.00 2.72 1.90 4460 chiagara EB01 27 
433 1.64 6.21 0.41 238 3.68 2.53 1.54 4480 chiagara EB01 28 
428 1.77 7.26 0.49 183 3.69 3.57 2.01 4490 chiagara EB01 29 
436 1.34 4.66 0.37 229 2.94 1.72 1.28 4501 chiagara EB01 30 
430 1.77 7.09 0.51 168 3.46 3.63 2.05 4510 chiagara EB01 31 
435 1.53 11.04 0.46 182 6.00 5.04 3.28 4520 chiagara EB01 32 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Shows Main Oil and Gas Fields in Iraq and the studied oil fields location of the studied area after T.K. 
Al-Ameri (2011). 
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Figure 2. Crude oil characterization diagrams for study area oil fields oil character based on API and Sulfur 
content 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.Crude oil characterization diagrams for study area oil fields oil character based on b- Asphalt 
distribution in the crude oil of selected oil wells in East Baghdad oil field, numbers in the figure are for depths. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Crude oil characterization diagrams for study area oil fields oil character based on Ni-Vfor Bacterial 
phytoplancton of marine carbonate of East Baghdad oil field plotted ondiagram of the Suez Gulf. 
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Figure 5. Examples from Geochemical Summary Sheets of the reservoir oil from studied oil fields in study area 
showing whole oil gaschromatogram. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Crude oil characterization diagrams for study area oil fields oil character based on Suggested refined 
hydrocarbon products ofthe Kasib and Tannuma oils 
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Figure 7.  Biomarker diagrams of the analyzed samples for source rock type affinity of the East Baghdad oil field. 
Other data points represent average oil values from global petroleum systems from marine carbonate, distal 
marine shale, marine marl, and lacustrine shale source rocks from GeoMark  Research OILS™ databaseaverage 
hopane ratios. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Biomarker diagrams of the analyzed samples for source rock type affinity of the East Baghdad oil field. 
Other data points represent average oil values from global petroleum systems from marine carbonate, distal 
marine shale, marine marl, and lacustrine shale source rocks from GeoMark  Research OILS™ databaseTricyclic 
and Hopane ratios. 
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Figure 9. Biomarker diagrams of the analyzed samples for source rock type affinity of the East Baghdad oil field. 
Other data points represent average oil values from global petroleum systems from marine carbonate, distal 
marine shale, marine marl, and lacustrine shale source rocks from GeoMark Research OILS™ database, Canonical 
Variables versus pristane/phytane ratio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Biomarker diagrams of the analyzed samples for source rock type affinity of the East Baghdad oil field. 
Other data points represent average oil values from global petroleum systems from marine carbonate, distal 
marine shale, marine marl, and lacustrine shale source rocks in GeoMark  Research OILS™ database Eh effect are 
indicated by Trisnorhopane. 
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Figure 11. Pristane/ nC17 versus phytane/nC18 for Zubair, Khasib Tanuma, Maudud, and Mishrif crude oils from 
stady area oil fields (after Peters et al., 1999 a). 

Figure 12. Maturation and organic type's diagrams with plots of the analysis data of the studied oil samples; 
Methyldibenzothiophene ratio (MDR) aromatic biomarkers versus Tmax. 

Figure 13. Maturation and organic type's diagrams with plots of the analysis data of the studied oil samples 
Methylphenothrene (MPI) versus mean vitrinite reflectance (%Ro) diagram. 
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Figure 14. Source age assessments for East Baghdad oil field and extracts for the analyzed samples in this study 
including; a- stable carbon isotopes diagram. 

Figure 15. Source age assessments for East Baghdad oil field and extracts for the analyzed samples in this study 
including; Sterane ratio diagram 

Figure 16. Source age assessments for East Baghdad oil field and extracts for the analyzed samples in this study 
including; Oleanane ratios in bitumen extract curve based on fossil pollen reports assigned to extant angiosperm 
families. 
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Figure 17. Source age assessments for East Baghdad oil field and extracts for the analyzed samples in this study 
including; stable carbon isotopes variations with age and global locations for oils and other organic matters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 18. Oil- Source rocks correlation diagrams; Sterane triangle for oil-source correlation. 
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Figure 19. Oil- Source rocks correlation diagrams; isotopic oil grouping. 
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